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Foreword To this end I pledge all my support and would like to share with you the praise

of the 'Nara by the Elders of our community.

};III round food with 171017.1'thorns.
Fosler mother ofthe TOjJ17aQr children.

Even when I'm/LI/" (IIwr / shall think oi vou.
You food ofmv ancestors.
I will neverforget ) ·UII.

There is I/O hreU\/~/i.:cdil1g wontan likc vou.

I
by Chief Seth Kooitjie

When I was elected as Chief twenty years ago, I voted to uphold and promote the
livelihood of my people. the Topnaar. Given the circumstances I inherited. there
was no doubt in my mind about the difficult struggle ahead ofme to try and address
the difficulties within the traditional area of my community, as pan of the community
are living in the Namib-Naukluft Park. One ofthe most important issues I had to
face was the one-sided policy prohibiting us from practising our traditional rights
within our traditional territory. In so doing my community lost a great part of their
culture and traditional way of lite.

However. one part of our culture remained attached to my people as it has
been and still is and \\i11 be their \\ay oflife for centuries to come. We have been
given the opportunity to protect. conserve. and to promote the only remaining natural
resource we can claim without any fear of contradiction: the !NARA PLA\iT.

Over the years, we met hundreds of researchers and people \\ ho wrote
about the importance of the 'nara plant and its cultural and traditional value in the
lives of the Topnaar people. Indeed these articles and literature contributed to the
exposure of the unique endemic plant. As the traditional authority. xvc realised that
much more is needed to conserve and to secure the future of this important plant. at
the same time, to ensure sustainable use of the plant through education programmes
for the users of this Natural Resource.

With these fe\\ words, I thank everyone who contributed to the realisation
of the first ever document initiated by the community and produced by the hard
working researchers and students of the DRFN. I hope that this document will
contribute towards promotion and sustainable utilisation of indigenous plants.

I would also like to take this opportunity to express my profound
apprcciat ion towards our government for recognising the need to assist the Topnaar
Community to realise their dream by taking the initiative in providing funds for the
first ever community-owned 'nara project.

May God bless all your hard work.

I thank you.

I appeal to all Narnibians and interested international parties throughout
the world to play an active role in protecting these unique plants, by contributing
towards the efforts of the leaders of the community to ensure the survival of the
'nara plants. This can only he achieved by joining hands in the efforts to understand
the process of how this plant ensures its survival in the desert . .Also. equally important.
are the factors contributing to the deterioration and decline of production by the
plants.

Being a responsible leader, I would like to see this project fulf lling set objectives:

to ensure the protection and sun ivai of the! nara plant
to ensure sustainable utilisation
to ensure the successful cultivation of the 'nara plant through research.

The Chief, S.M. Kooitjie, Topnaar Community

12 I '-'
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before present. In archaeology, "present" is taken as 1950
Community-Based Natural Resource Management
Centre of Research Information Africa Action, Southern
African Development and Consulting
Desert Research Foundation of Namibia
geographical information system
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Ministry of Environment and Tourism
Natural Resource management of the #Aonin (different from
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personal communication
personal observation
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standard deviation
Social Sciences Division
Topnaar Community Foundation
United Nations Development Program
water use efficiency

Summary'

d:a::
c

!Nara (Acanthosicyos horridus) is a leafless, thorny, melon-bearing bush that grows
in the Namib Desert. The plant is an important component of the dune ecosystem,
providing shelter and food to many different animals, and bringing moisture via its
deep roots to the desert surface.

!Nara is also a valuable resource for rural Topnaar (also called 7=Aonin\ a com-
munity of some 300 pastoralists and gatherers who live in the lower Kuiseb valley in
the Namib. They traditionally depend on small stock farming and !nara harvesting
and processing for their livelihood. Fruits are collected as food and the highly nutritious
seeds are extracted for sale as a source of income. Based on a long tradition of
gathering, the !nara has fundamental cultural value to the Topnaar, and enables
them to maintain a degree of self-sufficiency in a seemingly depauperate desert
environment.

The symbols !, of-, I and /I denote clicks in the Nama language
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!Nara as a desert plant _
!Nara plants grow in the dunes and on the flanks of ephemeral rivers in the Namib
sand sea. As they grow, wind-blown sand piles up around their branches, forming
large hummocks.

The long tap root reaches from
the surface to groundwater
deep below. A dried fragment
shows the many conspicuous
xylem (water-carrying) ves-
sels,which are the widest found
in any living plant.
It also emphasizes the plant's
dependence on aperennial sup-
ply of water underground.

;;:::
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!Nara shows typical characteristics of a desert plant. It is leafless, with stomata
lying in longitudinal grooves on the stem and possesses a thick cuticle to limit
transpiration. Surface waxes and microscopic hairs also reduce stem temperature.
The plants carry out low but steady photosynthesis and growth, which are related to
the reduced plant surface area of the plant. Surprisingly, transpiration rate is high,
giving rise to low water use efficiency.

~ I ~- 3!:" ''''N4~-·' -, ., - -, ~ ~
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Flowering and pollination
Male and female !nara flowers
grow on seperate plants. Males
(top) flower almost all year round,
and attract a variety of insects
such as bees, blister beetles and
moths. Pollination is achieved
mostly by two species of bees.

Female flowers (left) can be iden-
tified by the fruit bud which grows
at the base of the flower. They
grow in the summer months (Sep-
tember -April), and the fruit buds
enlarge and develop once polli-
nation has occurred.

a:a::
c

Fruit production
!Nara melons take
about three months to
ripen fully. Tough and
spiny on the outside,
they contain juicy flesh
and many nutritious
seeds (Pips) with-in.

~
(l)
(l)

CI)

~

DRFN
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Agents that help or hinder !nara
Many Namib Desert animals playa role in the ecology of the !nara. !Nara crickets
(top) and blister beetles eat soft parts such as the flowers and branch tips. The
greatest damage to the plants, and especially its fruit, is done by domestic don-
keys belonging to the Topnaar. Plants that are not visited by donkeys produce 5-
10 times more melons than !naras that are browsed by them.
I J Ii 1 '. .-....

a:
I ..• I gs
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Jackals are the main dispersers of viable !nara seeds. They eat the fruit and ex-
crete the undamaged seeds some distance from the plant, often at the base of
dunes. Gerbils serve as short-distance dispersers, burying caches of seeds un-
derground, where some may be forgotten and can germinate if there is suffi-
cient moisture.

~
~
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Harvesting and preparation
Harvesting !nara melons involves long hours of picking the individual fruits and
carrying them to a central place to be prepared. There the flesh is cut out and
boiled down in large vats. This loosens the pips from the pulp and cooks them,
after which they are separated and dried to make a nutritious snack, "butterpips".

24
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Property relations of !nara
The importance of! nara in Topnaar culture is reflected in the unique property relations
of the Topnaar to the plants. The !Khuiseb Topnaar traditionally had a system of
private ownership over the !nara plants giving exclusive access by certain harvesting
groups to specific !nara bushes. The property relations have changed significantly
over the past few decades and !nara bushes are now communally shared, leading to
conflicts between professional and occasional harvesters. Jurisdiction over the land
has gained higher priority than ownership and use of !nara plants.

The NARA programme
Recent changes in the socio-economy of the Topnaar have led to a situation
where higher income is required to meet basic needs and better education, while
the !nara yield and market threaten to decline. In response, in 1997 the NARA
programme (NAtural Resource management by the =Aonin) was established
as a collaborative initiative between the Topnaar Community Foundation and
the Desert Research Foundation of Namibia. Planning is guided by the Strategy
and Action Plan for Promoting Indigenous Fruit in Namibia.

The Topnaar community requested that four questions be addressed:
1. Has !nara fruit production changed, and, if yes, why?
2. How can harvesting be sustainably managed?
3. How can the !nara plant be cultivated without depleting other natural

resources?
4. How can the !Khuiseb Topnaar obtain appropriate and predictable

income through !nara?
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Today's !nara business
A baseline study gathered information from rural Topnaar, including harvesters, to
establish the past and present marketing situation and to establish future options. Of
the total harvest, about 6% is consumed by the rural Topnaar community and the
remainder is marketed, mainly in Cape Town, South Africa. There has been a decline
in the total sales volume of !nara seeds: during the 1950s to 1970s, the average
annual seed harvest was around 26 tons, and it changed to around 15 tons in the
1990s. Several reasons for the decline include reduced flooding in the Kuiseb River
Delta, changes in the harvesting rights among Topnaar, as well as changes in
harvesting methods and patterns.

Professional! nara harvesting requires a group of two to three strong, healthy, dedicated
people who are able to endure the strain of collecting !nara melons through hot
temperatures, long walks, and four months of l l-hour workdays in the !nara fields
away from the home village. Harvesting is very labour-intensive, requiring 2-4 man-
hours per kilogram of seeds depending on the quality of the season, and earning
about N$6.50Ikg. Nevertheless, professionals obtain more than a quarter of their
annual income from lnara sales. A total of70-80 thousand man-hours are required
to b~~g in the seasonal harvest. The youth of today is disinclined to continue the
traditional harvesters' fl·~ . . .way 0 ne under such difficult conditions.

28

Market development
Interviewed Topnaar suggested that higher returns for effort would provide incentives
for young people to enter the !nara business. To achieve this, marketing of !nara
products would have to be upgraded, incorporating a diverse product strategy, a
reorganised distribution system, an appropriate price policy and promotion by effective
market communication.

Topnaar would like to implement these changes by forming a co-op of small-scale
manufacturers marketing !nara for middle-to-high income consumers in Namibia
and international tourists. !Nara products can be marketed as a special delicacy
under bold images such as "romantic cultural tradition ", "genuine indigenous
Namibian product", or "supporting rural people in harsh desert conditions".

Co-operative
A Topnaar !nara co-op would enable the Topnaar to take over the seed trade with
distributors in South Africa and to invest in product development and value-adding
processes. At workshops and community meetings such as illustrated here, Topnaars
have requested training to improve product processing and business skills, and
expressed the desire to participate in research to implement sustainable natural
resource management.

<::l.l..
0::
Q
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Diversified !nara products
Initial indications are that a few Namibian retailers of exclusive products are interested
in promoting attractive !nara products. If this takes off, !nara harvesters would not
need to increase their output of unprocessed seeds, but could rather add better value
to the product and improve its marketing. This would, in turn, increase sustainability
of this natural resource, and simultaneously promote the "green environment" image
of such !nara business.

The Namibian Indigenous Fruit Task Team is involved in the NARA project to
facilitate achieving the aim of sustainable development in the Lower Kuiseb Valley
through Topnaar-controlled !nara business.

30
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A young girl proudly shows some sun-dried =hoagaribeb made from boiled !nara
flesh after the pips have been removed. She shares the Topnaar's hope for a future
where she will taste greater benefits and profits arising from !nara harvesting.
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PART I: BACKGROUND

Chapter 1

!Nara: culture, nature and nurture

by Desert Research Foundation of Namibia & Topnaar Community
Foundation

Introduction

The Lower Kuiseb Valley2 is home to a small community of rural Topnaar or
;t:Aonin3

, a Nama tribe and one of the oldest indigenous people of Namibia.
Belonging to the Khoekhoen, who have lived in the Namib Desert for many centuries,
rural Topnaar are pastoralists and hunter-gatherers. While herds of goats and cattle
are the mainstay, another important basis of livelihood is the ancient tradition of
gathering fruit of the indigenous !nara plant as well as of many other species of

4
veldkos plants (van den Eynden et af. 1992). !Nara forms part of the Topnaar's
culture, tradition, nutrition and economy, and represents their dependence on and
awareness of the natural environment. In short, it represents their culture, nature
and nurture.

The living conditions of the rural Topnaar in 12 settlements with a total
population of about 3005

, is affected by several internal and external factors. For
example, the nearby urban centres of Walvis Bay and Swakopmund attract people
away from the Lower Kuiseb Valley and have other effects on the socio-economic

2 23°05'S / 14°30'E - 23°38'S / 15°12'E
#Aonin is the Nama expression for the Topnaars. In this book, #Aonin and Topnaar
are used interchangeably. Also, rural Topnaar are referred to here as !Khuiseb Topnaar.
veldkos is an Afrikaans word referring to food gathered from the surrounding natural
environment.
In the Namibian Census of 1991, the Lower Kuiseb Valley Enumeration Area com-
prised 332 people (National Planning Commission 1991). The rural population may
not have changed much, as Budack (1977) reported a similar population of rural
Topnaars for 1975. Recent unofficial estimates put the urban Topnaar population at
about 700.

4
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-
and environmental system of the rural Topnaar community. Bulk water extraction
for urban and industrial supply is blamed for reducing the groundwater available to
the Topnaar. Furthermore, the integration of the Lower Kuiseb into the Namib-
Naukluft Park and Walvis Bay Park affects rural development. On the other hand,
the rural Topnaar strive for some degree of self-sufficiency and are often more en-
trepreneurial than urban Topnaar.

The Topnaar Community Foundation (TCF) was formed in 1996. In its
constitution, the main aim is "to cater for the socio-economic development, needs
and interest of the Topnaar people". In 1996, the TCF requested the Desert Research
Foundation of Namibia (DRFN)6 to assess the existing socio-economic and
ecological interrelationships of the Topnaar's resource, the 'nara plant, as a pre-
liminary approach to facilitate improved sustainable resource management. As a
result, a joint programme was initiated: NARA - NAtural Resource management
of the :tAonin. Besides focusing on lnara as a resource, NARA also incorporates
sustainable resource management of water and livestock.

In 2000, a workshop on "Promotion ofIndigenous Fruits of Namibia" was
held in Windhoek, bringing together all stakeholders (governmental and non-
governmental organisations) involved and interested in indigenous fruits. One
major outcome of this workshop was the formation of the Indigenous Fruit Task
Team \IFTT) .. Six Nan:-ibian fruits were identified as having high priority for
immediate action: lnara IS one ofthem. Since then monthly meetings have taken
place and a "Strategy and Action Plan for Promoting Indigenous Fruits in Namibia"
was developed (Indigenous Fruit Task Team 2001).

The lnara (Acanthosicyos horridus Welw.) is an endemic cucurbit of the
Namib Desert. It plays a key role in the life of the !Khuiseb Topnaar. The fruit has
high nutritional value, and the sale of its seeds contributes significantly to the semi-
subsistence economy of the lKhuiseb Topnaar. !Nara utilisation is an old tradition
(Sandelowsky 1977) and Topnaar culture is very closely bound to this unique plant.
The existence of this reliable food in the desert probably contributed towards the
early development of a domestic way of life by the Topnaar in the form of pastoral
villages (Kinahan 2001; Vigne 1994). It also led to the situation of private ownership
of harvesting rights - an unusual feature for an otherwise typical pastoral Nama
tribe. This exceptional position among the Nama tribes gave rise to the common
Nama name, !Naranin, which expresses the Topnaar's dependence on this desert
plant. Today, !nara harvesting and livestock husbandry remain pillars of livelihood
for the !Khuiseb Topnaar. More so, lnara has fundamental cultural value and is
important for the traditional lifestyle and efforts at maintaining self-sufficiency in
this seemingly depauperate desert environment. Indeed, lnara harvesting is a key
for the Topnaar's existence in the desert, as it represents environmentally sensible
land-use.

The DRFN is a Namibian non-government organisation (NGO) dedicated towards
creating. and furthenng awareness and understanding of arid environments and
developing the capacity, skills and knowledge to manage these appropriately. This
IS acruevec through research, training and environmental education, via several
projects relating to arid lands and desertification control in the Southern African
D~velopment Community (SADC). While the DRFN headquarters are located in
Windhoek, much of its research has over the past 40 years been undertaken in the
Namib Desert at the Gob~beb Training and Research Centre, situated on the ephe-
~eral Kuiseb ~Iver, 80 kilometres southeast of Walvis Bay. Gobabeb is located in

e centre of this hyperand desert, where annual rainfall is a mere 20 mm and eva-
fhotransPlration 3500 mm. The DRFN and its numerous collaborators fro~ all over
bi~li~orld ~ave accumulated knowledge and data on the Namib environment with a
F f grap Y exceeding 1400 publications (Henschel et a/2001)

or urther mformation, see website www.drfn.org.na .

The !nara of the Topnaar

The lnara is invaluable for Namibia, the Namib Desert, and the Topnaar. Its
multifaceted relevance is illustrated in the !nara triad (Fig. 1.1):

• CULTURE: !Nara is a unique cultural product - irreversibly bound to the
development of the Topnaar and their traditions; reliable food that was the
driver of early domestication by the Topnaar in historic times; multifaceted
cultural values to the Topnaar giving rise to the nickname "!Naranin" and images
of !nara as "many-breasted foster mother of the ;tAonin children", and numerous
poems praising !nara. !Nara stands for the pride and self-sufficiency of the
Topnaar.

• NATURE: !Nara is a unique natural product - endemic to the Namib Desert;
an important illustration of the principles of desert ecology and ecophysiology;
of high scientific interest because of its ecological importance to many animals
and to the desert surrounding; a natural resource superior to alien crops in this
area.

• NURTURE: !Nara is a unique nutritional and economic product - being a
desert plant, the !nara has a high nutritional value because of its high content of

34
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unsaturated fatty acids and proteins; the fruit flesh, juice and seeds are tasty
and there are multiple uses for each; the roots have medicinal value; seeds can
be stored for a long time and are easy to transport. In Nama, '!Na' stands for
'more than enough' because if you eat the !nara, you don't need anything else
(Kooitjie, pers. comm.).

The multiple facts enhance each other, thereby intimately connecting the Topnaar
to their environment and connecting the desert environment and its people to the
outside world.

TRADITION
TOURISM

BOTANY
ECOLOGY

!NARA
FOOD

INCOME

Figure 1.1: The !nara triad: three-in-one integration of the significance of !nara.
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The NARA programme

In recent years, conflict has arisen over the perceived decline of the annual !nara
yield and the need for higher income. This has resulted in severe harvesting
competition and uncontrolled exploitation ofthis traditional resource. As a result,
the idea of a Community-Based Natural Resource Management project was born.
In November 1997, the TCF and DRFN called a workshop with members of the
Topnaar community to identify the nature and extent of the perceived problems
and to formulate goals for the sustainable use of !nara. The Topnaar Community
came up with the following key issues that form part of the NARA programme
(Breuninger & Henschel 1997; Dausab 1997):

1. Has !nara fruit production changed, and, if yes, why?

2. How can harvesting be sustainably managed?

3. How can the !nara plant be cultivated without depleting other
natural resources?

4. How can !Khuiseb Topnaar obtain an appropriate and predictable
income through !nara?

The NARA Programme has an interdisciplinary approach, simultaneously dealing
with biological (germination, water requirements, dispersal) and socio-economic
aspects (harvesting techniques, utilisation pattern, marketing) of the plant. The
work connects the indigenous community, scientists and stakeholders. This natural
resource management programme comprises five phases:

• Analysis of biophysical and socio-economic factors affecting
!nara productivity and the profitability of !nara utilisation in
former and current times;

• Design of an appropriate cultivation, harvesting and
management strategy;

• Implementation of the management system;

• Monitoring, evaluation and redesign;

• Long term monitoring and maintenance of !nara management.

NARA is a community-based and participatory development programme.
AIl steps involve the !Khuiseb Topnaar in recognising and using their own capability
to design and implement the plan to utilise their natural resources. Initial cooperation
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with partners of the DRFN and other organisations that may become involved in
the process should only catalyse and guide the process while the community retains
full responsibility at all stages.

This report endeavours to facilitate informed decision-making and planning
by the Topnaar for their own future, and may act as a guideline for partners and
potential partners on how to assist this process. It contains a baseline study that
sums up the activities, developments and findings ofNARA up to this stage and
presents them against the background ofthe natural, cultural and economic environ-
ments. The baseline study analyses the status of rural development and serves as a
basis for future planning, such as the introduction of small-scale enterprises and
small-scale markets built on !nara.

The book gives a briefhistory of the Topnaar people in relation to the !nara
(Chapter 2), and describes the utilisation of !nara (Chapter 3) and several recent
studies on the biology, ecology and ecophysiology of the plant (Chapter 4-9). !Nara
property relations (Chapter 10) builds up an understanding of social aspects affecting
access to !nara. This is followed by the baseline study, the central component of
this report (Chapter 11). Finally, there are some initial plans and suggestions by the
community and project partners on how NARA could now proceed (Chapter 12).
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by Nina Gruntkowski and Joh Henschel
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Evidence of the oldest use of !nara seeds dates back approximately iWOO years.
from Mirabib. an inselberg on the gravel plains of the central Namib [)esertX

(Sandelowsky 1(74). Although it is not proven that today's Topnaar descended
from the people who lived in the M irabib shelter. it is considered likely. Sandelowsky
(1977) assumes that the 1110stsuccessful subsistence strategy was the exploitation
of resources in a fev, surrounding areas. For the people in this area, who were
probably hunter-gatherers. these could have been the coast. the river banks (with
!nara fields) and areas with higher rainfall further inland. However, the absence or
pottery in these early records makes stewing and storage of Inara unlikely (Kinahan
200 I), and the utilisation or 'nara may have been confined to the temporary
availability of ripe fruit.

It is generally acknowledged that nomadic Khoe pastoralists introduced a
subsistence economy to southern Africa. clearly distinct from the agropastoralism
of Bantu people. about :WOOyears ago. Archaeological finds, including ones from
the 'Khuiseb area, include the appearance of pottery. particularly narrow mouthed
storage vessels without soot (Kinahan 200 I ). The nomadic Khoe pastoralists spread
their "new technological development" (Deacon in Kinahan 200 I: 10) wherever
conditions were suitable in the western and southern areas of A frica. Pottery. in
particular the presence of large, wide mouthed vessels since 800BP, (Sydo« 1967,
1973; Rudner 1968; Sandelowsky & Pendleton 1976: Sandclowsky 1977; Shackley
1985; Kinahan 20(1) have been interpreted as indicative ollnara preparation, storage

8

There was only limited data available for the compilation of this chapter. In Namibia,
recording of history was often closely associated with prevailing politics. The current
outline of Topnaar history is based on historical data available to us and may not
reflect the complete past reality. In light of this. we emphasise that this written history.
like all history reports, bears the danger of shaping the representation of the past.
At the Mirabib Hill shelter the 'nara is the best documented staple food (radiometri-
cally dated up to approx. 8000 years old). used for most of the time when Mirabib
was inhabited. This supports the geographical model of sub-Saharan Africa by Dea-
con which suggests that Holocene hunter-gatherer communities exploited one
specific plant food adaptively and systematically (Sandelowsky 1977)
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and transport (Kinahan 200 I). The consistent association of such pottery with
bone knives reinforces this interpretation (Kinahan pers. comm.).

The utilisation of!nara by Khoekhoe was first recorded in 1677 by Captain
Womba from the Dutch East India Company. He landed with the "Boode" on the
West Coast and noted: "These (Hottentots) had left in flight and had left behind ... a
pot ... with kernels ... from something similar to a pawpaw" (Womba 1918: 51).
Womba furthermore mentions evidence of cattle herding, as the "Hottentots" quickly
complied to the request for cattle by the ship's crew. Current mainstays of the rura!
economy of !Khuiseb Topnaar were thus already in place at least 300 years ago,
and possibly have been for as long as 2000 years. Most subsequent reports of
travellers and missionaries describing the inhabitants of this part of the West Coast
mention !nara consumption and herding (Dentlinger 1983; Moritz 1992; Kinahan
2000). Marine resources were also exploited. They were first recorded in 1793
(Van Reenen 1915), whereas the dating of shell middens in the coastal dunes dates
back much further.

bushes, and not in the land ..." (Budack 1983: 4). According to Chief Seth Kooitjie
pers. comm.), the British, after their annexation of Walvis Bay in 1878, recognised
the Protection of Property Rights of !Nara by the Topnaar in Article 5, Clause 7:
"The chief is the guardian of the !Nara fields on behalf of the community. Damage,
theft or any unknown trading in !Nara products are punishable". In 1888, documents
state the agitation of the Topnaar, "who monopolised the narras", when there was
unauthorised harvesting of !nara by people who were not Topnaar. Tn 1905, the
Deutsch-Sudwestafrikanische Zeitung wrote about the Topnaar: 'They are said to
have strong respect for the property rights attached to every single plant" (Budack
1983: 5).

The Topnaar economy has never solely depended on !nara. Kinahan (2000)
believes that the Topnaar were involved in trade with foreigners from the late
eighteenth century, and probably before. At this time the pastoralists, relying on
pastures but also on !nara and marine resources, had extensive links to the interior.
These resource's and the availability of water and vegetation in the Kuiseb riverbed
allowed semi-permanent homesteads at Walvis Bay, which "were part of an estab-
lished regional trade network that extended to the north and to the central highlands
of Namibia with indirect links to the east coast" (Kinahan 2000: 93). By 1770,
American whalers had discovered the whaling grounds close to Walvis Bay and
trade with the inhabitants at the coast began. These whalers exchanged trade goods
such as tobacco, pipes, rum, tin ware, wire, cloth, soap, muskets and gunpowder
for water, wood and fresh provisions to replenish their supplies. When the number
of whaleships decreased, merchants continued this profitable trade. Logbooks
from this time mention trading livestock with pastoralists on the Namib coast
(Kinahan 2000).

By the early nineteenth century, another Khoekhoe group, known as
Ocrlarn, had migrated into Namibia from the Cape frontier. By means of
technological superiority, .lonker Afrikaner, their leader, established dominance
over the other Nama groups and the Herero further north, settled in /Ae//gams
(today's Windhoek) and built a road along the Kuiseb River for the transport of
trade goods to Walvis Bay. This accelerated the transportation of trade goods, but
also enhanced the contact between the Oorlam in the centre of the country and the
Topnaar. The contact with the Oorlam "who acquired a Westernish lifestyle far
beyond the other Nama-speaking groups, and the development of Walvis Bay into
a notable port had created a basis of Western commerce in which the Topnaar
would become increasingly involved as their own resources disappeared or became
inaccessible" (Dentlinger 1983: 17/18).

The term "Topnaar" is regarded as a Dutch-Afrikaans translation of the
name =Aoni, but is used by the people themselves, The Nama noun :;taos means
something like "extremity" as in "far mvav places and marginal areas of territory ".
From the perspective of other Khoekhoe groups, the :;tAonin inhabited the far distant
northwesterly border of Nama land. The term 'Naranin or "lnara people" is also
used mostly by other Khoekhoe to describe their dependency on and ownership of
'nara, thereby distinguishing the Topnaar from other Khoekhoe (Budack 1977). In
contrast to other natural resources, the !nara has been utilised continuously by the
Topnaar community. The largest lnara fields are located in the Kuiseb Delta,
although smaller !nara fields occur along the river and south of it in the dunes up to
Homeb. It has been a long tradition for people to move to the Delta during the !nara
harvesting season (December to May).

The traditional reliance by the Topnaar on a specific wild plant is unusual
for Nama groups, Another exception was the practice of private ownership over
inherited family !nara plots (described by Chapman (1864) in 1855; see chapter
lOt This is in contrast to communal property rights amongst other Nama groups,
where every tribesman is allowed to move around freely with his stock.

However these family property rights of the Topnaar "are vested in these

9
Budack (1977) added to a list of 27 !nara patches identified by Pastor Moritz, and
identified 54 lnara plots and their owners.
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Jonker Afrikaner controlled the activities of traders and missionaries and
carried out cattle-raiding forays, some of which were directed against the :;tAonin
community. In 1844, the =Aonin community was again raided by Wilhelm
Swartbooi, an ally of Jonker Afrikaner. By the end of the nineteenth century the
decline of pastoralism in the lower Kuiseb had become irreversible. A variety of
reasons, such as restrictions of movements, cattle raids, drought, and commodity
exchange, contributed to the collapse of the self-sustaining herding economy. The
number of animals throughout the pastoral network had probably fallen, and finally
the Topnaar were forced to attach themselves to European merchants and settlers
for wage labour

lo
• From the middle of the 19th century until today, the people along

the Kuiseb have only been able to survive because some of them have worked in
urban centres and helped to support their families in the Kuiseb Valley (Dentlinger
1983; Kinahan 2001; Chapter 11).

However, the 19th-century Topnaar still had access to lnara, marine resources
and game, and still owned herds of small stock. Therefore they did not become
completely dependent on wage labour or charity for subsistence II. The beach with
its rich marine resources offered good conditions for impoverished pastoralists and
it is likely that, after they lost their cattle, many people moved to the sea. Kinahan
(2001) views the differentiation into Khuisenin C!Khuiseb people") and Hurinin
("sea people") (Budack 1977) as a more recent social phenomenon to distinguish
the rich from the poor respectively, rather than as distinct ethnic entities. Finally,
with the development of Walvis Bay into an urban centre and port, the marine
resources became largely inaccessible to Topnaars except through employment in
fisheries.

The treaty recognised the Topnaar's "private rights" (Sander 1912; Fig. 2.1), which
.vould have included the existing traditional use of !nara.
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Figure 2.1: Extract of the treaty between Topnaar Captain IIEibib and the German Imperial
Commissioner, Dr.Nachtigal. Itstates: "Die erwennter. Reserven (des Vertrages) verlangen
die Anerkennung seiner, des Kapitans (Haibib), und der in dem abgetretenen Gebiete
sesshaften Eingeborenen Privatrechte und der trimer van dem Kapitan Piet Haibib
abgeschlossenen Vertrage und Kontrakte". Translation by the editors: The above-men-
tioned conditions {of the treaty] demand the recognition of the private rights of the captain
(Haibib) and of the indigenous people resident in the ceded land, and the recognition of
earlier treaties and contracts made by Captain Piet Haibib.
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The accumulation of wealth in the form of glass beads or other goods from outside the
system could not be translated back into cattle when the need arose, as the com-
modities did not keep their value (Kinahan 2000, 2001).
Kohler 1969 quotes from a report written by Palgrave 1877 that the Topnaar at that
time earned their livingfrom the harvest of !nara kernels, fishing and occasional paid
labour.
In 1878 Piet IIEibeb had already agreed to the British annexation of Walvis Bay, hoping
for protection from the Oorlam (Palgrave 1877).

!Nara in Topnaar history

In 1907 the Namib Game Reserve was proclaimed by the Germans. It was
extended to become the Namib-Naukluft Game Park in 1975, under the South
African Mandate. Park regulations were formulated by South West Africa's
Department of Nature Conservation, some of which were in direct contlict with
Topnaar traditional land use practices. For example, game hunting and trapping of
predators were prohibited, so that the Topnaar custom of lamis (seasonal hunting)
was prevented (Botelle & Kowalski 1995). Regulations also prohibited some
established practices of !nara management, such as burning dry parts of bushes
(Rudolf Dausab, pers. comm.). Furthermore, park regulations did not recognise
the residents' rights of place. In 1992, a socio-ecological report pointed out that
'the most important issue for the Topnaar people is the need/or,government

I,
'ecognition oftheir rights on the land they occupy" (Jones 1992: 3) ..

In 1884, Germany proclaimed a protectorate over the area ranging from
south of Luderitz to north of Cape Frio. Imperial Commissioners purchased land
and mineral rights from chiefs. Piet IIEibib of Walvis Bay also signed a treaty with
Dr. Nachtigal, the German Imperial Commissioner. For 20 pounds sterling, he ceded
the coastline and 100-200 km of its adjoining land from 26° to 22° S, excluding
Walvis Bay, which had already been ceded to the British (Hesse 1905; Esterhuyse
1968)12.
10

11

Ai3
After Independence in 1990, the Topnaars were officially recognised as a separate
Nama tribe by the Government.
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More and more, the Topnaar adopted a sedentary lifestyle as a consequence
of the park regulations restricting their movement and development. "The continuous
cyclical wanderings of the Khoi herders were reduced to an annual migration
between semi-permanent settlements, and the crop" (Budack 1983: 6). In the late
1970s the govemment began sinking boreholes along the river", which contributed
to the establishment of permanent settlements in proximity to the water points".
This was a response to the lowering of the water table caused by overuse of the
aquifer, which is said to have also contributed to the decrease of! nara productivity.

During the latter palt of its mandate of South West Africa, the South African
government paid pensions to the! Khuiseb Topnaar who were registered in Walvis
Bay. Payment of pensions by South A frica to the Topnaar continued even after
South Africa handed Walvis Bay over to Namibia in 1994. This is significant,
because the South African pension is higher than the Namibian. Today, pension is
an important income for! Khuiseb households.

In 1962 a flood barrier was constructed in the Kuiseb Delta to protect
Walvis Bay from flooding. The barrier was built on granite bedrock and it blocks
the surface flow of the river, thus reducing groundwater replenishment. Con-
sequently, the productivity of the 'nara fields along the Delta's northwesterly ann
decreased from the 1970s onwards. This evidently led to the discontinuation of
private ownership of 'nara plots when harvesters from the northern Delta began
sharing with harvesters in other areas (Botelle & Kowalski 1995). However, many
Topnaar harvesters today still know the owners of the different lnara plots, although
it has become common to harvest wherever the fruit are ripe (RudolfDausab, pel's.
obs.; see Chapter II).

Moreover, the Kuiseb Delta is subject to constant change. Firstly, the
'nara plant itselfcreates new dunes by accumulating sand blown against it. Secondly,
the river can do a lot of damage when its water reaches the delta after heavy rains in
the interior, and can wash !nara plants away. This happened during the floods of
1934, 1963 and 2000. The loss of !nara plants has been considered disastrous
(Kohler 1969) as it could have a significant effect on individual Topnaar harvesters

operating in the eroded area. However, flood in? promotes recruitment and accele-
rated growth and productivity (see Chapter si".

Budack (1977) stated that the dependency on !nara has decreased under
the influence of modem circumstances. He nevertheless described that some
individuals and even whole families spend the period from November until April
in the Kuiseb Delta harvesting lnara for their own supply and for the sale of the
pips". Botelle & Kowalski (t995: 39) found that "virtually all Topnaar families
have abandoned the seasonal practice of moving to the delta to harvest the 'nara".
A new pattern has emerged where individuals, mostly men, travel to the delta for
some weeks during each season to harvest the lnara and to get some income from
selling the pips. In addition, most families harvest the lnara locally on a much
smaller scale (Botelle & Kowalski 1995). The baseline study presented in Chapter
II indicates that today at least 19% of the !Khuiseb Topnaar are professional
harvesters, to whom 'nara harvesting is of high economic significance, bringing in
over a quarter of their household income. Nearly all members of the rural population
do, however, continue to harvest 'nara occasionally, either for food or additional
cash. Most of these people still consider 'nara to be irnportant".

This brief sketch ofTopnaar history shows that they have a long association
with !nara (Table 2.1). Against a trend of decreasing access to various natural
resources by the Topnaar community, access to 'nara has been continuous, showing
its superiority to all the drastic changes that have occurred during Topnaar history.
The 'nara is not only economically important, but it also has cultural value,
contributing to the self-identification of the Topnaar Community. 'Nara is still
central to the daily life of the !Khuiseb Topnaar, as it has been for many centuries.

~6
Joh Henschel observed that a lot of lnara plants were washed away by the flood in
March 2000. From a low-level fly-over during and immediately after this flood, he
estimated that the destroyed area amounted to less than 5% of the southern Kuiseb
Delta !nara field. Ground observations showed numerous seedlings sprouting, and it
was abundantly clear that these floods were far more beneficial to lnara than they
were destructive.
During the 1970s the !nara was not seen as a prestigious item. Dentlinger (1977: 18)
states that "On the contrary, being dependent on nara as a source of food was
considered degrading, since it implied that one did not have enough money to buy
'the white man's' food, definitely a status symbol".
Gruntkowski (2001) showed that 8 out of 9 Topnaar settlements mentioned the lnara
as an important thing in their environment; 5 settlements ranked !nara as one of the
three most important things.

14

15

The Department of Water Affairs installed boreholes at all settlements in the Namib-
Naukluft Park not connected to the main pipeline scheme, which supplies the settle-
ments from Swartbank downstream.
These water points, consisting of a borehole with a windmill or diesel engine to pump
the water, replaced the traditional hand dug well that was described by von Koenen
(1964)
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Table 2. 1: Chronology of significant events in the history of the Topnaar and utilisation
of fnara.

r-
first 'nara workshop - TCF and DRFN address the Topnaars concerns over 'nara; the

1'I:"ovI997 NARA project begins

NARA project research on 'nara socio-economics, seasonal patterns, fruit production,
1997-2001 resource allocation, pollination, seed dispersal. seed consumption, seedling development,

photosynthesis and transpiration by Conny Berry, Ulrike Buttendorf, Rudolf Dausab,
Sarah Eppley, Felix Hebeler, Joh Henschel. Birgit & Robert Kartusch, Connie Krug,
Caroline Mayer, Petra Moser, Markus Muller, Andreas Shilornbolcni. Elizabeth Wenk (see
Part II)

the Gobabeb Training and Research Centre is formed as a joint venture of MET and
'1ay 1998 DRFN, in partnership with the Topnaar; the Gobabeb Centre mission includes socio-

economic training and research

9 ,)ul 1999 second lnara workshop - feedback on the past, present and planned research

vlar-Apr 2000
strong floods destroy 'nara bushes in Kuiscb Delta and initiate regeneration through
seedling growth

Apr 2000
Promotion of Indigenous Fruit workshop - lnara is identified as one of six high priority
fruits in Namibia

the Namibian Indigenous Fruit Task Team grants financial support to the Topnaar to
Jun 2001 facilitate marketing of lnara products and information exchange concerning the NARA

project

20UI further NARA field research on cognition of sharing natural resources (Nina Gruntkowski)
& perceptions ofproperty rights (Sonja Iwanek)

22 Aug 2001 third !nara workshop with emphasis on management in relation to natural processes,
marketing strategies and harvester cooperation

2002 !nara resource management by Topnaars is part of the DRFN programme ELAK
(Environmental Learning and Action in the Kuiseb)

Dale Event

since 8000BP people in the Namib used 'nara (Sandelowsky 1974)

since 2000BP
Khoekhoen pastoralists in the Namib stored 'nara in narrow pottery vessels (Kinahan
2001) I,

since 800BP
Khoekhoen prepared, stored and transported 'nara using bone knives, fire and wide-
mouthed pottery (Kinahan 200 I)

1677 first European record of Khoekhoen using 'nara fruit (Womba 1918)

1855 first European record ofTopnaar family ownership of !nara fields (Chapman 1864)

1878
the British of Walvis Bay officially recognise Topnaar property rights to 'nara (Act 5,
clause 7)

1884 German protectorate acknowledges Topnaar private rights

1933/34 a strong Kuiseb flood destroys many 'nara plants (Kohler 1969)

1946-1999 flamingo Furnishers of Walvis Bay are the main wholesaler of 'nara seeds

construction of Kuiseb flood retention wall, preventing the Kuiscb from flowing into the
1962 northern delta, reducing groundwater replenishment and evidently causing the loss of 'nara

fields in that area

1962
Gobabeb is established as a research station, functions include the coordination of' nara
studies

1960s & '70s
several important socio-economic studies by Budack, Dentlinger, du Pisani, Kohler,
Moritz, Sandelowsky and others document the Topnaars' current relationships with 'nara

late 1970s
the government sinks boreholes for the 'Khuiseb Topnaar, who establish 12 permanent
settlements near these water points

1975
formation of the Namib Park (later Narnib-Naukluft Park) - restricts Topnaar traditional
land use practices e.g. burning of old 'nara bushes

Rooibank Bulk Water Scheme is established and extracts more groundwater than is
1975 sustainable in the Kuiseb aquifer between Swartbank and Dorob, thereby lowering the

groundwater level in the Kuiseb Delta

1981
in traditional community elections by the Topnaar, Seth Kooitjie is elected Chief of the
Topnaar, and thus becomes the guardian of the 'nara on behalf of the community

March 1990 Namibian Independence. The constitution confirms traditional property rights.

1990
Establishment of the Walvis Bay Lagoon Park, further restricting the area where Topnaar
traditional land use practices can be carried out

Topnaar, Government, and NGOs discuss the Topnaar's rights to natural resources and
their development in the Kuiseb Valley (documented by Andy Botelle & Kelly Kowalski,

1991-1997 RudolfDausab, Grasveld & Gabriel, Brian Jones, Ruth Jones, Seth Kooitjie, Patricia
Skyer, Unam Social Science Division, Veerle van den Eynden ct al., Vigne, Thomas
Widlok, and others); further archaeological studies provide context (Jill & John Kinahan)

1996 Tnpnaar Community Foundation (TCF) is fonncd, with a principal function being socio-
economic development of the! Khuiseb Topnaar

1996
TeF approaches DRFN for suppon concerning ecological and socio-economic aspects of
' nara, and DRFN agrees upon getting the blessing of the \1inistry of Environment and
Tourism (MET)
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Chapter 3

i listoricale\ idcnce sllll\\s that people have used 'naru as a lood source for mer ~
millennia (Chapter ::!). lor the 'Khuiseh Topnaar, 'nara has been a staple food for
tllan~ centuries. being the most important plant al1longst ~"Ithe plants gnming
.i1(1I1gthe Kuiseb and on the adjacent plains. Also used lor medicine. it has pla~ cd

d signiJic<lI1t role in the traditional life otthc Topnaar (Dcnilingcr I ()]i). Today.
'l!ll~ a k\\ Topnaar sustain their li\es largely lrorn 'nara products (Botclle 8.:
ku\\alski I l)l)_k Chapter II). This is mainly due to the influence or western
c:i\ ilisaiion (Buduck 19""7. Pfeifer 197')). the introduction or other food sources.
.md the ahcnuuivc or li , ing in ncurby tm\ ns. In \\'ahis 8,1). \ll~ln) Topnaur seek
employment and support their familic-, at the Kuisch \\ ith their income. Con-
,eljlll'llll~. 'naru products are presently often considered to be a "luxury liKKIsource"
(Pli:ill:r 1'J/9: 1:'9). only supplementing the cash income or the Topnaar from the

Kuiscb,

!:\ara use by people

by Petra Moser and Joh Henschel
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Traditionally. harvesters. sometimes \\ hole families. would 1l1O\e seasonall:-
Illtl) the 'naru lields 1'01'the harvest. These 'nara fields would either he owned by
tile 1~ll1lily itsl'II'(Schapl'ra 1')3(); Budack Il)77: Pfeiffer 1'J/9) or arrungcmcnts
II ould hall' been made \\ ith the 0\\ ncr, who in return \\ ould benefit from the harvest.
This svsicm of private 0\\ ncrship or plant-, as a special kind or LInd tenure is 110

longer ill place, <ISit changed to open sharillg umong the Topnaar in the 19~()s
(I iausnb pcr-. ohs.).

To move into the 'uura fields. the harv esters use donkey carts to carrv their
supplies and to transport the harvested lnaras to the processing sites, ill the 'nara
li,-'Ids or at the villages. Li\ illg in temporary houses. the~ sometimes spend several
\\ ccks ill the' naru fields. moving from one plot to the other to harvest (Pfei fer
1')79). :\ 'nara harvester tests a fruit for ripeness by checking till' a yellow-green
l:()lllUr and prodding it \\ ith a stick. Ifthe 'nara is ripe, the fruit lulls do\\ n and the
il~II·\estl'\'. standing on top ofthe hummock picks the fruit out of the spilly hush and
1,(111" it down the hummock to he collected allcrw ards. IrUIlSUre about the ripeness.
,I knife is used to cut out a cone-shaped piece to examine or taste. Green fruit may
be left 011 the plant lor the jackals, but IlJall) harx esters regard this as a \\ axle and

Figure 2.2. iNara fields and villages of the Topnaar in the lower Kuiseb River and Delta
(after Budeci: 1977).
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also take the unripe fruit. They then either leave these to ripen in the sun or feed
them to livestock, chicken and dogs (Dcntlinger 1977). More and more, a different
harvesting technique is being applied. The harvester. standing outside the lnara
brush to avoid contact with the thorny plant, uses a metal hook LOpick (hook) the
'nara fruit and retrieve it hOI11Lhe 'nara plant (Moritz 1992). This technique can
damage the plant by breaking branches.

The harvested fruits are used in different ways (Dcntlinger 1977. Pfeifer 1979).
Ripe, they are eaten fresh, or cooked before extracting the seeds and setting aside
the pulp for further use. Green. unripe fruits are buried about 15-20 em in soft sand
to stimulate the ripening process for juice development and sweeter taste, and then
used as above. To eat or process the 'nara fruit, they are cut in half using a knife
i/ctras), traditionally made of a rib bone from an antelope or livestock (Budack
1977). The flesh is scraped out into a 44 gallon drum. replacing the traditional clay
pot. The peels are thrown a\\a: or red to the donkeys. The drum full oflnara pulp
is heated for several hours over a lire, stirring it constantly witl: a twirling stick
(.'llo/Jo/J) until the pulp is well cooked (Budack 1977). In the past a plaited sieve
(gohiros) was used to separate the pips from the pulp. Nowadays a small tin with
holes in the bottom and sides serves the same purpose. The tin is shaken and
twisted until the pips are separated from the pulp. Depending on the preference of
the individual. the remaining pulp on the pips may be left or washed or rubbed 011'
in the sand. The pips are then dried in the sun on sand or on a sheet of plastic
(Pfei 1;;1' 1979) or on the roof or the house, or they are roasted over a tire.

The remaining 'nara pulp is processed further (Dentlinger 1977. Pfeifer
1979, Moritz 1992). It may be poured onto a clean patch of sand. where it hardens
and is turned unti] it is dry and all the oil and fat has drained. This forms 'nara-cake
(::tgoo-go/'iheh) which can be rolled up as a fruit roll. Alternatively it is eaten
mixed with mielie meal as porridge. or as soup.

'Nara-cake/fruit roll is important as an emergency food source for the
Topnaar (Pfeifer 1979). The dried 'nara pulp. having a leathery texture, is cut into
strips. rolled up and can be stored for years (Dentlingcr 1977). If the seeds are
properly dried. they will also keep well for many years if stored in a dry place.
Partly due to problems with suitable storage. but mainly to earn cash. most ofthe
'nara seeds arc sold soon after harvesting and only a fev, bags of seeds are kept for
Own consumption

As pointed out in Chapter 2. trade \\ ith 'nara seeds has a long history.
Most of the 'nara pips are exported to Cape 1'0\\11 in South Africa, where they are

known as butterpips, and are favoured by the Asian community (Moritz 1970:
Pfeifer 1979). They have an almond-like taste and are mainly consumed as a snack,
c:aten shelled or unshellcd, and they are also used as an almond substitute. In the
Iopnaar tradition, the oi l-rich 'nara seeds (about 50% oil) also have other functions.
Pounded in a wooden mortar (Budack 1977), 'nara pips are used in dishes and for
baking (Pfeifer 1979). Extracting the oil by grinding or pressing, the pounded
mixture was used as a skin treatment and for sun protection (Pfeifer 1979: van den
Lynden et 01. 1992) or hair treatment (Moritz 1992). It is claimed that the fresh
flesh ofripe fruit alleviates stomach pain, as does the root juice (Rumrich & Rurnrich
! 996: van den Eynden et 01 1992). By drinking a decoction or chewing the roots.
diuresis, venereal diseases, nausea, kidney problems. arteriosclerosis and chest pain
Jre relieved. and crushed roots mixed with fat make an ointment 101' healing wounds
idu Pisani 1983: van den Eynden et 01. 1992: Rumrich & Rumrich 1996}.

Parts of the 'nara that have not been reported to be used by people. are the
voung shoots and fruit peels. although livestock feed 011 both of these. While the
Liseof roots as a home remedy for numerous ailments is well-known and establ ished
practice, the increasing demand for root products on the market (Dausab pel's.
comm.) poses grave danger to the ~nara fields. The cutting of roots kills ~nara
branches, and it is likely to pose severe constraints on sustainabiliry if this practice
increases. To address this issue, it is recommended that the root substance with
healing power should be identified. This should be compared with the concentrations
of this substance in other parts of the plant, for instance the fruit peel. Use of the
roots. and its alternatives, needs to be examined in the overall question of
diversification oflnara products. balanced against the need to keep within the limits
of long-term sustainabil ity.

The 'nara fruit contain cucurbitacins, which can burn the mouth and lips if
unripe fruit or too much of the fresh fruit are eaten (Dentlinger 1977: Moritz 1992:
van den Eynon et al. 1992). Unripe !nara fruit taste very bitter and the pulp is
unpalatable (Pfeifer 1979). Dentlinger (1977) was told that raw lnara fruit should
only be eaten when cool, otherwise it may make one ill. To eat the raw fruit, it is cut
in half with a knife and then the central core, the sweetest part of the ~nara, is cut
Out and eaten from the tip of the knife (Denninger 1977). Then the rest of the fruit
is consumed in the same way. using the knife it)!' cutting and eating. 'Nara fruit
also serve a different purpose. Juice of a ripe 'nara melon, which has a very high
sugar content, is squeezed out and used for syrup or as an ingredient to brew sugar
beer, supporting fermentation together with portions of the roots (Pfei fer 1979: du
Pisan i 1983).
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'Nara fruit should ripen fully on the plant to produce the best quality products
in terms of sweetness of the fruit and size, taste and oil content of the seeds (Pfeifer
1979). Ifpickcd too early, the fruits are small and unripe, bitter, and contain only
small seeds. In the past, high quality seeds were guaranteed through the individual
property rights of !nara fields. At that time, only ripe lnara fruit would be picked,
leaving the unripe ones on the bush tor a later harvest. Today. with more or less
open access to the! nara fields, the quality of Inara products is deteriorating, because
unripe fruit are often picked (Dausab, pers. obs.). But it is not only the ownership
of the !nara plants and the quality of products that have changed. Botello & Kowalski
( 1994) pointed out that today mainly individuals (mostly men), compared to whole
families in the past, live in the lnara fields during the harvesting season. These so-
called non-professional harvesters (see Chapter II) collect just sufficient amounts
of fruit to earn quick cash as needed, c.g. for hostel-fees or to buy provisions or
goats. Many families only collect fruit from 'nara bushes close to their settlements,
mainly lor domestic purposes. The professional harvesters, in comparison. still
depend to a great extent on lnara as a food source and for generating cash income
(Fig. 3.1). They spend most ofthe !nara season (November to April) in the lnara
fields (Budack 1977). collecting fruit and selling the seeds in Walvis Bay to earn as
much money as possible. as a significant part of their household income.

These changes in harvesting practices have evidently changed the gender
roles in the Topnaar communities, too (Botelle & Kowalski 1994). Nowadays,
only men tend to go to the !nara fields (with a few notable exceptions), 'while the
women stay at home to take care of the farm and the children and to process the
collected Inara fruit. Furthermore. the management of the 'nara plants itsel f has
changed. In the past, the Topnaar would burn old lnara bushes. or unproductive,
dry parts of the bushes to stimulate growth and fruit production (13otelle & Kowalski
1994; Breuninger & Henschel 1997; Dausab pers. obs.). These practices were
forbidden after the areas or! nara fields became incorporated in the Namib Nauklu It
Park in 1975 and the Walvis Bay Lagoon Park in 1990 (Dcntlinger 1977).
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In summary, thcre have been enormous changes over the past years in
terms of !nara management, harvesting and uses. Nonetheless, Inara still plays an
important role in the Topnaars present life. be it as food and income supplement to
the households of occasional harvesters, or as a major source or income tor
professional harvesters.
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PART II ECOLOGY

Chapter4

!Nara ecology-an introduction

by Joh Henschel & Petra Moser

The !nara plant

Cucurbits original I) arose in tropical zones, but some have adapted to dry
environments. One of these is the 'nara, (In endemic to the western Namib Desert.
It occurs virtually along the entire length of the Namib from Port olloth in South
Africa to Narnibe in Angola. The largest concentrations occur in the Lower Kuiseb
Valley. There are particularly large fields in the Kuiscb Delta between Worrel. 10
kill south-east of Walvis Bay, and Rooibank. with at least 51 !nara fields in this area
(Budack 1977; Chapter 2; Fig. 2.2). The Kuiscb lnara fields are most widely known
because of the attention given to 'nara harvesting and trade by the Topnaar people,
but there are also extensive 'nara fields along the north coast of, lamibia. where
Himba people occasionally harvest the melons (Sandelowsky 1990).

'Nara natural history

Individual 'nara plants can grow to a size of 5-1 0 111 high and 10-40 111 in
diameter. with the plant projecting 0.1-1 III above the large hummock that grows
with the plant, covering between 0.2 to 2335 me (Chapter 5). It has been estimated
that they mav have a Iifc span of centuries (K lopatek & Stock 19(4).

'Naras annually produce 20-500 melons of 10-20 em diameter that each weigh 0.5-
1.0 kg and each contain 200-300 seeds (Moritz 1992; Klopatek & Stock 1994;
Berry 200 I; Chapter 5). On average, dry seeds with shells weigh 3 II ± 94 mg
(range 157-440 mg, pers. obs.: compared 10 a figure of 256 mg given by Sepasal
1999), i.c. each melon yields about 50-100 g of dry seeds (Berry 200 I). Thus 11-
20 melons are required for I kg of seeds.

'Nara is a dioccious plant i.e. there are separate male and female plants. female
lnaras flower between September and April, peaking in October-November, and
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Jackal's importance to !nara

The black-backed jackal Canis I71CSOl71c/asappears to be the best potential
disperser of seeds (Muller 2000; Chapter n as it does not chew the seeds and tends
to swallow them whole. Many seeds pass through the jackal's gut intact. Jackals
often eat ripe lnara fruit and deposit their droppings at distances up to several
kilometres away from existing !nara hummocks, often at the base of dunes. It is at
these low-lying dune areas that the potential for seedling development may be
particularly good in the dunes (Chapter 7). Jackal faeces possibly provide a local
nutrient supplement to the initial seedling in otherwise very nutrient-poor sand
(M Liller2000; Moser 200 I). The jackal is therefore considered to be a crucial part
of the community ecology of 'nara, required for recruitment as well as establishment
of lnara in new areas. The distribution of jackals overlaps completely with that of
:nara, and it is suggested that the jackal is indispensable for the persistence of
healthy populations of !nara fields in their natural condition (MLiller 2(00).
Ironically. the Topnaar consider jackals to be a nuisance as they are capable of
killing goats. the Topnaars main livestock resource.

fruit usually ripen between November and April, peaking in February-March
(Chapters 5 & 6). Males flower throughout the year. producing a profusion of
flowers during most months. The abundance of male flowers supplies sufficient
pollen to pollinate the female flowers (Chapter 6). It has been proposed that this
may also keep up viable populations of the main pollinators. meloid beetles'vly/ohris
zigzaga and solitary bees (Mayer 2000; Chapter 6). Meloids are ofparticular interest
as their populations may depend on the ability of their larvae to consume eggs of
the lnara cricket Acanthoproctus diadematus.
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!Nara's importance to animals

The fruit, seeds. growing tips and flowers are highly nutritious. while the
rugged canopies of both sexes provide shelter to dune animals. The 'nara is regarded
as a keystone species (Klopatek & Stock 1994): "a direct protein and water source
for insects. reptiles, mammals and birds. an indirect food source as a collection site
for windblown plant litter that is fed on by many beetles, and a stabilising influence
in the dunes and hence a refuge for bun-owing animals. In essence 'nara forms the
basis for a highly diverse and complex food-chain." From several perspectives. the
'nara can be considered to be one of the most important plants in the dunes of the
Namib Desert. and a key to understanding its ecosystem as well as its indigenous
people (Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1. Environmental connections ofthe tnere plant.

In nature, at least 26 vertebrate species arc known to use the 'nara in one
f01111or another: there arc many more invertebrates. The flowers and growing tips.
including seedlings. are favoured food for several herbivores. e.g. meloid beetles.
!nara crickets. but also the lizard Angolosaurus skoogi (in the northern Namib
dunes. Nagy et 01. 1991). ostrich. oryx, hyaena and springbok (Chapter 7). This
herbivory results in the loss of I S<Yo of all flowers (Chapter 6). Domestic goats of
the Topnaar apparently don't seck this food. while donkeys favour it highly and
have been observed removing many flowers. buds, unripe fruit and seedlings. Due
to browsing by donkeys. a large portion offruit is lost and cannot mature to ripeness
(Chapter 6).

Many mammals are major consumers of the fruit and they potentially
disperse the seeds with their droppings. but in the case of ungulates (hoofed
mammals), the seeds are crushed with the chewing molars, destroying the viability
of the seeds. While rodents (mice and gerbils) do eat the seeds. they also cache
them in the sand. sometimes a short distance awav from 'nara hummocks., ~
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Water relations

The! nara is a leafless, non-succulent plant with xerophytic characteristics
The thick cuticle reduces cuticular transpiration, while epicuticular waxes and
trichomes (fine hairs) limit the stem temperature. The stomata in the epidermis 0:'

stems and thorns lie in grooves that arc longitudinal to the stem, so that the
chlorophyll-bearing cells lie below these depressions of the stem (Kartusch 1999a)
In effect, this means that 'nara photosynrhesises through its stem. Due to the rela-
tively small surface area exposed to I ight, rates of gas exchange and photosynthesis
arc low, but constant (Kartusch 1999b: Chapter 9), !"\iara carries out C, photo-
synthesis and photosynthesis does not vary much with variable Iight intensity. Even
in moderate climatic cond itions. the ratio of absorbed CO c to expired ai r is 1:500,

Transpiration is high, water use efficiency low, and not much water is
stored in the branches. This supports the assumption (Chapters 7, 8 & 9) that lnara
needs to be connected to a permanent water source, namely groundwater, as
suggested by Herre (1975) and Pfeifer (1979). According to Kutschera et al. ( 1997)
the taproots are 100 m long and have been estimated to reach over 50 m deep
(Klopatek & Stock 1994), The xylem vessels of the roots are the widest found in
any plant (370-1 OOOp; Kutschera et 01. 1997) and can hold ? rnl of water per ern of
root. It is suggested that the lifting of nutrient-rich groundwater enriches the nutrient-
deficient dune environment. Due to its dependence on a good, perennial supply of
water, even remote !nara fields in the dunes are situated over relatively shallow
groundwater (Chapter 7). A crucial factor for successful seedling establishment is
temporarily sufficient surface water and perennial, shallow groundwater. The ana-
lysis of groundwater depth in conjunction with abundance of! nara plants indicated
that bigger! nara and more! nara plants are found in areas with shallow water table
(Chapter 7), thus making the riverbed and its palaeo-channels potentially good
places for seedling growth. This dependence on groundwater explains why the
highest densities of !nara grow in the Kuiseb Delta, and why these 'nara fields
appear to be vulnerable to factors reducing the water table.

5R !~llrll ecology - an introduction

Factors affecting fruit production

Constraints on 'nara fruit production that have been of concern to the
l,'pnaar, include the following biophysical factors:

I. water ami/ubi/ill':
a) groundwater depth;
b) groundwater replen ishrnent:
c) water quality (e.g. sal inity, nutrient levels);
d) surface water (e.g. fog)

? herbivores (of flowers. shoots, fruit):
a) insects (e.g. rneloid beetles, !nara crickets, aphids);
b) small mammals (e.g. gerbils, striped mice):
c) large herbivores (c.g. ostrich, springbok, gernsbok. donkey)

3. pollination:

a) shortage of poll inators:
b) lack of pollen

.:t. flood material:
a) chemical pollutants:
b) inundation with silt

5. sand-s \'lnd-plant interaction (hummocks):
a) inundation;
b) exposure

6. recruitment:
a) availability of seeds for dispersal;
b) availabil ity of sufficient seed dispersers (jackals, gerbils);
c) conditions tor seedling establishment;
d) avai labil ity of suitable growth sites

7. population structure:
a) sex ratio;
b) age structure (age of maturation and senescence);
c) mortality rate

8. fill7gi:
a) endomycorrhizal symbiont;
b) disease

9, soil properties:

a) permeability;
b) nutrient status;
c) pH relations;
d) salinity
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S incc the 1\; /\ RA \\ orkshop ()f 199'7 (Chapter I: Breuninger & l lenschct
1(97). several biophysical studies ha\ l' been initiated to imprcx c the kno« ledge o l
the 'naru plant and to address the problem of reduced ) icld-, to Topnaar harvesters
In addition to studies by the TCF and the DRF'-i (mainly focusing on harvesting.
marketing. socio-economies and livelihood. including the baseline stud) j.thc :\:\RA
programme coordinated eight ecological and t\\0 :--ocio-geographic studies bet \\ ccn
1997 and 2001, some olwhich arc reported in this book (Table -+.1).
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Table 4.1. Research projects conducted as pen of the NARA programme during 1997-
2001.

In add ilion. several researchers have expressed interest in dcv eloping further
sludies on 'nara products taking their hiochcmicai. medical and nutritional contcnt-.
into consideration. lurthcr biophysic.)! studies that have been planned include
(Chapter 12) population dynamics, plant dvnaruics. long-tcnu plant dcv clopmcm.
water relations, effects urhan eSling methods. cllccts pl' ungulate hcrbi. ores, and
agriculture. Furthermore, the community ecoillgy of the 'nara as a possible ke) stone
species in the '\alllib ccosv-tcm also warrant-; uucnt ion.

These ecological. biological and physiological studies of the Inara form
one pari or the NARA programme and address the liN three question» posed b)
the Topnaar Connnunity in 1997: productix il). sustuinubilir, ami controllahilitv.
These aspects arc important in the sense that the) concern the resource itself \,ll)rL'
knu\\ledge is required 10 improve the management or 'nura as a resource. while
sil1lull~\I1C(llisly ensuring the survival PI' this crucial component PI' all ancient and
unique arid L'eosYSIL'I11.the "~lll1ih Desert.
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Chapter 5

!Nara phenology and fruit production

by Conny Berry

Introduction and background

Sadebeck (1899) described !nara in great botanical detail, stating that most plants
in the coastal area flowered and bore fruit throughout the year. He also mentioned
the high oil content of the seeds, given by Grimmer (1910) as 46% oil and 32%
protein. Later, Dinter (1912) recorded individual !nara plants bearing several
hundred fruit, weighing up to 1kg each, and that approximately 200 Zentner (10,000
kg) were exported to Cape Town in 1897 for use in the confectionery trade. These
early records indicate that researchers have for a long time recognised the importance
oflinking the utilisation of !nara with the plant's condition in the field.

The objectives of this study were as follows:

• to examine the spacing of plants in a !nara field and determine
their sex ratio and size, to be able to quantity the economic value
of certain areas,

• to note where and when plants are in best or worst condition,

• to determine the flowering patterns of male and female plants
over the course of the year, particularly whether they have definite
flowering peaks,

• to determine how many fruit individual plants produce during
one year.

Study sites

Three separate !nara populations were monitored from December 1989 to
August 1992 from the Gobabeb Training and Research Centre. Two of the study
sites were situated close to Gobabeb, whilst the third was at Sandwich Harbour on
the Atlantic Ocean coast. Sandwich Harbour consists of a saltwater lagoon system
with freshwater seeping through under the dune fields. It lies about 40 km south of
Walvis Bay. The two inland study sites fall within the climatic "middle zone" of
the Central Namib Desert, where average annual rainfall is 21 mm (1962-1992,
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Meteorological Services, Windhoek) and average annual fog precipitation is 3 Imm
(Lancaster et al. 1984). The Kuiseb is an ephemeral river, flowing on average for
18 days per year (0-102 days, n=38 years). Since no rainfall or fog precipitation
records exist for Sandwich Harbour, figures for Walvis Bay were used, namely 15
mm rain and 34 mm fog precipitation respectively (Henschel 1999).

The first study site was situated in an inter-dune valley (referred to as the
"Dunes" site), about 5 km south ofGobabeb. Eleven plants (five males, five females
and one that could not be sexed) growing at a dune base on sandy gravel were
marked and monitored. The second study site was on the southern bank of the
Kuiseb River (referred to as "Visnara"), immediately southeast of Gobabeb, where
ten plants,S males and 5 females, were marked and monitored. Here, nine plants
grew close to the river on sandy, gravely soils, with one plant, a female, on a dune
slip face. Both inland sites were monitored 21 times during the 33-month study
period.

The plants in the coastal study site at Sandwich Harbour (referred to as the
"Sandwich" site) grew at the base of a dune in the northern part of the lagoon, near
freshwater pools. These !naras were monitored 12 times during the study period.
Some plants in the !nara field along the southern part of the lagoon were also
examined to obtain more data on sex ratio and nearest neighbour distance. Due to
the difficult terrain, it was not possible to determine their size.

Plant size and nearest neighbour distance

In the three !nara fields, plant size (surface area covered by the plant) was
determined, and the distance between nearest neighbouring !naraplants was
estimated. Both measures showed considerable variation. The surface area of
plants varied from 0.2 to 2 335 m2, and nearest neighbours ranged from 4 to 300 m
apart (Berry 2001; Table 5.1).

Measure Dunes Vis nara Sandwich

Average and range of ground surface 194 69 944
area covered by plants (rn) (0.2·1237) (08·393) (252·2335)

Average and range distance between. 96 104 72
nearest plants (m) (4-450) ( 13-500) (6-220)

Table 5.1: Plant size and nearest neighbour distance of !naras at three locations in the
central Namib Desert.
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Sex ratio

The sex of all study plants was recorded. To increase the sample size,
!naras in several inter-dune valleys in the southern part of Sandwich Harbour were
sexed, as well as at Nara Valley, which lies about 15 km west of Gobabeb in an
inter-dune valley, adjoining the south bank of the Kuiseb River. Overall, the sex
ratio did not differ significantly from parity (X2=0.32; P>0.05), nor was there any
significant skewness at any site (X2<3.8) (Table 5.2).

Location
No. of

Maleplants Female Unsexed

Dunes 34 14 12 8

Visnara 18 9 5 4

Sandwich study site 10 6 4 0

Sandwich southern site 44 24 13 7

Nara Valley 77 33 42 2

Total 183 86 76 21

Table 5.2: Sex ratio of tnere plants at five locations in the central Namib Desert.

Condition ratings and flower and fruit production

During the regular visits, !nara plants were characterised according to the
following parameters: general condition, percentage of dead stems, flower
production, flower utilisation, fruit production, utilisation offruit, size and number
offruit. A subjective rating scale from I (very poor) to 5 (excellent) was used for
all these parameters, with 0 for no flowers or fruit observed.

Plant condition differed slightly between the sites (Table 5.3). The Visnara
site ranked highest for both male and female plants, where a rating of "good" was
obtained on 21.4% of the 21 occasions that each of the 10 study plants were
examined, followed by the Dunes site (4.8% on II study plants). Only one often
study plants, a female, attained a condition rating of "good" at the Sandwich site.
Two plants lost condition in the Dune site and their percentage of dead stems
increased from 40 to 90 % (unsexed) and IS to 80 % (female). One male plant died
in the Visnara site. Although rainfall at Gobabeb was 12.3 mm during 1990 and
18.3 mm during 1991 (Henschel 1999), more plants were rated to be in good
condition during 1990 than in 1991 (Berry 200 I). However, the ephemeral Kuiseb
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River flowed for 19 days in 1990, compared to only 6 days in 1991. This may have
favoured the condition of lnaras at the Visnara site, but not at the sites in the Dunes
or Sandwich. At Sandwich, the condition of all 'nara plants in the study site deterio-
rated noticeably during the study period from a rating of"fair" to "poor". This was
presumably due to an increase of the salinity in the freshwater pools and severe
attrition of the beach by the ocean.

Parameters measured Dunes Visnara Sandwich

Maximum male condition rating 4 (7) 4 (15) 2

Maximum female condition rating 4 (4) 4 (30) 4 (1)

Maximum male flower production rating 4 4 4

Maximum female flower production rating 2 3 2

Maximum fruit production rating 4 4 5

Maximum number of fruit on one plait 35 77 321

Number of plants examined 10 11 10

Number of times examined 21 21 12

Table 5.3: Rating of condition of whole plants, flower and fruit production of male and
female 'nere plant at the three locations in the central Namib Desert during 1989-1992.
Scale of condition rating: 1 = very poor, 5 = excellent. Figures in brackets denote the
number of times a condition rating of 4 (good) or higher was recorded.

Seasonality of flower production

Maximum flower production by males was rated "good" in all three study
sites. Female flower production was highest at Visnara (rating "fair") but was poor
in both the Dunes and the Sandwich sites. Graphs for seasonality of flower
production (Berry 2001) show that male plants at all three sites flowered at a higher
rate throughout the year, whereas female plants showed definite peaks during the
summer months, but still produced fewer flowers than males (Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Average flower production of male and female !nara plants at Dune, Visnara
and Sandwich sites during 1990 and 1991. Scale of production rating as in Table 5.3: 1
(very poor) to 5 (excellent), with 0 for no flowers observed.

Fruit production

The mass of individual fresh, ripe lnara fruit ranged from 698 g to I 050 g
with an average of 256 seeds per fruit (Berry 2001). Fruit production rate was
highest at the Sandwich site with a rating of "excellent" whereas in both the Dunes
and Visnara sites the rating was "good". Tngeneral, fruit production was highest at
Sandwich (mean 125; range 17-321 melons per plant), intermediate at Visnara (3\;
12-77) and lowest at the Dune site (18; 11-35). One individual plant at Sandwich
bore 321 melons in December 1989 and another 3 11 melons in October 1990.

Utilisation of fruit
At both the Dunes and the Visnara sites, the lnara fruit were eaten by seve-
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ral species ofwild animals, such as rodents, black-backed jackals and gemsbok, as
well as domestic donkeys and people. Donkeys were especially noticeable in the
Visnara site where numerous tracks and dung showed that these animals spent
much of their time in the !nara field and ate the fruit. No domestic animals occurred
at the Sandwich site, but occasionally gemsbok and jackals were observed. Jackals
were seen frequenting a hoard of approximately 50 fruit husks near one female
plant.

Discussion and conclusion

This study was done during a period of below average rainfall. Flow in
the Kuiseb River was typically irregular and varied from 6 to 19 flood days per
annum. These erratic inputs of water probably benefited only those! naras growing
close to the riverbed, as an appreciable increase in their condition was evident
compared to !naras in the dunes. At the coast, regular freshwater seepage under the
dunes appeared to result in a significantly higher production of fruit. Utilisation of
fruit was higher in the inland Visnara and Dunes sites, where the Topnaar harvested,
than at the coast. Free-roaming donkeys belonging to the Topnaar spent much of
their time in the !nara fields and ate many fruit before they could be harvested.
Moreover, their hoof action on the !nara hummocks caused further damage to
growing stems. This may compromise the !nara's survival in these locations, but
further study is required to elucidate this.

The coastal !naras at Sandwich Harbour were exposed to an unstable,
rapidly changing environment in which erosion of the shoreline by wave action
caused the ocean to encroach on their habitat. Despite a constant source of fresh
water originating from under the dunes, the increase in salinity, coupled with
exposure of their root systems, killed some of the study plants. I observed entire
!nara plants and the dune hummocks on which they grew being destroyed by the
receding shoreline. In the 1O-yearperiod that followed my study, I estimate that the
sea advanced by as much as 100 m, reaching the base of the dunes where lnaras
were located. The effect of this dynamic coastline change has been the demise of
the once flourishing !nara fields in the northern lagoon of Sandwich Harbour.

In conclusion, the inland !naras have been subjected to increased fruit
utilisation by people and donkeys. Although the coastal !naras have the highest
numbers and weight of fruit, they have suffered a severe setback following an
unpredictable change in the coastline.
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Chapter 6

Pollination ecology of !nara

by Caroline Mayer

Introduction

Pollination, the deposition ofpollen onto the stigma lor fcrtilisation, is cssemial for
most plants to reproduce. Pollination Illay be fulfilled by abiotic vectors such <I"
wind or water, or animals. mainly insects. birds and bats. Other reproductive
strategies are to produce fruit via self-terti Iisation or without any pollen (apom ix is).

Changes in fruit production of the !nara that were suggested by the Topnaar
(Chapter I l. could originate due to changing pollinator services. such as pollinator
shortages, pollinator inefficiency, or lack of pollen supply. Identification of
pollinating vectors is therefore desirable. particularly with regard to eventual

cultivation.
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Since ma le and female ~nara 110\\ crs grow on separate plants, scl f-
Iertilisation is impossible. This is important for pollination because pollen-vectors
have to cover the distance between plants of different sex, which averages about
60 m in a 'nara field (Mayer ~OOO).
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The main aim of this investigation was to answer the questions: how. and
at what rate, arc 'nara flowers pollinated. Further objectives were to quanti fy fruit
yield, i.e. the relation offlowcrs to ripe fruit, and to identify factors affecting surviva]
ofllowers and fruit. Field studies were conducted from October 1998 to Mav 1999
in the vicinity of the Gobabeb Training and Research Centre.

Flower phenology

In order to answer questions on flower phenology. rate of pollination and
survival of the flowers, all 1913 buds on 366 marked twigs of 18 female plants, and
83 buds on 15 twigs of three male plants were monitored. Growth, time and duration
of flowering, numbers of fruit set and grazing by herbivores was documented
regularly. Additionally, flowers and fruit of several plants were counted at irregular
time intervals.
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Male 'nara plants bloomed all year round (Berry 200 I ), while the femak
flowering season was from September to April, peaking in October to December
Anthesis (opening) of 'nara flowers occurred in the morning between 08h30 <:\I,d
I OhOO. Female buds took more time unti I anthesis than did male buds ( 156 femalc-.
20±4.0 d: 6 males. 6±1.9 d). On average ten times more male than female flower,
were observed. While male blossoms usually shed the day after anthesis. femal ..·
flowers remained open for several days. Hand pollination (n,,,';[1=40)revealed tha:
pollination success was greatest on the first two days after anthesis (76% pollinated.
n=21 trials) and declined in the next two days (3m'i); n= 14), The stigma withered
after the fourth day and no more fertilisation was then possible (n=S).

r% and 26% or all attended flowers, A third, much smaller bee, H1!(/I!lIS sp.

(C olletidae), visited 17%, The blister beetle, ,II zigzag«. was observed on 12% of
the: flowers, the lnara-fly on just 10,/0, A small fraction (7%) of the flowers was
\isited by small ants.

r"

I "isito"

'[

I
!,

Duration of stay (rnin: see)
~ o. of
vis its

Mean and SD Range

.1megillo velut ina 92 00:03 .. 00:04 oo:() I - 00:25

Abiotic pollination vectors

To investigate wind pollination, seven pollen traps were put I to 10 III

downwind or male plants, They consisted of ten microscope slides spread with
insect-lime and fixed on a 0,25 mC pane ofPerspex. When these slides were examined
under a microscope 24 hours later, single pollen grains were found on only two
slides placed I 111 from flowers. Thus 'nara does not appear to be pollinated by
wind. Pollination by water is not plausible, and was not considered further,

.i nt hophora auonc I 66 00:03 - ooo I [ 00:0 I ' ooosI 1·-.J
64 02:03 '02:31 I 00:01 - 12:17 II lvlaens sp.

.th 'lubris =ig=uga 31 09:55 - 10:09 00:20 ' 30:0()

Biotic pollination vectors

t.nideruitied ant ! 1R [ O():26 +- 00:27 I 00:02, 0 1:.51 !

-------1 1 1------1
lnara II;. (Cliidue) I I '1 00:04 + O():OO ! 00:04' 00:04

~ ~I________ I

Table 6.1. Number of visits and duration of stay by insects on flowers. SO = standard
deviation.Previous to this investigation, only vague suggestions and anecdotes (Herre

1975; Louw et al. 1989) about !nara pollinators existed. The 'nara-fly (Ulidiidac),
lor example, is a common small green fly frequently found on the twigs of Inara-
plants and could be a candidate lor pollination, Furthermore, the lnara-cricket
tAcanthoproctusdiadematus, Bradyporidae, Hetrodinae) is often seen feeding on
flowers, and could possibly deposit pollen, This cricket commutes between plants
and could therefore potentially transport pollen to female 1naras. Another suggested
candidate, a blister beetle (.'liZ1 {abris zigzag«, Meloidae), is quite abundant and
conspicuous, especially when feeding on !nara flowers,

To identify possible pollinators, flowers (nll,',I1=144) were observed between
October and February. Five to eight female flowers were observed simultaneously
lor halfan hour. Frequency and duration of stay of the different flower visitors was
reported (Table 6, I), On average, 83(10 of the flowers were visited during flower
observations. The most frequent visitors were two solitary bee species, Amegil!a
\-elut iIlU and A lI!hOI ;/W/'{/ ({/101lL' (A pidae, A nthophori nae), wh ich respeeti vcly visited

Pollen checks were conducted on potential pollinators that were caught at
female plants (2 A. velutina, 8 A. auone. 15 Hylacus .I'I), 149 M zigzaga). After
cooling them to immobility they were checked under a hand lens for adhering
pollen, Pollen samples were taken for further microscopic identification, Insects
were marked before release to avoid recapture, All checks on anthophorine bees
were positive for lnara pollen. Besides !nara pollen, two bees also contained pollen
from Salso kakilc (Chenopodiaceae) and Acacia crioloba (M imosaceae) indicating
that 'nara is not their only pollen/nectar source, Hal fofthe pollen checks (53%) on
H.1'/u('/I.\' sp. were positive for lnara pollen, although 86% of these carried only very
small amounts, Mvlabris ~ig~(fg{f was positive for !nara pollen in 44% of the
checks, with 56(>;0of these individuals carrying high to medium amounts ofpollen.
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To test their pollinating ability, flower-visiting insects were captured at
female plants and put onto "virgin" female flowers (nlotal= 150) that had been covered
with gauze bags to prevent natural pollination. After at least half an hour the insects
were again removed. The anthophorine bees were difficult to catch and did not
behave naturally when enclosed in the gauze bags. To test bee pollination, the bags
were removed for half an hour so that bees could freely visit the blossoms. Only
flowers that had been visited by a single species were monitored further. Growth
of the ovary was interpreted as successful pollination. In several cases it could not
be determined whether pollination had taken place, because the flowers were aborted
before any growth of the ovary was recognised. The results of these tests are
shown in Fig. 6.1 ..
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A velutina A auone Hylaeus sp. Chrysomelid M zigzaga Uliidfly
n=27 n~8 n=6 beetle n=7 n=81 n=21

Insect
IJ fruit set IJ no fruit set IJ not clear

Figure 6. 1: Results of gauze bag experiments with possible pollinator species: percentage
of pollinated (= fruit set) and unpollinated (= no fruit set) flowers.

Two of the initially suggested candidates are probably not involved in
pollination of!nara: the highly abundant lnara-fly was hardly seen visiting blossoms
(Table 6.1). Neither were any pollination experiments positive (Fig. 6.1). The
lnara-cricket was soon excluded as a candidate, because it totally destroyed the
reproductive organs while browsing flowers.
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A third candidate, the blister beetle M zigzaga, proved to playa role as
pollinator. This beetle also fed on petals (25% of female and 52% of male flowers)
and pollen, but usually the reproductive organs stayed intact (80% of the cases).

Behavioural observations revealed that M zigzaga regularly commutes
between !nara plants and even between different !nara fields (Mayer 2000).

The most effective pollinators, although they forage on different plant
species, were the anthophorine bees Amegilla velutina and Anthophora auone.
They were abundant, transported large quantities of pollen, moved quickly among
flowers and made pollination most probable by landing directly on anthers and
stigmata. Hylaeus sp. on the other hand transferred small amounts of pollen and
often landed on the petals before crawling into the interior, making pollination less
effective.

To look for nocturnal pollinators, 21 female buds were wrapped in gauze
bags. After the flower opened the bags were removed for the night. Before diurnal
insect activity began the next morning, a sample of the stigmatic surface was taken
with the help of Scotch tape and examined under a microscope. Almost all (90%)
of the flowers had been visited by moths during the night, as indicated by scales
and hairs. However, only two stigma samples (9.5%) contained single grains of
!nara pollen, indicating that moths were not important pollinators. By comparison,
all samples taken from control flowers (n=7) that had been visited by bees during
the day contained large quantities of lnara-pollen. Although nocturnal pollination
does occur, indications are that its influence on reproductive success is negligible.

Other reproductive strategies

To investigate whether asexual reproduction (apomixis) occurs, 44 flowers
were totally excluded from pollination with gauze bags. None of these set fruit. So
we can conclude that autonomous apomixis (no pollen necessary) is not a
reproductive strategy of the !nara. The experimental design did not test for
pseudogamous apomixis (activation of ovum by pollen hormones; van Dijk & van
Damme 2000), and it is theoretically possible that this occurs. However, as the
latter also requires pollen to be transported, the vectors would be the same as the
pollinators described above.
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Degree of bud-flower-fruit development

Only 42.6% of the 1913 observed buds bloomed (Fig 6.2). Of these,
27.1 % initiated fruit (=fruit set). However, only 13.6% of the fruit set matured.
This gives a fruit yield in relation to flowers of 3.7%, which is extremely low,
especially in comparison with another wild (annual) cucurbit, the buffalo gourd
(Cucurbita foetidissimai, which achieves fruit yields of 50% (Winsor et al. 2000).
The low rate of fruit maturation, rather than failure to pollinate (see above), appears
to be responsible for this low fruit yield.

Over half (54.3%) of all buds, flowers and unripe fruit aborted, while
25.1% withered. The high abortion of buds, flowers and even small fruit could be
a result of resource competition among them. Many plant species produce a surplus
of flowers and fruit and natural levels of pollination exceed fruit set (Stephenson
1981). A small proportion of flowers were lost through parasitism (2.5% in total,
but especially pollinated flowers with 11.8%), lice (2%) and fungi (0.1%).
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Figure 6.2: Fate of buds, flowers and unripe fruits of !nara plants that were monitored.
"Successful" denotes buds that bloomed, flowers that set fruit and unripe fruits that ma-
tured.
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llerbivory
Almost one-sixth (15%) of all flowers (closed, open, or pollinated) were

lostdue to herbivory, while almost one-third (31.7%) of immature fruit were lost in
this way (Fig. 6.2). Damage by different herbivores is shown in Fig. 6.3. The
effectofthe !nara-crickets was negligible. Almost one quarter (23 .7%) of all browsed
buds, flowers and fruit were eaten by striped field mice (Rhabdomys pumilio) and
gerbils (Gerbillurus spp.).

However, the most important herbivores were the free-roaming donkeys
of the Topnaar, which were responsible for 50% of the loss of flowers and fruit
(Fig. 6.3). Two incidents illustrate their heavy impact. At one plant at Visnara,
over 90 immature fruit were counted, while two days later, after donkeys had visited
this site, only 24 small fruit were left. Another plant, close to Soutrivier, bore 76
fruit. After browsing by donkeys, only 12 were left. Most of the fruit were just
bitten off and not even eaten, probably because of their bitter taste.
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Figure 6.3: Percentages of !nara parts (buds, flowers and unripe fruits) browsed by differ-

ent herbivores.
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Conclusion

This study indicates that pollination does not appear to be a limiting t~ktor
to lnara. However, further studies over longer time periods and in different areas
are necessary to confirm this. 'Nara flowers are bowl-shaped. making their rewards,
c.g. nectar and pollen, easily accessible to any kind of insect visitor. The pollination
system of 'nara appears to be a gencralistic one with pollination being possible as
long as visitors are capable of moving among plants of different sexes. I do not
believe that fruit production suffers due to insufficient pollination.

Fruit loss due to donkeys appears to be the most significant factor reducing
fruit yield. Ifone could keep the donkeys off the lnara fields it would theoretically
be possible for more than 10% of the flowers to develop ripe fruit. provided that
flower and fruit losses caused by water shortage, parasitism. and other factor,
remained proportionally constant. A first hint of this is given by one plant in Visnaru.
part of which stands inside a fence. For over 15 years, the fenced part has yielded
many more ripe fruit than all other female plants at this site (Henschel, pers. cornm. i.

It is obvious that penning up donkeys and feeding them 'with commercial food
would be impractical for the Topnaar. But maybe they could be herded to St8:
away from 'nara fields, at least until 'nara melons are ripe. In present condition-,
fruit loss due to damage by donkeys is a complete waste, as not even they benefit
from it. It would be a revealing experiment to fence some female plants to seL'
whether fruit yield increased.
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Chapter 7

Seed dispersal ecology ofthe !nara melon

by Markus MUlier

Introduction

Dispersal is a central aspect of the ecology of plants. Dispersal ecology includes
all questions regarding the transfer of a plant seed from the position on the mother-
plant to a new place. Some of these questions are:

• How is the seed moved from the mother-plant to a new site?

• What risks do seeds experience on the way there, i.e. how many die and hov,
do they die'?

• What is necessary for successful germination and establishment at the new
site?

Knowledge about these processes is important for a general understanding
ofthe ecology of! nara. It also has impl ications for the management and treatment
of existing plants, and is necessary for planning possible cultivation. To provide
Insight to some or the issues related to dispersal, the following questions were
addressed.

• In which way are lnara seeds dispersed')

• Which of the animals that are thought to teed on the 'uara plants and fruit.
take up and disperse viable seeds with their dung?

• Does digestion have any influence on the germinability of seeds?

• How many of the dispersed seeds are taken LIpby consumers and what
factors intluence this'?

• When examining the existing plant population, can characteristics of
favourite sites be deduced and are all potential growing sites for !naras
occupied?
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The research was conducted betw een October 1998 and April 1999 main..
in the vicinity of the Gobabeb Training and Research Centre. Additional data wei ,
collected at Sossusvlei and Wortel in the Kuiseb Delta. which is known to be th.:
most important harvesting area for the Topnaar (Budack 1977: see Chapters 2 & J .

Primary consumption of seed

Oryx (Orn gccella). springbok tAntidorcas niarsupialisi, black backed
jackal i Canis mesomelas), spotted hyaena t Crocuta crocutav, ostrich iStruthi.,
come/lis) and domestic donkeys are know n to commonly feed on 'nara plants and
fruit (Grimme 1910; Stuart 1975, 1976; Moritz 1992: Rumrich & Rumrich 1996)
I was able to observe all of these animals feeding on 'nara. except for jackals am!
hyaenas. It was possible to deduce that jackals ate 'nara melons from fresh track-
and remains of !nara peels in the sand. close to fruit-bearing adult plants. To find
out whether intact seeds survive the passage through the digestive tract of animals.
I systematically collected droppings of donkeys around Gobabeb, Worrel, and
Armstraat and collected jackal faeces wherever they were encountered. Near
Gobabeb (including Nara- Valley) and Worrel. 256 samples from 60 heaps ofdonkey
dung, 31 jackal scats, and several springbok droppings were collected, ground up
between the lingers, and searched for' nara seed shells or intact seeds. Droppings
or all other animals mentioned above were collected at Sossusvlei on transects of
4800 m length, covering di llercnt habitats (dune, vlei, transition) at different distances
11'0111 !nara plants (inside 'nara fields, and up to 500 111 away from fields). On these
transects, every dropping encountered within I m left or right of the walking line
was collected. For oryx, ten pellets were taken trom each dung heap. In Sossusvlei,
altogether 800 pellets from approximately 80 heaps of oryx dung, 12 ostrich
droppings, I h) acna scat, and32 jackal scats were collected and examined as above.

.lust over half (58(10) the 01')':\ faeces sampled contained very small pieces
of 'nara seed shells, sometimes in high concentration. Not a single intact seed or
even a shell piece half the size ofa seed could be found. It is therefore obvious that
oryx do not disperse viable !nara seeds. The same appears to be the case for ostrich.
The single hyaena scat also contained only numerous small pieces of shells. It is
clear that springbok droppings will never contain intact !nara seeds, because their
droppings are significantly smaller than the average 'nara seed. In the only ob-
servation ofspringbok feeding on 'nara, the animals didn't touch any fruit, although
many ripe fruit were available.

Of the donkey faeces, 43% contained remains or 'nara seeds. All were
broken or damaged and none contained any remnants of the seed embryo. In general
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the pieces were much bigger than those contained in oryx faeces. Several feeding
observations showed that donkeys do not differentiate between ripe and unripe
fruit before tasting them. As a result, they sometimes deplete the entire fruit set of
~lbig plant without actually consuming much.

Jackal faeces from both study sites contained both broken shells and
unbroken seeds (Gobabeb: 10 of31: Sossusvlei: 32 of32). lfa sample contained
broken shells, intact seeds could always be found. Other contents were mainly
plant material, fruit flesh, termites and bones of mice at Sossusvlei, and tenebrionid
beetles, plant material and mouse bones at Gobabeb. Unbroken seeds were later
tested for vitality using chemical and germination trials.

To get an idea of how far seeds are carried by jackals, I offered portions of
dog food that contained coloured cotton threads as markers at different places around
'nara patches. The bait was put out in the evening, and if it was missing in the
morning. I followed the jackal track in order (0 find the faeces containing the markers.
I did the same with !nara fruit, i.e. followed jackal tracks from where they had
eaten 'nara melons and looked for seeds in fresh jackal scats along their paths.
Only 4 of 36 baits were taken by jackals. After some kilometres, all attempts at
tracking jackals became futile because other tracks crossed the ones being followed.
causing confusion. I had the impression that jackals moved over much greater
distances during one night than I could follow them (longest 8.5 km), which indicates
a potential for long-distance dispersal of !nara seeds by these animals.

Secondary consumption of seeds

In this context. secondary consumers arc those animals that feed on
dispersed seeds. I conducted experiments to determine if secondary consumption
depends on the distance from lnara patches and if it is influenced by seeds being
located in jackal scats compared to lying bare on tile surface. Seeds were placed at
different distances from 'nara patches. Seeds in scats were compared to bare ones,
and seeds placed on top of the sand surface were compared to seeds covered with
sand (n=300).

Gerbils Gerbillurus pachu and G tvtonis (identified according to Griffin
1990) were the only consumers of dispersed seeds. On and close to hummocks
(average of40 m away) the consumption rate was very high. This turned out to be
mainly related to plant cover and position in relation to landscape structures. Sand
cover also significantly reduced consumption. Gerbils more often round seeds in
faeces than bare ones, but this difterence was not statistically significant
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(Kolmogorov-Smirnov -t~st lor t\\ 0 samples p>().1 ).

The consumption trials re\ culcd another :ISp~Ct that could be rclc , ant 11 \

the population d) namics of 'naru. During lour cxpcrimcntal niglus, scvcra] pilc-.
each ofabout 50 seeds, were put out in a central place frequented b) gerbik The
next morning, the surrounding area in a radius o1'20(l1ll was examined for tracks oj
gerbils that could indicate hoardim; bcha, iour .. \ ltogcthcr. :12 hoards that each
contained 3--1- seeds \\ ere found. On :1\tTagt.'. these \\ ere buried about 3 em de~p.
I followed the further late olthcsc sc.utcr-honrd-; and lound that most were emptied
during the next night and all \\ ere emptied \\ ithin lour nights. l.vcn though none \11'
the observed hoarded sl'eds survived. it indicated that gerhils arc scatter-hoarders.
This hoarding strategy brings seeds into \ cry good posiiion-, 1111'germination and
even if onl , a \er) Sill ,1II proportion of the hoarded seeds remain in the grnund
(forgotten or lcli behind), gerbils could function like gardeners for the 'nara (as i~
know n from scaucr-hoarders from other regions. c.g. Hulme 19(8).

the flesh in \\ .ucr. '1\\ cntx seeds sho« cd a 100"" \ iabilir, in t\\ 0 tcuazoliumchloritc
analyscs"'. Before hein~ planted, all seeds were soaked lor 24 hours, Upon being
IlIlsitioned in the field. seeds \\ ere watered e\ cry 2 to .1 cia) s \\ ith 250 ml, depending
on the rest moisture level.controlled via reference pipes that were similarf treated.
\lter 50 d:1)S, the pipes were onl) watered sporadically. The pipes were dug up

alter 70 da) s and seeds were searched IlH' any signs orgermination or consumption.

In 521~O or the seeds found. there were traces or germination. such as
outstretched radicula or rests of cotvlcdons. but all had dried out and died.
Signi lieantl: more seeds germinated at a distance lrom hummocks than on top 01'

them (Fisher exact test: pO.O II: /- (1.95). The most obvious reason appeared to
be that termites consumed the seeds onl: on hummocks. probably because the)
occurred there at higher densities. '\'0 evidence \\as lound ItH'adult plants chemical I)
killing seedlings in their \ icinity to prevent crowding. In general. seeds that were
buried deeper had higher germination xucccss (Fisher exact test: 1'-0,00-1-9: 1..:'9.(6),
One Ill' the likely reasons could be higher and more constant moisture content at
urcuicr depth (Robinson & Seely 1(80).

A second trial \\ as conducted with similar protection pipes at the edge ora
11m dune. In this case, 20 pipes each contained one normal seed. collected as
described above, and one seed that came from jackal faeces. Seven pipes got lost.
The germination success in both kinds of treatments \\ as identical: 5 of 1.1 seeds
germinated, indicating no influence ordigcstiou on germination.

The most successful germination method was found by accident and could
later be proven through controlled trials. Forty seeds of different origin (seeds
Irom last: cur s harvest. hurv cxtcd less than ~Imonth previously, and seeds nut 01'
juckul faeces) were placed into 8jam glasses (Ie litre). These were filled up to a
quarter with different kinds olwatcr (brackish water. Illg water. and a mixture 01'
both) and Kept in hul r shade at around 25"('. A licr 24111 iurs till' glasses \\ ere Ii lied
up \\ ith sand of different origin (sand trom adult hummocks. dune sand and river
silt) until the wutcr \\as totally absorbed hy the sand, The glasses w cre put in the
shade at 25 C and kept moist over 50 da) s. The glasse~ were examined Ill!'
germinated seeds after 2,.t, R, 1(1,2:1 and 50 days, The tirxt gcrlllinationmo\ell1ents
(shells opening and the tip ofthe radicula visible) appeared alter 2 days .. \Iler 50
days, a germination rate of5.t"" \\as reached. All kinds ofseeds germinated in all
com hi nat ions 0 I' sund and water \\i thour an) sign if cant differences bet \\ ccn them.

Germination

It was necessary to establish ~1reliable gcnuinating method before being
able to test seeds trom Iacces for gerrninabilitv. Ii\ara seeds arc reputed to be \er)
difficult to germinate, probably requiring t\\ (l years otprimarv dormancy. I therefore
conducted trials under several di ffercnt conditions.

:\inet) -si\ seeds were kept in different t) pes ofwater (brackish water. li.lg
water. distilled water. a mixture or salty and distilled) and different light and
temperature regimes (hot: 35 -55:(', full sun: 25 . indirect light) in petri dishes in
sand or on tissue paper over a t ime span 01' I () \\ ccks. ()nl) one seed germinated.
sh()\\ing that gt.'rmination in .utificial conditions such as immersed in water is
unsuccessful.

To simulate more natural conditions. In:!ra seeds were placed at depths oj'
2 and 7 ern in the ground inside protective pipes otabout 15 ern diameter and 20 ern
length, cox crcd at both open ends \\ ith chicken \\ ire as protection against seed
consumers. Thirty pipes each containing two seeds were positioned on hummocks,
whiic another 3() \\ ere positioned at distances or I (J-50 m from 'nara plants, to test
i ld istance from adult pL1I1lShad ,111) inil ucncc on the chance ota ncv, plant becoming
cstubl ishcd .

.'\ II seeds used \\ ere lrom the pre\ ious ) car's halyest ( 7-12 months old).
collected out of the flesh olripc lruit h) the traditional Topnaar method ol'dissolvillg

19 Tetrazoliumchlorite analysis is a technique that uses chemicals to determine whether
seeds can germinate.
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This method is simple and brought the highest and fastest germination success. It
showed again that seeds from jackal faeces don't change in terms of germination
viability.

In addition, seeds out of jackal faeces were tested with tetrazoliumchlorite
for viability, and 77 of 100 seeds tested were undamaged. As comparison, seeds
were heated up to different temperatures and tested with the same method. I found
that seeds were killed only at temperatures between 1000 and 11ODe.

Groundwater relations

Herre (1975) and Klopatek (1994) mentioned in their work that the !nara
is thought to be able to grow only in places where groundwater is available. The
fact that a part of the !nara population at Wortel is in very bad condition and several
plants are dying, is being blamed on the building of the flood retention wall at
Rooibank and the increasing abstraction of groundwater. To find out about the
relationship between groundwater and !nara growth, I compared patterns of !nara
distribution in the dunes near Gobabeb with the distribution of groundwater using
specific information from the Department of Water Affairs of Namibia (Lenz 1995).
Using mapping software (GIS), the position of all !nara plants around Gobabeb in
an area of 6780 ha was plotted onto a map of the palaeo-channels under the dunes
(Fig. 7.1). It became obvious that the size of !nara plants is closely related to the
depth at which groundwater is located, up to a depth of about 60 m.

Taking this a step further, I compared the location of all !naras in the study
area with the conditions regarding groundwater, surface structure and ground
composition. At least 1% (67 ha) of the places around Gobabeb with the best
establishing conditions on the surface and the best groundwater situation, contain
no !nara plants. Similarly, 15% of the places that can be classified as potentially
very good growing places (groundwater available at 1-40 m depth) do not have
!naras growing on them. This surprising result can have many reasons. One could
be the fact that in the rare years with suitable conditions for establishment of new
plants, not enough seeds are available in the best places.

The method of GIS-analysis of groundwater conditions to identity available
sites could be used in other regions. In potential establishing years, such places
could be sown with !naras and seedlings protected until they reach a certain size.
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Conclusion

It Gill Ik' concluded th.u jackal-, arc the most important long distalll','
dispersers tor 'nara seeds, \\ hilc gerbils, as SeCOI](LlI'Y consumers otsccd-, alsl) ~I"

as <caner-hoarders, and probably pia) ~111important role on a IOGti scale. The Inar:1

plant appear" to require speci lie surface and underground conditions to bccom;
established. the 1110stimportant criterion being shallo« ground« ate I' «-W 111deep I

However. even where suitable conditions appear to he available. 'nara« arc no:
~\h\~\)s round, This possibly indicates a depletion nl'seeds that arc ncccss.u-, 1('1

natura] regeneration of the population. Lea\ing more lruit Iorjackals and gerbil",

~\S \\ ell as s()\\ing in identified pIaCL'S \\ here conditions arc right. could bL'L'O!llL'
part olsustuinahlc management and culti , at ion olthc 'nara plant.

Chapter 8

Root and shoot development of !nara seedlings

by Petra Moser

Introduction

11(", to succcsfultv germinate ~lIara seeds

Onl) -uucturully and physiologieall) adapted organisms arc able to pcrrnancntl.
coloui:«: extreme L'n\ ironmcnts ( l.ouv, 8: SL'L'I) I ()~C), The kalless cucurbit plant.

'naru. is one or them. To ruil) understand the l'COlllgy lll' 'n.uu it is neCl'SS<lI': to
stud) the cllcct ofnvailahility olwutcr on lnara seedlings, as seed gennillatillil and

seedling establishment arc the most \ ulnerablc phase" ill the Ilk ora plant (Fenner
Il)S~: Huang 8: Gutterman 19l)l»),

.vdulr 'nar;\ pl.mt-. arc found in the nutrient-deficient dunes ;md imcrdunc-
(Seel:- &: I.OU\\ 19.'(0: l.ou« 8: Scel) t l)S~) and a/:;ll in the Kui"eb ri\ crhcd. an

l'UlS) stem with rclativclv more energy and resources (Wharton &: Sl'el:- Il)X~).

This stud) \\as de-igned to increase the know ledge about 'I)ara seedling gnl\\th
and 'naru recruitment. therefore ohtainil)g information on gr(l\\ th condiiion-, Ill!'

I'll turc 'n.uu cult» .uion b~ the Topnaar. Root ami shoot dl'\ clopmcnt llj' 'uara

seedlings were studied under watered and unwaicrcd conditions in t\\O different
hubiuus olthc \:al11ih Desert. the interdune and the riverbed.

• Cicrmin.uior: can he st.mcd in a !,!Ias'.iar.

I ill it with w.ucrand '''~Ik the SL'Cl" tor 1:::-:::-IlwlIrs,

lill thc j.u \\ ith <and uuti] ~IIIwutcr i.sahsurhL'd,

I'Ll,',' the !,!LhS ill ~l\\ arm pLICL'(hCt\IL'L'1l:::0 .md ,~() C) .uu] kccp th.: '~lI1d1l1(l1S1.
The: tiro;lmo\s should .ippcnr ill 7-1 () d:IY",

Th<.'sL'cdIiIl!,! L'~111then he rcmov ,'L1!,!clllly Ii-Ulll thc i.rr ~1I111planted in ~Isuit.rhl«
locution. Care mu-u be 1~1"<.'11:IS the ruoLSarc \ <.'1')Ii-agik and casil,l broken. 1\ hich
would k ill ihc sC<.'lllill!,!,

Shoot development

The length or the main stem or 'nara secdl ings \\ as measured on a regular
basis over a period of 16 wcck-, The 'nara s('l'dlings were situated .u tw o stud)
areas, in the inicrduncs and riverbed at Gobabeb ami in the ri\ erhcd at Rooibank.
The study liclds were selected according to accessibility. substrate characteristics
and \I hethcr they could he protected from large hcrbi. ores (such as donkeys). l-or
the latter, the plums in the interdune \\ ere enclosed \\ ith :1strong fence. \\ hile the
seedlings in till' riverbed (Cinhaheb and Rooibank ) remained unprotected. lor thc
11l:1jority 01' the seedlings the development of one QCI1l \I ith or \\ ithout brunches
\\ ~ISrecorded, Recordings lrom seedlings that died during the ohscr. at ion period
\\ ere included throughout i l damaged \ cgcuuion points \\ ere prL'\ iously recorded
(Ill 1change in skill length during t\\ 0 succcs-.i. L' mea"ur<.'lllenh), The ObSL'r\ at ion

•
•
•
•
•

:\-1
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period of the seedling shoot development differed between the experiments due I')

different times or planting. A total of five experiments were conducted (Table 8.1
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Table B.1. Design of experiments with 'nere seedlings.

Figure B.1. Results of Experiments 1 ·4. stem growth (em) of tnet» seedlings at weekly
intervals. showing median. minimum and maximum recordings.

The stem growth 0 f the watered! nara seedl ings of E I and the unwatered
seedlings orE2, both growing in the interdune, was slower than that ofthe seedlings
growing in the riverbed ofE3 & 4. Nevertheless. except for the unwatered seedlings
in the interdune t]: __I). all the seedlings showed strong growth in the beginning
followed by a slow-down and interrupted stem growth towards the end of the mea-
surement period.

The !nara seedlings of all experiments showed similar patterns of stem
development. After emergence of the seedlings, a large increase in stem length at
an average rate of 0.7 cm per day during the first weeks of growth was followed by
cessation of growth (Fig. 8.1). The growth pattern suggests that for the first few
weeks the available water and nutrients were sufficient to support growth, and that
these became limited in the course of the observation period.

It was estimated by Noy-Meir ( 1973) that 25-75 mm annual precipitation
arc necessary to maintain vegetation in arid environments. At Gobabeb 36 111m
rain had fallen from February toApril2000 (Henschel pcrs. comm.), Nonetheless,
the unwatered plants in the interdune showed the weakest plant development
throughout the observation period (Fig. 8.1 ).

The watered plants in the interdune that each received 47.5 111mover the
entire observation period sustained growth better than the unwatcrcd seedlings
there. but displayed weaker seedling de\'elopment than the riverbed plants. Here
the moisture from the recent floods was of great importance and advantage for
lnara seedling growth. Furthermore, the water availability and storage capacity of
a recently flooded loamy and silty riverbed is better than that of the interdune
substrate. Therefore, the riverbed, which is richer in nutrients, generally provides
better growth conditions than the interduncs, which have been found to be deficient
in major nutrients such as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium (Louw and Seely

1982).

Root development
Over a period 01'68 days, lnara seedlings, which were grown from seeds in

the moist riverbed at Gobabeb without any extra watering, were harvested at regular
intervals to dete1l11inc the maximum length of their taproots (Fig. 8.2).
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L nti I day 39 a Iincur growth increase \\ as recorded \\ hi lc the mcasurcmcm-, or
days 54 and hX indicated a xlow cd gnmlh rate. The average daily root gnl\\\h
varied between 0.7 and 1.2 ern.

1'(1\)1 in the same tirnespan. it can be assuilledthatthe secondary root S) stem is rc-
spllnsi hlc for depth penetration. securing the water supply as K lcpper ( 19(2)
p\hlLllateci tor other species.

Davs from seeding
19 :2G .").:2 39 5-1 hX Seedling damage by animals

Table X.2 sho« s damage by animals thai influenced the gn)\\ th and ~uni\ al
\)I"nCira seedlings. TIll' feeding ofcaterpillars (~ocluidae) on 510'001" nara seedlings
,IX of 35) was observed. which destroyed one seedling completely Due to the
I~'eding ofan unidentified cutworm on the inside ofthe hvpocotyl. 9° 0 (301'35) Ill'
the uftccrcd 'narn seedlings died. One plant \\ as eaten by a large hcrhix ore. In arid
ell\ ironmcnts. water and food for animals are very scarce.therefore lnaru seedlings
arc an attractive target lrom the time oftheir first appearance.
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Figure 8.2.' Results of Experiment 5.' taproot length (cm) of 'nere seedlings in the riverbed
at Gobabeb with increasing time from seeding. Data points show median. minimum enci
mexunum recordinqs
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Caterpillar Cutwurrn Largc herbivore

Cm,," Iscvdlinus -.- . "'--

....I affected I killed arkcl:l kilkd .utccicd I killed

~+ . ~+ .1 1 - interdune:' l) l)

-" interdune , --1 '.-=l. I t- ..I '.-
1,:.\ me:"bcdJ 1(J ::: _ _._ -+~~.J
1.-I-ri\e:rbl'Ll ~() ". _. .\ __ .1 ~ ...~.. 1_

Total 1_ 35 IS _ l~ 3' 1 "

Expl'rillll'lll

The radicle ofthe '11<11';\sccdling-. showed n more or less \ crtical penetration
at a rate 01' an average or O.X em pCI' d;IY. \\ hich is much slower than m~lIly other
plants. For t\\ 0 African \\Dody S,\\ unnuh species (.Ic(/ciu nilotica and .\IIII7I/II/C(l

scriccu). an a\eragl' dail~ root penetration 01' more than 2 ern (-W ern in 15 days I

\\ as measured (Wilson & Witkowsk i 199X). Tak ing into account that 'nara sccdl ings
have 10 ensure their establishment with onl) limited water supply. it is surprising
that IhL' taproots develop at a rel.u ivclv slo\\ pace. \:onethelcss. 'nara taproot
growtl: rates were similar to the taproot penetration ofanother Namib Desert plant.
/fi.'il,i/lcliiu niirabilis. According 10 \\)11 'v\ilkn (1994). a /fi.'il,i/lcliiu taproot
gr()\\s at a rate or I em pCI' day. and slm\s down as SOOI1as pcrmancntlv moiSI
substrate layers are reached. For 'nara seedlings. the slower taproot elongation
after d,IY ,1l) (Fig. X.2) ma~ be attributed. on the 01lL'hand. to the COllsl<1111moisture
regime the roots have reached in IhL' soil 01'. on the other hand. to last gl'otropic
pcnetr.uion ofsecondary roots (M uchell S: Russell 1971 ). Considering the observed
vigorous growth ofthe secondary roots. which penetrated deeper than the primar,

Table 8.2. Results of observeticns on insect and large herbivore damage to 'nere seed-
lings.

The caterpillar or an unidentified moth (Noctuidac ) mainl, fed on the
cotyledons 0" lnara seedlings bUI also invaded stems and branches. MOSI of the
'nara seedlings survived the damage inflicted by these caterpillars. Nevertheless it
is interesting to note that in the intcrduncs, caterpillars from surrounding grass
attacked IhL' 'nara seedlings, while ill the recently flooded Kuiscb riverbed there
\\,IS no grass. so the number ofcaterpillars. and their impact. \\as lower.

In comparison. when the hvpocoty] or a 'nara seL'dling \\ as hollow cd out
by an unidentified white cutworm (possibly a beetle or moth larva). affected plants
al« ays died (Table 8.2). This evidently interrupted the \\~IIL'rsupply. causing death
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within one day. This presents a major danger for the survival of !nara seedling.
Protection from this insect will be difficult to achieve.

nently moist substrate layers, c.g. the groundwater. Here the groundwater table can
he up to 30 metres below the surface (Len? 1995), making it difficult for the! nara
roots to reach it.Large herbivores in general and donkeys in particular present a constant

threat to 'nara plants, and can influence !nara recruitment (Shilomboleni 19981.
The free-moving donkeys in the Namib Desert preferably feed on young shoots ut
adult 'nara plants and also on tender 'nara seedlings. Therefore, when !nara seedling.
are planted in a habitat in which large herbivores exist, protection is necessary
especially at times when freshly grown grasses are not available. Mesh wire fences
around individual seedlings would be one way to achieve protection.

• The slow growth rate of !nara seedling taproot corresponds to that at
Welwitschia inirabilis. Slow-down of lnara taproot growth can be related
to the establishment of an adequate secondary root system. The natural
variability of developing roots, and consequently the plasticity in root depth
and root development, may be a key attribute of! nara 's adaptive strategy.

• Caterpillars (Noctuidac) and an unidentified white cutworm are the main
animals responsible for 'nara seedling damage or death.

These findings are supported by the fact that the biggest! nara fields are
located in the Kuiseb River Delta. Occasional floods allow natural recruitment in
the riverbed while recruitment in the dunes and interdunes depends on heavy
precipitation. In general, cultivation projects of !nara will be more successful in
the riverbed than in the interdune, especially after tloods. Nonetheless, individual
plants in the interdunes and dunes, as can be seen from established adult lnara
plants. are able to find suitable growing conditions there, too. Successful seedling
establishment is therefore not only restricted to the riverbed habitat. With sufficient
watering, successful cultivation should be possible in the interdune. The seedling
development of the watered plants in the interdune indicates that regular watering
over three months supports seedling growth. From the unwatcred plants it can be
concluded that thc amount of 36 111mrain in addition to 2 litres of initial watering
was not sufficient for successful seedling development. An adequate watering
scheme, which still needs to be developed in detail (e.g. supplemented with fog-
collecting screens; Henschel er 01. 1998), in addition to the application of suitable
fertilisers to balance the deficiency of nitrogen and phosphorus, should enable
lnara seedlings to become successfully established at designated agricultural
development sites (e.g. near Topnaar settlements).

Conclusion

The main findinzs of this studv are:~ "

• Water is the main limiting factor for successful seedling growth, reflected
in the stem development.

• Over the course of time, the different growth conditions in terms of water
and nutrient availability in the interdune compared to the riverbed became
increasingly more important.

For seedling growth and establishment, the riverbed provides more ad-
vantageous growth conditions than the interdune because of more generous water
and nutrient provision. The root system of !nara seedlings growing in a recently
flooded riverbed will more easily reach permanently moist substrate layers than
the roots of seedlings in the interdune. At Gobabeb for example, the groundwater
table in the riverbed was measured 4 111below the surface after the high tloods in
March and April 2000 (Shanyengana pel's. comm.) and the 1100ds moistened the
substrate at shallower depths. In contrast, in the dune and interdune habitat, !nara
seedlings depend on surface water, e.g. rain or artificial watering, to reach penna-
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Chapter 9

Water, photosynthesis and transpiration of !nara

by Felix Hebeler, Christiaan Botha & Aart van Bel

Introduction

Early approaches to understanding the ecology of desert plants assumed that water
conservation was the key issue in the ccophysiology of plants that grow in very dry
conditions. A Iter the 1970s, the insight grew that not merely saving water, but
optimising photosynthetic rates and regulating the energy balance arc crucial for
the adaptation to a desert environment, and explain many structural and physiological
features (Gibson 1998).

There appear to be two basic survival strategies for plants in a desert
environment. One is to minimise transpiration and maxirnise the photosynthetic
efficiency, so that plant growth is possible with low water loss throughout the year.
The other is to be "opportunistic", with plants photosynthcsising under favourable
conditions (c.g. after rainfall) but not during less favourable times, thus minimising
transpiration at the cost of no growth (carbon uptake).

Other typical features of xerophytes are small leaves, a high proportion of
sclerenchymatisation (tough, mechanical tissue to counter wilting effects) and
succulence (having water-storing tissue). The root systems may be shallow and
extensive (Larcher 1994) to maximise the water uptake alter rare precipitation
events, or alternatively. plants may develop tap roots to enable them to reach deep
aquifers. The strategies employed by desert plants vary with the climate they are
adapted to and the ecological niche they occupy.

In this study, transpiration, photosynthesis and water relations of !nara
were monitored in field studies and in the greenhouse. We correlated these with
anatomical and morphological features which could have direct bearing on their
physiological functions.
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Features and effects of stem anatomy

It is kno« n that 'nara can support an cxucmcl , largL' biorna-,s lor a I. '11g

time span. even though it lives only in areas with less than 50 nun average annllal
1"<\in rail. \ 1icroscopic obscr. at ion s shov, that ~naru ex h ihi IS a num bel' 0 I'anat o III kal
adaptations, characteristic ol'dcscn plants, to support its survival in this harsh habit.u
Some ofthese features are described in Table 9,1,

Featu re I:/f'ect 'l
"-1

Thick wax layer (cuticlc) on Rcduction (1/lIWISlli/'ulil)lI

-rcm and thorns -'-
.thsorption !lrC/'liglll 1I11t!prevention

!lte/(III/uge III IJhlllwTIlI/i('lic eel]:
-

\\'axL's on the cuticle (sL'L' Nee/llelillll II!'.I{CII I 1('I11/)('I"<IIII/'(' Ihmllg/I

uhovc) and fine hairs on stem reflection 1I11t!!I/' (lhS(lIjlliulI otiutr« -n«!
and thorns (trichomcs)

radi« Iion

l l igh number ofstomata (small RU/Jiif (D., IIIJ{oke when .IIIIIIWlu are IIllell
I

surface open IIlgs) on stem and 1111de /'/, I I'011/'Uhi(' (.(nidit i on:
thorns

lurrowing or stern lucrcosvd photosvnthctic area.

1I10xililisilig

11('1phomsvnthcti» /'01L'

--'

Table 9.1.' Anatomical fealures of 'nara and possible ecophysiological effects.

\\ater potential

In dry conditions \\ ith limited water. plants expend a lot ofcnerg~ to obt~llll
\\ aicr. This is reflected in a \ ery 10\\ \\ atcr potential. T) pical \\ ater porenuul
measurements for desert plants lie around 5 III S \lPa,

The water potential for 'nara was cxccptionallx high for a desert plant ancl
-howcd little variation during the course olthc day (between O,S \lPa and I."
Ml'a (Hebeler ~O() I, Fig. i). I). Fhcsc \ alucs arc more characteristic of' plants (II

tempL'ralL' climates (mesophytc») than for xerophytes. and suggest permanent \\ ~llL'I'
a\ailability for the 'nara plant.

9,,( \\atel', photosvnrhesis and t ransptranon of !nara
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Figure 9.1. Diurnal course of plant water potential (mean) recorded during gas exchange
measurements on a tnere plant in Khommabes valley on 23 December 1999. Data poinls
,~how mean ~ So. n=5.

Photosynthetic rate

Opportunism could be inv olvcd in the rel~lli\el) high \\ ater potential or
'nara. By using the available water source in concert with a Im\ (l\ crall transpiration
rate. \\ ate I' potential could he kept high, allo« ing the plant 10 maintain constant
gn)\\th. I t \\atcr is plcnti tu L it wouh] be assumed that Inara would take ach uniagc
ofthi-. resulting in high assimilation raIL'S. In both cases, one would expect the rare
ofphotosy nthctic carbon assimilation to be rather high, The large biomass sustained
by the plant and the fast grl)\\lh rates (UP to ().~ cmh: Hebeler 2(01) do. indeed,

suggest th is,

Cll\ltrar: to our expectations. the results demonstrate that 'nara has u 10\\
overall rate of photos) nthesis of' between :2 and 5 p mol. ms under dry conditions
(Fig. 9.2 8: 9.3). These assimilation rates are among the lo« est recorded for desert
xeroph. tcs. which Iypically average I O-15pmol/m:s of net assimilation, How e\ cr.
the measured photos) nihctic rates of 'nara in the field might he I()\\ cr Ih;1I1 the
actual values for a number of' reasons. Firstt.. the experiments were conducted
during the flowering and fruiting season. Second I) , it \\ as not possible to select
shoots for measurements that did not huvc an y ax illurv gnmth cells ( mcristcms).
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of which some might have already been activated (a problem also reported by
Louw et al. 1980). If this was the case, then respiration might have been high, thus
effectively lowering the recorded net assimilation rate.

.....c:-Average Photosynthesis *"0- Average Transpiration

N~ 5
~ 4 r-=:il~~~--~=--~=::::===-E z. s -I
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Figure 9.2: Diurnal course of absolute net assimilation and transpiration. Measurements
were conducted on plant A in the Khommabes valley from 23-24 December 1999. Data
points show mean ± SO, n = 8. Note that transpiration at night is still -25% of maximum
daytime transpiration.

Interestingly, and supportive of the argument for! nara being an opportunistic
plant, the replenishment of the groundwater after a 7-day flood of the Kuiseb River
consequently improved the plant water status, which resulted in a significant increase
of net assimilation of 50% and more during later measurements. However, average
photosynthesis was still low at 8.2 umol/rrr's with an absolute maximum of 11.3
umol/m's (Fig. 9.3).

Transpiration

Together with net photosynthetic rate, measurement of transpiration is an
important tool to determine the ability of plants to use the available water in the
ground. For the !nara plants it was observed that transpiration rates were high
compared to the rates of net photosynthesis, which resulted in low rates of water
use efficiency (WOE) (between 0.5 and 2.2 umol/mmol).
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Figure 9.3: Diurnal course of net assimilation (A) and transpiration (E) of two plants near
the riverbed before (16 Dec. 1999) and 10 days after replenishment of groundwater (29
Dec. 1999) by a flood in the ephemeral Kuiseb River. Note the 3-fold increase in maximum
assimilation rate, accompanied by doubling of transpiration. Data points show mean, n=8.

Discussion

Low rates of (leaf) photosynthesis are exhibited in other desert plants,
such as the creosote bush Larrea tridentata which occurs in North American deserts,
as well as in !nara. In L. tridentata, low photosynthetic rates during drought mirror
low transpiration rates (Rundel & Sharifi 1993). In principle, the ecophysiological
strategy of L. tridentata, which displays maximum photosynthetic rates under
optimal field conditions, might be the same as in !nara. Such an opportunistic
strategy, i.e. minimising assimilation and transpiration during drought and
maximising carbon gain at the cost of higher transpiration under favourable
conditions, is cornmon for plants of dry habitats with periodic (regular, e.g. annual)
precipitation (Gibson 1998, Larcher 1994).

While many opportunistic desert plants sometimes lose a substantial part
of their biomass in order to reduce their transpirational surface during drought, e.g.
by shedding their leaves (Gibson 1983), !nara might trade in the high transpirational
water loss during drought for steady (though low) growth throughout the year,
enabling it to maintain all of its large biomass. This, in turn, allows a massive boost
of carbon uptake with a doubled to tripled net assimilation rate as soon as water is
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plentiful. such as \\ hen the ephemeral Kuiseb Ri\ cr flo« s. This could explain ho«
growth rates of up to O.S em 'h can be supported in single shoots. In addition. and
possibly of signi ficancc. is the maintenance of an extended stem and root system,
which also creates a potentially large storage capacity for starch. \\ atcr and nutrients.

It appears that lnara has traded in effective photosynthesis under favourable
conditions for steady carbon gain throughout the year and during drought. Acces-
to groundwater could enable 'nara to 1'0110\\' this "water-wasting" strategy anti
become what appears to be a mesophyte with xerophytic characteristics. Implications
for management are that a plentiful supply or water is required, However, the
extremely high growth rates under optimal field conditions support potential
agricultural use,

PART III: RESOURCE MANAGEME~T

Chapter 10

!Nara property relations

by Thomas Widlok

Introduction

The Topnaar (or ;tAoni) of the IKhuiscb arc idcnti lied through their association
with the 'nara and also \\ ith the specific property regime that regulates the \\a)
in which the plant is being used, Schapcra ga\ e the 1'0110\\ ing summary about
the ;tAoni system of ownership or lnara:

"The only instance recorded [for Khoisan peoples] olrecognized private
ownership of land or its resources occurs even to-day in the Nara bush. cld of
the Khuiscb regions behind Walvis Bay. Here each Topnaar t~lInily has an
hereditary claim to certain lnara hushes and their fruit. Trespass by other
members or the tribe is reported to the chief and dealt with by him: but if the
thief is a Hcrgdarnu or a Bushman. he is tracked and sirnpl , shot do« n. the
chief as a rule taking no notice at all of such cases. and. where he docs. never
siding with the party or the thief. In the other Nama tribes there seem to have
been IW private rights otthis nature," (Schapcra 1930:290-2(1)

Schapcras synthesis illustrates that the notion nf"regimL'" is verv filling
here. Private ownership oflnara is not simply an isolated cultural trait. It touches
on issues of ethnic identity, social organisation into families and chiefs, and
social relationships ofinheritance. For Schapcra the 'nara property regime was
remarkable because it di ffcrcd from the communal s) stem or land ownership
among other Khoisan groups, He also contrasted ownership of lnara and other
items such as huts, livestock. and utensils among Nama people \\ ith the Euro-
pean inragc of co 111mun is III "in the sense ofall men having equal. tree. and un-
conditional access to all goods and privi legcs" (Schapera 1930:319),

His account or the 'nara property regime contains some ambivalence
because the objects or ownership seem uncertain: Arc the) "land" or "its
resources". "'nara hushes" or "their lruit"? The exact nature otrhc ownership
also remains unclear. "Private" is not understood as "individual" nor strictly ill
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opposition to "communal" since a whole family has ownership rights. It appea,
to be in contrast to "public," "open access" and "centrally owned by an indiv,
dual chief'.

length of the harvesting season has been extended, less =Aoni are harvesting
'nara now than in the past, and less =Aoni families depend on lnara products.
The system of recognised and protected family-fields is largely defunct and
families harvest freely in a number of different fields. At the same time :;tAoni
complain that now the lnara is virtually an open-access resource, as town-
dwellers who are not =Aoni also harvest in the !Khuiseb delta. lNara trade has
also changed. In the past it was dominated by long-standing partnerships
between harvesters and trading shops where harvesters would also receive credit
and enter what may be called a patron-client relationship. Today a new kind of
entrepreneur has emerged and short-term interests tend to outweigh long-term
commitments.

The primary object of the property regime of the =.Aoni was 'nai,
plants and their produce, rather than plots of land, as is sometimes suggestec
The statement (repeated by several adm inistrators and ethnographers) th: ,
named lnara fields were owned by named families suggests that ownershi:
could be traced to individual heads of families. In fact, family names wer.
probably used by =Aoni as a short cut to establish ownership relations. However
across time there was no stable relationship between family names and fiek
names, nor was the circle of people possessing a family name fixed. This wa-
partly due to demographic shifts, as some families grew and others declined.
But it was also due to the system followed by the =Aoni, in common with the
general Khoekhoe practice, of cross-sex naming (Hoernle 1985, see Widlok
1999,2000). In this system a son would carry his mother's surname while a
girl would receive the surname of her father. It is therefore to be expected that
individuals with different family names would form a property-owning group.
and the same name could indicate ownership rights in a number of fields.
Budack's map of 54 !nara fields recorded in 1975 contains examples of both
cases (see Figure 2.2).

When asked about the family unit that would legitimately own a field,
:;tAoni have usual~y referre.d to the 'hao-lnas (lit. "in th: tri,I:w"), i.e. a divisio.n
below the level of the ethnic group btu,tabove that ofa tam~fy household. ThIS
unit is made up of related families that do not all carry the same name but can
be identified as a "clan." A 'hao-lnas encompasses more individuals and families
than an everyday economic unit among the :;tAoni. The social system as it has
been described by ethnographers suggests that relatives belonging to one's
'hao-lnas were potential partners in the exploitation of a 'nara field and that a
sufficient basis for trust and common ground existed to pool efforts with them,
The shared efforts could involve forming a harvesting party or sharing !nara
products and exchanging them for other economic pursuits such as livestock
herding. Little is known about the patterns of incorporating members of other
ethnic groups into :;tAoni society, but it seems that recruiting these people into a
.'hao-.'nas went hand in hand with accepting them as partners in !nara harves-
tmg.

, The decline of the traditional property regime is playing a major part
111 the socIal chang th 'es at concern the harvesting and use of !nara. Although the

There are different assessments of the current situation and its causes.
Much of the confusion seems to result from the fact that the object of property
regulations and relations is not clear. While the Ministry of Environment
underlines its rights over the land on which the! nara grows and on which the
:;tAoni live, other parties such as Water Affairs, mining companies and urban
authorities are primarily concemed with the underground water resources. The
traditional concern of the :;tAoni, the! nara plants, is changing now as the rights
to manage the lnara comes to stand for land rights more generally, including
rights to various potential resources and uses. Furthermore, the social relation-
ships that govem ownership among the =Aoni are distinct for the !nara fruit
and the lnara plant. As people begin to realize that the land of the !nara has
much more potential than harvesting the lnara for food many more interested
parties make their claims.

Isuggest that an analysis of the !nara property system in terms oflayers
(Widlok 2000, 2001, in press), namely cultural values, cultural regulations,
social relations, and social actions, can account for these diverging assessments
of the situation. As a first step for arriving at a more dynamic and realistic pic-
ture of the !nara property regime, I will break up the statements about "privately
owned plots" into these four components,

Cultural values

The key cultural values in the lnara property regime are its exclusiveness
with regard to the =Aoni as an ethnic group and its inclusiveness with regard to
all :;tAoni families. Each and every !nara field in the!Khuiseb area was claimed
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by some =Aoni family, leaving no residual area for the use or ownership (>f'

others or for open access. At the same time, every :;tAoni family had sorr..
ownership right in a 'nara field. Both ideals, that ofa comprehensively dividc.l
world of !nara plants and that ofa complete provision for all =Aoni families, are
maintained up to this day, even though the ideal can no longer be realized. Till'
=Aoni chief is often named as the guarantor of these values but the 'nar.,
property regime does not rely exclusively on the chief's authority. More genera!
ly, there is a shared recognition of the principles of:;tAoni social organisation, i,
particular its identity as an ethnic group and its internal make-up based on family
groups. The property regime was not installed from above but was anchored in
the web of=Aoni social relations, which prevented it from collapse in the absence
of chiefs. There was no support from external authorities for =Aoni cultural
values with regard to ownership since the colonial admini-strations considered
:;tAoni land to be state land, and their ownership claims as spurious.

Social property relations

lt is important to go beyond the static cultural map of lnara "plots" and
to consider all relevant social relationships involved in the 'nara property regime.
The benefits of lnara ownership were distributed in social relations within and
between families. Firstly, inheritance of lnara fields seems to have been fairly
unproblematic, judging by the absence of reported conflicts. There is no
indication that :;tAoni sought to sell or buy plots, or that they received prestige
or status by owning a particular plot, or that there was any way of accumulating
ownership rights in order to make a profit. There are, however, many indications
that use rights were complex and subject to manoeuvring and negotiations.
These included relations between owners and harvesters, as well as between
harvesters and traders.

The composition of harvesting parties was probably always flexible.
This is certainly presently and recently the case (Dentlinger 1983). Although
harvesters would in most cases be related through ties of kinship or marriage,
the kinship system did not determine who may join a harvesting party in future.
Relations between harvesters were informal in the sense of not being predeter-
mined.just like relations between co-residents who form the main consumption
unit and, indeed, between co-habitants who form the reproductive unit of the
=Aoni. Owners of! nara fields engaged with others in a co-operative harvesting
team or they sent out any kinsperson or a non-xAcni, usually a Darnara person,
as a worker in the !nara fields. The returns would then be shared with these
workers. The most common strategy seems to have been to split the household
during the lnara season so that yields from inland livestock herding and coastal
!nara harvesting could be pooled or exchanged by members of the household.

Cultural regulations

The system of appropriating the !nara for the :;tAoni and of guaranteeing
access to !nara for all =Aoni families was integrated into a more elaborate
cultural system which has been called the 'nara field or "plot" system. lNara
fields were demarcated with "beacons" which served as a cultural sign indicating
the individual entitlements offamilies (Budack 1983:4). These beacons applied
to !nara plants and not to plots of land, taking into account the fact that !nara
plants grow and that the tendrils of individual plants may easily get entangled
with one another.

There was another cultural tool for detecting trespassing even when it
was not directly observed. lndividual owners claim to recognise the !nara pips
of their own field by their taste. Although this may appear to be a mystical
skill, there is no doubt among =Aoni that tasting pips in order to determine their
origin is a legitimate means for an owner to establish the origin of pips. This is
the cultural background for understanding =Aoni complaints about "lnara
pirates", who threaten the monetary value of 'nara as a :;tAoni product but also
the cultural value of the !nara as an :;tAoni good.

Social action

The most influential individual choice in the context of the 'nara
property regime concerns the intensity of !nara use. The =Aon inever subsisted
solely on !nara but relied on gathering other plants, hunting (no longer possible),
keeping livestock (now less intensive than in the past) and wage labour (now
more intensive). Harvesting !nara was only one constituent of their mixed
economy and it 'had to be kept flexible in order to account for demographic
changes and irregular ecological changes that would affect the supply of 'nara.
Other forms of income are now being sought by ;t:Aoni and those who continue
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When analysing the benefits ofa !nara field it is necessary to distinguish
between !nara harvesters (holding user rights, possessing harvested !nara pips)
and !nara owners (holding ownership rights to a !nara field, being able to exclude
non-owners from the plots). Even in the traditional system (as far as we know
it) it was possible to be a legitimate user of lnara fruit without ever owning a
!nara field. Also, those who procured! nara through their harvesting work relied
on the owners to exclude others from harvesting and on traders to buy their
produce. In other words, the !nara property regime - in the past as well as in
the present - relies on the relationships between people with the capacity to work

(harvesters), people with the capacity to convert (traders) and people with the
capacity to exclude appropriation (owners). The different capacities may be
held by different people but can also be combined in one. It is through the rela-
tionships between these capacities that a !nara harvest materialises. The profits
arising from !nara are distributed to others such as those who look after livestock
or who have moved into wage labour, through the relationships within and
between families.

Being an owner of the harvested 'nara fruits also depends on the relation
between harvesters and traders. It would be misleading to think of traders as
coming in only after the harvest is completed. When harvesters enter long-
term exchange relations with traders, they are continually indebted to them so
that traders can make claims to the !nara even before the seasonal harvest has
started. When new traders evade long-term exchange relations and ignore
ownership claims this affects those who are hoping to continue the established
practices.

The relationships that constitute the "lnara harvester" seem to be as
relevant as the relations which are hidden behind the term of "lnara owner".
The complex relationships within and between named "families", which are
usually given as the traditional owners of a !nara field, was always based on a
web of relations that included those who did not move to the !nara fields but
who stayed behind in the settlements and looked after livestock (subsistence
herders) or who had moved into wage labour. !Nara (or profits arising from it)
were exchanged between harvesting parties and owners who did not participate
directly in the !nara harvest. However, they connected the harvesters with the
owners and thereby with other spheres of the economy, in particular the livestock
economy and wage labour.

People living in and around the' Khuiseb have, through their actions,
changed the world of this property regime. In the political debate about land
rights, owning lnara plants has become more important than possessing fruit,
so that the object of ownership now consists of the !nara fruit, the plant, the
land, and the underground water it needs. It also changes the relative weight of
the social relationships hidden behind these different aspects. Some !Khuiseb
people who were not the direct beneficiaries of the! nara harvest, increased
their income through various forms of wage labour. The relationships between
traders, harvesting parties, and non-harvesting owners are no longer as tight as
they were before, and may be cut off altogether. This means that links of
cooperation and exchange are weakened and that competition increases. The

working in the !nara fields seek to earn money by selling lnara to traders II

town, for instance to help families pay their children's school fees (see al-..
Botelle & Kowalski 1995), This shift of interests is recognised by the :;tAo: :
themselves who often take this as their starting point for explaining the process"
of change in which they are involved, In the pursuit of a "quick buck", indiv.
duals harvest randomly across the !nara fields, disregarding the traditional prr
perty regime, In the process they also harvest unripe !nara, use iron rods whic
can harm the plants, and disregard management skills (such as burning or cuttin
unproductive plants), All these developments may contribute to the decline (1 .

the !nara and its fruit and may affect the yield for traditional harvesters,

Conclusion

Dissecting a property regime into institutional layers allows us to vie»
dynamics in tenns of how changes in one layer impact others, For instance,
discontinuing one action, such as burning old lnara plants, or letting one aspect
of the social organisation, sllch as the 'hao-lnati (clans), fall into disuse, have
different impacts on the whole institution, A description that accounts for the
state of affairs at the various layers promises a more realistic and clear repre-
sentation of the complexities of the property regime, It is more realistic in that
it allows for internal tensions and contradictions that emerge as the system
changes, Some aspects of the institution have changed (especially at the layer
of social regulation and social action) while other aspects seem to have been
altered much less (mostly at the layer of values), Other aspects are currently
undergoing fundamental change (at the layer of social relations) but these
changes do not affect all people in the same way, To make a distinction across
the board between "past tradition" and "present change" would therefore be a
misrepresentation,
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reduction of the volume of !nara harvest does not, as one might expect, lead to
closer co-operation between traders, harvesters and non-harvesters in the fields
that remain.

The picture at large also changes since the building blocks that make
up the property regime are no longer the owners paired with !nara users, but
pairs of !nara users in competition with one another. Furthermore, since clearly
demarcated lnara fields no longer exist, it is more appropriate to talk of nested
relationships between different users of a single 'nara field. In an emerging
open access system, any new user who enters the scene gets into a relationship
with previous users, all nested in one another. The direction into which the
!nara property regime will evolve in the future will therefore depend on a number
of questions concerning external acknowledgement of ;t:Aoni rights but also
concerning processes of change and continuity involving cultural values and
regulations as well as social relations and social action.
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Chapter II

Community-based resource management of !nara:
a baseline study

by Desert Research Foundation of Namibia & Topnaar Community
Foundation

Introduction

Within the framework of the :\;\RA programme. TCF and DRF\! conducted an
initial <ocio-economic and market study in the Topnaar Community during 199f\
and Il)99. One of the goals lIas to address a key question identi tied by the Topnaar
Comlllunity at the i\ARA workshop of 1997. namely. "!-IO\\ can the rural Topnaar
community obtain an appropriate and predictable income through 'nara?".
Furthermore, to assess the future market potential in relation to sustainabi lity, another
goal 1\ as to address the question "I-Ias 'nara fruit production changed')" by examining
the historic and current trade volume.

In this study. we investigate the commercial potential of lnara products
and 110\\ this can remain compatible and sustainable in terms of the environmental.
economic and cultural development of the 'Khuiseb Topnaar. \\·l.' analyse relevant
features of the former and current 'nara market by focusing on the task emironmen('"
as \\ ell as the macro environment of the 'nara supplier. the rural Topnaar community.
Vv ith this analysis. II c examine II hcther the use, management and marketing of
'nara require adjusnncnt-; so as to improve their sustuinabilitv and development.

'Khuiscb Topnaar currcru ly e xist in a marginalized socio-economic
sItuation, Besides 'nara. their livelihood is largely based on livestock. pensions,
and remittance from town-employed members of their extended family. These
rural lifcstvlcs and standards otli, ing are in stark contrast with those in the nearby
coastal towns of Wallis Bay and Swakopmund. Rich marine resources. which
used to be a mainstay of the' Khuiscb Topnaar, hale nov, become pan of modern
industry. and hale only indirect benefits Oil rural li\ clihood. While there appears

20
Task environment = market participants who affect the market value. e.g .. suppliers.
traders. competitors. consumers. Macro environment = larger settrnq, including demo-
graphy. economics. natural resources, technoloqy, law, politics and culture (Kotler
1980)
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to be little potential for economic growth based on livestock husbandry in this
extreme desert, provision of services and facilities for ecotourism in a spectacular
rural setting are currently appearing as strong potential growth points. As this
study demonstrates, management of !nara resources is another potential growth
point that could to some extent complement tourism.

Harvesting patterns and trade structures of !nara have not changed
significantly since the beginning of the 20th century. Until 1999, one principal
wholesaler of !nara seed determined the price, and income for harvesters was low
(e.g. in 1999 harvesters obtained N$6.00 - 6.50 per kilogram of dry seeds, requiring
about three hours of hard manual labour). This condition lacks appropriate work
incentives for young Topnaar, who therefore tend to seek wage labour in town.
Unless this changes, the future of the socio-economy based on natural resource
management looks bleak for the !Khuiseb Topnaar.

However, the potential for development on the basis of !nara could be
high. As described in earlier chapters, the !Khuiseb Topnaar and lnara have a well-
established, unique and specialised interrelationship. This provides a good
foundation for development and suits the existing cultural, natural and economic
setting. The main question is whether it will improve rural livelihood standards.

The commercial potential of! nara has been explored several times during
the past decade. In 1992/3, a feasibility study of "Kuiseb Delta Nara Products"
was conducted, backed by the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and
Body Shop, an international cosmetic company. Another study in 1995 was
conducted by the Social Science Division (SSD) of the University of Namibia on
behalf of the Directorate of Rural Development of the Namibian Ministry of
Agriculture, Water and Rural Development. This was followed by an investigation
by Centre for Research Information Africa Action (CRlAA SA-DC), a Namibian
NGO that provides services in terms of community liaison and development of
products and markets. These projects did not progress, mainly due to lack of funding
for !naraproducts with rather limited volumes (relative to national or global markets).
Another constraint was the unresolved question of jurisdiction of the land on which
!naras grow (individual harvesters, the community in general, government or the
Municipality of Walvis Bay). Furthermore, lack of cooperation between individual
Topnaar concerning dealing with potential trade partners created confusion and
uncertainty. A final problem was that the feasibility studies by UNDP, SSD and
CRIAA were carried out independently of each other and did not share data and
learn from each other's experiences, nor did they communicate their findings directly
back to the rural Topnaar community. Recognition of the constraints are the main

lessons learnt from these attempts.

The current study, founded on a Topnaar community initiative (the NARA
programme), endeavours to inject new vigour into the planning and discussions
concerning the efficient management, utilisation and marketing of !nara. In this
chapter we collate, revise and update information from the literature, including a
recent socio-economic survey by Government, and incorporate existing and new
data sets. This is an initial approach towards analysing the !nara market and its
future potential.

Survey and market analyses represent the focal point of this study. Here
we investigate the availability and condition of natural, technical, human and
financial resources. This chapter examines the potential for developing sustainable
resource management of! nara by the Topnaar community. Study participants include
a cross-section ofTopnaar community members, primary wholesalers, secondary
wholesalers and retailers, as well as relevant government institutions and NGOs.
Against the background of the NARA project, history, and utilisation (Chapters 1-
3), this chapter draws on the theoretical background for small-scale enterprises
outlined by Buttendorf (pers. comm.), !nara property relations described by Widlok
(Chapter 10), as well as the biological and ecological background (Chapters 4-9)
that forms the natural basis of sustainable resource management.

Objective: Which sustainable management approaches towards !nara harvesting
and marketing will benefit the development of the Topnaar community?

Questions: Following the guidelines of Community-Based Natural Resource
Management (CBNRM), the following questions are addressed:

• Are there enough biophysical and technical resources available for harvesting,
processing and marketing !nara in the long run without causing permanent
land degradation in the Lower Kuiseb Valley?

• Are there enough human resources available, including educational
background, entrepreneurial spirit, skills, solidarity, and cultural values, to
stimulate socio-economic development of! nara management within the cultural
setting of the Topnaar?

• Are there enough financial resources available to sustain sufficient growth of
the !nara market in such a way that it provides the !Khuiseb Topnaar with
appropriate income in a market economy system, without incurring economic
imperialism?
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Definition of terms

• Harvesting season refers to the period between November and April, and the
resulting sales refer to the months that follow.

• Professional harvesters normally spend most of each harvesting season as
members of harvesting teams in the !nara fields, and normally generate a
substantial quantity of their food and over a quarter of the annual income for
the household from !nara. They usually apply traditional techniques for picking
and processing.

• Occasional harvesters are not professionals, and do not form stable teams for
the occasional picking and processing of !nara for quick cash income, often
using non-traditional techniques.

Methods

Socio-economic survey of Topnaar A cross-section of the !Khuiseb
Topnaar population was interviewed, drawing people from each each of eight
villages between Soutrivier and Armstraat (Fig. 2.2). Villages east of Soutrivier
were excluded as there were relatively few !nara harvesters this far from the Delta.
All permanent residents in these villages participated in the study, defined as those
persons who permanently stayed in the rural households and relied on the common
household budgets. Although schoolchildren 21 lived in hostels for much ofthe time,
they were counted as members of those households on which they depended
financially. The study participants (Table 11.1) comprised 215 permanent residents,
of which 40 were professional harvesters organised into I to 3 member-teams, and
175 were occasional harvesters. There was a fair balance between villages (Table
11.2), and study participants consented to be named.

21
22 The small neighbouring villages of Dawe-draes and Goa-danab were treated together.

Children younger than 14 years old (National Planning Commission 1991)
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T
I Permanent residents Professional harvesters

Occasional
Village harvesters

total adults children
individuals

«14y)
teams

Soutrivier 22 11 11 3 2 19

Klipneus 18 6 12 3 2 15

Swartbank 37 15 22 6 4 31

Ituseb 31 15 16 3 2 28

Ururas 34 15 19 6 4 28

Dawe/Goa 30 20 10 10 6 20

Armstraat 43 24 19 9 5 34

Total 215 106 109 40 25 175

Table 11.1: Details of study parlicipants in Topnaar villages
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Soutrivier 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 0 5
Klipneus 3 1 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 1 4

Swartbank 2 0 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 2 0 3
ltuseb 2 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 2 0 4
Ururas 2 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 1 2 0 3

Dawe-draes & 3 0 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 0 1 3 0 4
Goa-danab
Armstraat 5 0 1 3 3 4 2 2 1 2 1 3 2 6

Total 18 4 7 18 11 15 14 10 8 5 6 15 3 29

Table 11.2: Categories of Topnaar interviewed
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f
Quantitative and qualitative information was exchanged voluntarily, using

structured questionnaires as a guideline. In personal interviews (between
interviewee, interviewer, Nama-English translator), it was possible to discuss
complex and sometimes personal and possibly sensitive information that might not
have been exchanged so efficiently in group meetings. The personal approach
enabled possible inconsistencies to be cross-checked, and facilitated continued
motivation by the respondent during the 90 minutes that it took to complete an
interview.

The main questionnaire (Appendix A) concerned the task environment of
a !nara supplier. For young participants without harvesting experience, questions
relating to harvesting and marketing oflnara were omitted, and questions concerning
households and family planning were modified. The questions had either
standardised answers (dichotomous or multiple-choice) or enabled open answers 23.

The questionnaire was tested in Soutrivier before minor changes were made. Some
of the data were ordinal, using rank order scaling, i.e. the respondent was asked to
select three alternatives and rank them with respect to some criterion. All structured
questions with categorical answers were assigned numerical codes at the outset.
Answers to open questions were coded after all answers were examined.

Personal interviews with primary wholesalers in Walvis Bay During
November 1998, a detailed unstructured questionnaire was used to obtain
information on the supply and demand of lnara products, and marketing details
such as price, product type, communication and distribution policies. In order to
obtain data on the quantity of lnara seeds purchased annually, in comparison to the
available harvest, all three primary wholesalers in Walvis Bay were approached,
but only two agreed to participate. These were Flamingo Furnishers (Mr. John
Webster, the former owner, Mrs. Brits, the present owner, and Mrs. Owens, chief
accountant) and Mr. Yon. We found no records of the amount of seeds sold directly
by the Topnaar to consumers in the suburbs of Walvis Bay.

Fax interviews with secondary wholesalers and retailers Ten companies
were found: Five well-established secondary wholesalers in Cape Town, three
recently established secondary wholesalers and private retailers in Lilderitz, one
retailer in Walvis Bay and one in Swakopmund. During February 1999, interviews
were conducted by telephoning these companies to explain the purpose and subject
of the project before faxing them structured and pre-coded questionnaires. Com-
pleted questionnaires were returned by four wholesalers from Cape Town (Abraham-

23
Open questions don't suggest an answer.
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se & Sons, Atlas Trading, Gheewala & Sons, van Wyk) and one wholesaler from
Luderitz (Martins & Sons). Partial answers were returned by one private seller
from Luderitz (Sneuve), and one retailer from Swakopmund (Granny's),

Fax interviews with potentialfuture retailers In February 1999, the
potential for developing the local market was explored by faxing fully structured
pre-coded questionnaires to retailers of home-made, indigenous and natural products
in Swakopmund, namely pharmacies, cosmetic stores, craft shops and delicatessen.
The project was introduced during a personal visit to the first six such companies
encountered and the questionnaire was later faxed to them. Data about the
respondents' interest in cooperating with the Topnaar in terms of developing and
marketing lnara products were collected. Completed questionnaires were returned
by four retailers, Baumgart delicatessen, Out of Africa coffee shop, Save the Rhino
Trust craft shop and a pharmacy that did not wish to be named.

Current and potential !nara harvest volume

The annual harvest volume of lnara melons and its variability are one of
the most important parameters in the discussion of improving community-based
lnara resource management by the !Khuiseb Topnaar. A sustainable and sufficient
harvest volume in quantity and quality is the major criterion for profitable marketing
of! nara products and for the establishment of a successful and sustainable marketing
strategy, including the involvement of business people. Table 11.3 summarises
published data of sales volumes. Changing currencies and different units of weight
and volume to which various authors refer make comparison and interpretation
difficult.

Dentlinger (1977), Moritz (1992) and Grasveld & Gabriel ( 1993) mentioned
35 to 40 kg seeds per bag, and one can calculate 44.6 kg' from Budack's (1977)

'~
figures- . We observed that 50-kg bags from a malt brewery were used, but these
were normally not filled to capacity with 'nara. In our calculations, we used 37.5
kg for a bag.

,< The sales volume of seeds to the Cape ranges between 5,000 and 12,000
kg" lnara seeds per season. The sales volume by the Topnaar reported for 1957 of
44 bags (Kohler 1969) and 55 bags (Bohm) seems to be very little. More realistic

24
269 bags were equivalent to 12,000 kg

25
This is based on the assumption that almost the entire sales volume of Flamingo
Furnishers went to Cape Town.
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data on the total sales volume in the 70s was gathered by Budack in 1975 during a
comprehensive survey of all !nara dealers in Walvis Bay. He gave 12,000 kg as a
sale volume of Flamingo Furnishers, which corresponds with the statement of John
Webster, former owner of Flamingo Furnishers. Budack's results furthermore
indicate that the total !nara sales volume was 24,212 kg, and that Flamingo Furnishers
dealt with about half of the sales volume. This crudely corresponds to the figure
given by the Topnaar harvesters. When questioned about their past harvest volume
during the current study, the harvesters' estimates ranged between about 19,600

16
and 33,500 kg .

i "
;

\ I

Volume of Data source Remarks
Year

!oara seeds (kg)

1883 5000 J.A. Bohm sales volume to Cape Town

1890 15000 M. Viehe sales volume to Cape Town

1900 10000 Dinter sales volume to Cape Town

1954 20000 R.F. Logan

1970 11000 w. Moritz sales volume of Flamingo Furnishers

1974 5000 U.Dentlinger
sales volume of Flamingo FurnishersK.F.R. Budack

1975 24212 K.F.R. Budack sales volume of Topnaar

1975 12000 K.F.R. Budack sales volume of Flamingo Furnishers

Table 11.3: Sales volume of 'nere seeds in the past (after Kohler 1969, Logan 1969,
Budack 1977, Oentlinger 1977, Moritz 1992).

Questioned about trends in !nara productivity, 83% of 18 interviewed
professional harvesters and 41% of II other Topnaar interviewed stated that the
general trend was a decline (Fig. 11.1). It is the common opinion (Dausab pers.

26
In Sep1998 the harvesters gave an average minimum of 13 and maximum of 49 bags
(488 - 1,838 kg) per harvesting team in a season. In Dec1998/Jan1999 the figures
were 21-38 bags (788 - 1,425 kg). A !Khuiseb Topnaar household uses an average
of 47 - 81 kg seeds for self-consumption independent of the total yield of the harvest
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obs.) that, in addition to the loss of !nara fields", there was a decrease in !nara
productivity by more than a third during the last 10 to 20 years. However, it is
interesting that the only two professional harvesters who mentioned that the general
productivity is stable were Piet Bees and Salmon Khurisab, belonging to the most
highly professional teams.

100
• Topnaar

oTopnaar harvester

80
<II
C)
III 60-c:
<II
(J"-<II 40
Q.

20

o
generally increasing no opiniongenerally stable generally decreasing

Opinion

Figure 11.1: Opinion of interviewed Topnaars concerning fnara productivity.

Flamingo Furnisher was the only permanent dealer from 1946until it closed
down in 2000. It had an estimated 50-80% of the highly fluctuating !nara market.
During the 70's and the 80's Flamingo had an average trade volume of 10,000 to
12,000 kg per season" Since Namibian Independence, a decrease towards a sales
volume of approximately 5,000 kg in 199i9 was recorded (Fig. 11.2). It would be
expected that the sales volume of the secondary wholesalers would correspond
with the primary wholesaler. Yet not all old records were available, and before
1990 the records indicated a sales volume of the secondary wholesalers that was
lower than what was supplied to them. Recent figures of the 1990s matched better.

27
Some !nara fields declined in the northern Kuiseb Delta after the flood protection wall
was built in 1962 to prevent the river flooding Walvis Bay.

28
Exceptions were 1986 and 1988. In 1986 the Topnaars did not supply Flamingo because
payment was too low. In 1988, Flamingo bought more than 14,000 kg after they raised
payment and the Topnaars sold their cached stocks.

29 This does not take the sales volume of Mr. Yon into account, as he became a primary
wholesaler only in 1996 and trades only about 550 kg annually.
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Figure 11.2: Change in !nara seed trade volume by Flamingo Furnishers during the past
30 years, showing actual figures and trendline.

In summary, until the 1990s the average lnara yield ranged around 26,000
kg and its sale volume around 24,000 kg. Of this, approximately 50% (11,000 to
12,000 kg) was traded by Flamingo Furnishers. The Topnaar consumed about 6 %
of the total volume, about 1,500 kg, while the rest was probably sold locally. This
situation changed in the '90s. The sales volume of Flamingo Furnishers decreased
to 5,000 kg in 1997 and 7,200 kg in 1998 and ceased in 2000 when the company
closed down. Considering the estimated harvest volume of 15,130 kg by the
Topnaar in the 1998 season and the fact that Flamingo usually bought half of the
total harvest (7,200 kg in 1998), the proportions of harvest, sales, and self-consump-
tion remained the same. Therefore it appears that the total harvest volume declined
by 30% during the 1990s. This substantiates the harvesters' perceptions (Chapter
I).

There may be several underlying reasons (Dausab pers. obs.). The decrease
could possibly be due to the declining interest in lnara business caused by lack of
market incentives for the harvesters (Chapter 12). Other reasons could be the post-
ulated decline in !nara productivity (see Chapter 4), changing management patterns,
including non-traditional harvesting methods, and the shift from private ownership
to a communal commodity (Chapter 10).

Availability of human resources

. Human resources in a manufacturing and business process comprise
physical (manpower, health, age), social (cultural background, education, integrity)
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and psychological (motivation, interest, identification, accountability) qualities of
people. Applied to the situation of lnara resource management, two questions
were examined:

I. Can the small 'Khuiseb Topnaar community provide enough manpower?

2. Can the younger generation be recruited?

Professional! nara harvesting requires a group of two or three strong, healthy,
dedicated people. They have to be able to endure the strain of collecting lnara
melons through hot temperatures, long distance walks and four months of l l-hour
workdays in the lnara fields away from the home village. The harvesting and
processing work is not only carried out by men. Women either accompany men
into the field or process the lnara melons into juice, cake and seeds at home,
temporarily suspending their normal household tasks.

The following evaluation gives an idea of how many harvesters are needed
to manage the harvest volume, how many Topnaar were recently involved in the
lnara business, and what the availability of harvester manpower is now and should
be in the future. Our study did not take the work carried out by the support team of
harvesters into account. It should be kept in mind that the processing of lnara
requires many more hours of work than calculated here.

Required and actual manpower The average input of man hours by
harvesters per kg lnara seeds (mh/kg) amounts to 2 hours in good seasons and 4
hours in poor seasons. In an average year it is estimated to be 3 hours. To fill up
one 37.5 kg bag with lnara seeds, a group of 2-3 professional harvesters needs
approximately 3 days (2.61) in a good season and 5 days (5.16) in a poor season.
On average, a harvester spends II hours (11.24) a day, 5 days (5.41 ) a week and
about four months (17weeks) a year harvesting and processing! nara. The majority
of the professional harvesters (83 %) also keep livestock and spend some days per
month in town or in their homesteads, while 17% live close to the fields and return
home every day.

The man hours required for the whole seasonal harvest volume, ranging
from a minimum of 19,800 kg in a poor season to a maximum of 33,500 kg in a
good one, amounts to about 79,000 mh in a poor and 67,000 mh in a good ~eason.
Although double the amount of time is needed to produce one kg of seeds In poor
years, the harvesters are still prepared to invest an additional 12,000 hours of work

1
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per season in order to compensate for at least a part of the poor yield. According to
these calculations, approximately 85 harvesters are required in a poor season, while
in a good season the total harvest can be managed by 72 harvesters3o

•

Considering that the actual number of all professional harvesters reported
by the Topnaar is 40, the calculated number of required harvesters seems to be too
high. There may be several explanations for the discrepancy. First, the estimated
minimum and maximum harvest volume may not apply to the present situation, but .
rather to conditions 20-30 years ago. Second, there are an additional 175 occasional
harvesters whose efforts cannot be quantified as they vary so much.

Current and future availability of manpower The median age of the 18
interviewed harvesters was 42 years. Considering that the life expectancy of
Namibians is less than 59 years (Hansohm & Mupotola-Sibongo 1998), we take
half of this age, i.e. 30 years, as the delineation between young and old adults.
Only 4 (22%) ofthe interviewed 18 harvesters were younger than 30. The high
risk of disability through old age, accompanied by the high risk of illness, typical
for marginalized areas with limited access to urban health centres, could lead to a
sudden loss of one harvester and could result in a whole harvesting team becoming
dysfunctional. In 1998, two of the 18 interviewed harvesters stayed at home due to
illness, and one because of the lack ofteam partners. The unavailability of partners
is a frequent reason given for reduced harvesting activity. For example, Botelle &
Kowalski (1994) quoted "Now when I come down to the lnara fields there is no
one around to help. I long for the past when there were many people coming to the
delta. We helped each other in the harvesting process and by sharing food. These
days, I am so lonely, I cannot even work." The same concern was also voiced at the
second NARA workshop in July 1999 (Iwanek et al., 1999).

The current number of professional harvesters is too small to meet the
objective ofthe NARA project to stimulate the harvest and market volume of the
lnara seeds. How the number of available harvesters will develop in the future
depends on several demographic factors, such as increasing old age and disability
of the current harvesting community, and recruitment rate of younger rural Topnaar
to become harvesters. Currently, the younger Topnaar tend to try to make their

30
Manhours in a poor season: 19812.5 kg x 4 mh/kg= 79 250 mh; number of harvester:
79 250 mh/17 weeks/5 days/11 hours = 85 harvesters
Manhours in a good season: 33 468.75 kg x 2 mh/kg = 66 937.5 rnh; number of
harvesters: 66 937.5 mh/17 weeks/5 days/11 hours = 72 harvesters
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living by means other than farming and harvesting. Yet, the potential of future
harvesters and the development of a sustainable and successful !nara marketing
strategy will depend on the availability and readiness of young Topnaar to continue
the harvesting tradition of their elders.

In 1991, the population and housing census determined a natural growth
rate of2.40% for all Namibia and 2.62 % for its rural areas. Currently, a total rate
of about 3% is estimated, and may correspond to that of the Topnaar. However, the
rural 'Khuiseb Topnaar population may have experienced less net growth in the
last 20 years, given that many people leave the area. During our fieldtrip in 1998/
99,73% oftheyoungTopnaar(n=11, 12-25 years old) and 27% of the adult Topnaar
(n=18, older than 25 years) said that they would prefer living in an urban centre.
While the adult Topnaar feel bound to their ancestral homes, the younger generation
hope for social change (Fig. 11.3). Most of the younger respondents described the
rural life as boring and complained about the lack of jobs and of facilities like
electricity, shops and bars. This corresponds with the upward trend of general
migration to the nearby centre of Walvis Bay, from 2.8% in 1992 to nearly 8% in
1999, shifting from working in rural areas to employment in industry or service
sectors. This was also clearly expressed by the !Khuiseb Topnaar (Fig. 11.3). Our
study covered three successive generations. It became clear that there is a trend of
hoping to move from agricultural work (including !nara harvesting), currently done
by the older generation, to services, preferred by/for the next generation, to higher
education by/for the third generation.

higher education/position
0%

Relatively older adults

agricultural work
57%

any permanent!
technical work

34%

Figure 11.3: Responses to the question: "Which occupation do you prefer and which
occupation do you prefer for your children?", directed at relatively older and relatively
younger adult Topnaars.
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However, there are some young and old people who are starting to recognise
the advantages agricultural work could offer, e.g. nature, space, independence and
self-determination. One interviewee said "In town there are too many people". An
investigation in 1996 ofTopnaar households that were relocated from Mile 4 south
of Walvis Bay to the suburb of Kuisebmond by the South African Government in
1986, reveals a similar attitude (Municipality of Walvis Bay 1997): 6 of the 33 re-
located Topnaar who were interviewed wished to be resettled to the Kuiseb valley.
Their living conditions have not improved in town, but have become worse in
many respects.

The resume of all data enables us to make several recommendations to improve
the availability of manpower during the harvesting season.

1. The efficiency of harvesting with 2 to 4 man hours/kg seems to be too low. A
precise investigation of current harvesting techniques may offer possibilities
for improvements in terms of how to reduce the most time-consuming processes.

2. The existing group of professional harvesters, comprising 40 members at a
median age of 42 years, is too small with too few young members. Although a
growth rate of more than 3% for the rural population is forecast, the majority
of the next generation intends to migrate geographically and socially. The
ability to recruit enough manpower in future by attracting the young generation
to stay, by soliciting the urban Topnaar to return to the Kuiseb, and by stimulating
economically inactive !Khuiseb Topnaar to take up work in the !nara field
again, may benefit from improvements:

• Better transportation and communication facilities could help single harvesters
to join or establish functional teams and would enable the younger Topnaar to
enjoy some ofthe benefits of urban life without completely leaving the Kuiseb.

• Better marketing ofthe !nara harvest has to be introduced. Higher revenues
will be one of the most important factors that could mobilise potential harvesters
and motivate the current harvesters.

• Continuous income needs to be assured in the off-season, when the !nara
harvesting and immediate processing has been completed. The processing of
!nara by cooking the flesh, drying the seeds and preparing !nara cake, has to be
done immediately after the melons are collected. But manufacture and
marketing of products such as oil, cosmetics, liquors, and even handicrafts for
attractive packaging could enable continuous income generation.
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IF' IIn the long run, domestic supply of water, shopping possibilities, electricity, I

and easier access to health care will further diminish the gap between rural and
urban infrastructure and will facilitate a self-controlled business approach
towards !nara marketing. This requirement needs to be addressed at higher
levels (local, regional or national government). Implementation of such
infrastructure is currently largely beyond the control of the !Khuiseb Topnaar
and alternative !nara resource management patterns can be put into operation
before this ultimate upgrading is implemented. However, steps are already
being made in this direction, e.g. the planning of a water committee.

•

Situation Analysis

Does the current social, economic and environmental situation of the
Topnaar community and their indigenous setting in the Kuiseb valley warrant the
modernisation of !nara resource management? Is the revival of !nara business the
right starting point to stimulate self-sustaining rural development? Will it enable
the Topnaar to reach their three identified goals: developing from subsistence to
market economy, from marginalization to integration, and from uncontrolled to
sustainable use of natural resources? We suggest that revitalising the 'nara business
with a different approach is worthwhile, because:

I. A country like Namibia, whose economic development is restricted by
history and extremely variable climate, should encourage development of
any available local potential in order to reduce importation of foreign pro-
ducts and processes (since importation tends to alienate people from their
local environment, resources, traditions and skills).

The !nara plant is a Namibian resource with many features that could
benefit from successful implementation of Community-Based Natural Re-
source Management in the Kuiseb valley. There is a conspicuous lack of
exploiting the cultural and natural potential of the !nara for economic
benefits, although these qualities could contribute significantly to its
potential to support the livelihood of rural Topnaars (Fig. 1.1). In the last
few years, the scientific importance of this plant has been highlighted,
contributing to the understanding of!nara ecology, ecophysiology, dispersal
and regeneration. B~sides elucidating possible constraints affecting !nara
productivity, such studies provide a substantial background that can also
benefit the 'nurturing' or supportive function of!nara. In recent years, the
"Topnaar Community Tourism Enterprises" has been planning incorpor-

2.

I.
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ation of cultural and natural information into their ecotourism programme
in order to generate income whilst conserving and controlling the fragile
environment. Lauberville (Fig. 2.2), conveniently situated at the edge of
the largest !nara fields, is being set up as a self-sustaining community-
based tourist camp (Bruce & Dausab 1998). Considering the high popularity
of the endemic Welwitschia plant, which is a must on most tourist pro-
grammes in Namibia, the !nara probably has a similar high potential, current-
ly still latent. Furthermore, the unique flavour and high nutritional value
of healthy, natural and indigenous !nara products can facilitate the develop-
ment of several new local market niches. The Topnaar have a gem on their
doorstep, even more so as its story is their own.

As the !nara triad of nature-culture-nurture (Fig. 1.1) illustrates, synergistic
effects should be developed between these three facets. The joint effects
of the provision of diverse job opportunities, training by building on existing
skills, and conservation of the Kuiseb environment can enable this rural
community to build up a stable, socio-economic, self-sustaining network.

Community-Based Natural Resource Management in the Kuiseb valley
shows several advantages compared to industrial investments in urban cen-
tres, if cost-benefit aspects are considered. Development programmes for
marginalized Topnaar therefore appear to be less risky in rural conditions.

a) !Khuiseb Topnaar enjoy better living conditions. They have !nara and
livestock for subsistence, enough living space, less danger of infection by
diseases, no debts for rented houses, social security in the extended family
and probably more self-confidence and self-esteem. The majority of adults
prefer living rurally, and several urban Topnaar wish to move back to the
Kuiseb. Only 37% of the young !Khuiseb Topnaar wish to continue living
rurally, as they develop different social and economic values than the current
traditional ways offer. However, urban development does not necessarily
improve the lot of the Topnaar community. For example, after relocation
from Mile 4 to Kuisebmond in 1986, only one of eight urban households
received regular income and was able to pay accounts for municipal services
and rentals. 0f33 adults interviewed (Municipality of Walvis Bay 1997),
only seven were employed, the rest lived on pensions and rental of out-
buildings on their premises. Conditions were unhygienic, tuberculosis
widespread, and food was partly collected at dump sites. This was attributed
to "lack of education and skills, abuse of alcohol, lack of self-discipline
and lack of interest to obtain jobs in order to provide for themselves" (Muni-
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cipality of Walvis Bay 1997, p 3). !Khuiseb Topnaar avoid the brunt of
these problems.

b) There is good potential for !Khuiseb Topnaar to develop through economy
ofscope, although efforts following economy of scale have been unsuc-
cessful. The assessment that small-scale and variable production would
not be cost-effective and unable to compete on international markets caused
a British cosmetic company and the UNDP to withdraw interest in 1992.
However, instead of relying on mass production, reliance on flexible, adap-
tive production of highly diversified products enables satisfaction of indivi-
dual consumer preferences at any time. In the economy oj scope, !nara is
processed and marketed as different products for different markets. Such
diversified small-scale production can benefit from various experiences
and skills of Topnaar community members, it can provide work for all
family members and strengthen their existing system of distributing work
among various members of their extended family. It is also less risky be-
cause of its small, controllable size.

S. Investment in !nara business with higher revenues for the! Khuiseb Topnaar
could improve the currently low image of a !nara harvester compared to
that of livestock fanners. This may alleviate reliance on livestock under
the constraints of limited resources in the Kuiseb valley.

6. The idea of improving !nara resource management is not new. Com-
prehensive information from research in various disciplines, representing
a substantial investment of capital and effort, is already available and has
been integrated with traditional knowledge. The development of alternative
designs of Community-Based Natural Resource Management in the lower
Kuiseb valley can thus tap a substantial body of existing knowledge to
facilitate success.

7. Flamingo Furnishers, the most important dealer of 'nara seeds and the
most reliable business partner of the Topnaar, suddenly closed business in
early 2000. A large proportion of the traditional marketing chain is now
disrupted. There is now a great opportunity for the Topnaar themselves to
fully take over and redesign the marketing of !nara.
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Different models of !nara resource management

We describe several possible marketing strategies that take advantage of
the !nara's high potential. In view of restricting factors limiting the yield of !naras,
there are two options for the Topnaar to achieve appropriate income. Either allocate
the current income from !nara sales to a reduced number of harvesters, or increase
the monetary value of the !nara seeds to the Topnaar by improving the efficiency of
!nara marketing. The latter alternative is preferred, but it should be emphasised
that in this case the income for every harvester should increase considerably. The
failure of many rural development projects is not caused by "conservative,
uneducated indigenous workers" (McDonald 1994), but more likely because of the
lack of incentives and appropriate rewards.

For choosing an efficient marketing strategy, several controllable variables
should be optimised (the concept of marketing mix; Kotler 1980). The marketer
differentiates between four basic variables: product, distribution, price, and
communication (Table 11.4).

As price and communication policies mainly result from production and
distribution strategies, the following recommendations will only discuss alternatives
of the latter, concentrating on the variables that are underlined in Table 11.4.

Product Distribution Price Communication

Quality Channels List price Advertising
Features Target consumer Discounts Personal selling
Options Coverage Allowances Sales promotion

Style Locations Payment period Publicity
Brand Name Inventory Credit tenns
Packaging Storage (Costs)

Sizes Transport
Services

Warranties
Returns

Table 11.4:Marketing variables that could be manipulated. The ones with most critical
effects are underlined (adapted from Kotler 1980)'j
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Topnaar as subsistence farmers Subsistence fanning in drylands is a
highly skilled survival system, using a minimum of :esourc~s ~o that a st~ble
symbiosis of people and nature develops. Ideally, this symbiosis can. continue
indefinitely, as it is most sensitive to the conditions of the natural environrnent.
With regard to social conditions, it would strengthen the existing stru~t~res of
extended families by integrating handicapped and old people and by revivmg the
partially dysfunctional communal supply system. Howeve:, the increasing
population ofTopnaar, the high migration rate of young community mel~bers fr~m
the rural to the urban environment, and requirements for money due to the mcreasmg
integration in market economy, schooling, and adoption of western consumption
patterns preclude the re-adoption offonner living conditions.

Topnaar as communal farmers In contrast to subsistence fanning,
development towards communal fanning is more market-orientated, but still far
from a profit-maximising commercial system. The surplus of agricultural products
is sold or bartered to community members on local markets in the vicinity in order
to pay for basic needs such as school fees. Similar to a subs.istence.h?~se~old, the
whole family serves as a productive unit around which multiple activities like food
and clothing production are organised. The Topnaar have lived in such a self-
sufficient system for hundreds of years, maintaining a steady trade of lnara against
goods brought by passing vessels from or to the Cape and later with general dealers
in Walvis Bay. However, the proximity to prosperous, modem industrial centres
such as Walvis Bay and Swakopmund has attracted people away from the Kuiseb
valley, causing deprivation of rural labour reserves. Furthermore, lack of control
by the lKhuiseb Topnaars of essential natural resources, such as water, increases
vulnerability.

Topnaar as rural entrepreneurs Modem "bottom up" strategies for
sustainable development of rural peripheries involves the reactivation of market-
orientation. The idea of so-called "autocentric development" maintains that through
comprehensive utilisation of all local resources, the basic needs in that region can
be satisfied. It implies that dissociation from urban manufactured goods will
stimulate the development of existing secondary, non-fanning activities (building,
sewing, weaving, pottery and modem activities e.g. repairing bicycles) to primary
tasks in the form of micro-enterprises, as has already occurred in the craft sector
elsewhere in Namibia. Such an evolving diversified structure in light industry and
agriculture could initiate the establishment of small regional economic circles. In
this model of increasing labour division only some ofthe Topnaar would concentrate
on lnara harvesting, while other community members specialise on non-agricultural
products or services which they could exchange against food on local markets.

Although this concept sounds promising for integrating sustainable social,
environmental and economic development, its application to the development of
the Kuiseb catchment may be difficult. Cheap manufactured products are available
in nearby Walvis Bay. This leads to the existing situation that the demand, the
image, and consequently the price, of lnara products are too low in the suburbs of
Kuisebmond and Narraville.

In the past, Topnaar harvesters reacted to this low and unreliable local market
potential by ceding the marketing and trade to intermediaries, restricting their roles
to that of suppliers of raw material without any control on the final consumer price
and the overall lnara market development.

Topnaar as suppliers of raw or pre-processed material In the current
lnara market, the Topnaars' role is restricted to that of suppliers of raw material,
and they are not involved in further processing, value-adding and profit-making
which are achieved elsewhere (Cape Town). In a highly competitive market of
daily food, the price for current lnara products is determined by the consumer, and
there is no potential for extending the trade margin besides reducing production
costs or the number of intermediaries, Production costs are already on a low level
and Topnaar are dependent on their intermediaries to facilitate the international
distribution. One possibility for achieving better income in lnara business is to
expand the harvest volume. From an ecological point of view, more intensive
harvesting could exceed the carrying capacity of this wild, uncultivated plant and
could lead to its demise. We therefore conclude that increasing lnara business by
increasing the harvest volume and trying to increase consumption will not be of
long-term benefit to the Topnaar. Such increases would rather aggravate current
problems.

An alternative scenario is cooperation between the 'Khuiseb Topnaar and
external contract partners, companies that promote ecologically and socially respon-
sible business behaviour. In exchange for permission to market an indigenous ex-
port product, the local people receive employment, training, equipment and access
to a worldwide distribution system, know-how and capital.

Topnaar as small-scale manufacturers Product and market diversification
would enable Topnaar to become small-scale manufacturers. This strategy targets
consumers from the middle-to-high income group outside the Topnaar community
as well as international tourists. lNara products would not be chosen for daily con-
sumption but as a speciality, e.g. as a regional delicacy, a gift or a souvenir from the
Topnaar of the Namib Desert. Positioning the lnara products in the food or cosmetic
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branch with features like "traditional", "indigenous" "and healthy" would not only
meet the evolving demand of the world-wide "green" and "alternative" movement,
but also the development from the supermarkets offering mass products to special ised
retailers (special-line shops) as is already occurring in Swakopmund with shops
and cafes such as Aroma & Health Therapy, Out of Africa and Delicatess Baumgart.
The tourist, primarily interested in obtaining a typical souvenir, will prefer those
products that are packaged appealingly and reveal something about the Topnaar
and their culture concerning lnara. The type of product, !nara as a rare snack, heal-
thy body lotion or as tasty confection, will then playa minor role. In this case the
price results from the additional cultural value rather than from the pure material
value, and higher prices can be set than by marketing lnara as a daily food product.

From the economic point of view, this marketing strategy offers the
possibility to optimise value-addition without requiring a higher volume of !nara
raw material. The processing of storable goods will help to reduce seasonal
fluctuations of income. Overall, this proposal encompasses all requirements of
implementing an appropriate technology: it is capital extensive, work intensive,
low cost, and maximises the use oflocal skills and resources. It will stimulate the
process towards more advanced market-oriented fanning and would promote the
development of self-operated, self-sustaining, small-scale lnara business.

Direct marketing, or at least cooperation with one market intermediary
(retailers in Walvis Bay or Swakopmund), diminishes the number of middlemen.
To back up a new marketing strategy, the trade to South Africa, although not efficient,
should be continued as it is stable and could reduce the risk of introducing a new
marketing concept in the beginning. The character of this integrated programme
will also meet the current economic priorities of the amibian Government that
aim at developing micro-enterprises to fill gaps in the private sector between fonnal
and informal markets in Namibia.

With regard to environmental aspects, the pressure on !nara productivity
will be reduced, first, because the lnara market volume is determined by supply
and not by demand, and second, because the main part of the product value will be
achieved by processing and not by the raw material. Nevertheless a long-term
comprehensive monitoring system would be needed to avoid negative impacts on
the lnara plants.

Conclusions

The most promising model for the future of the !Khuiseb Topnaar appears
to be their development towards becoming small-scale !nara manufacturers under
the auspices ofa Community-Based Resource Management Project. This develop-
ment is extremely sensitive to developments of social aspects. The small-scale
lnara manufacturing business model enables the impoverished and marginalized
community to start from the current stage and initiate social change without abruptly
abandoning traditional life. It provides the possibility of building indigenous, small
enterprises that neither depend on external guidance, nor on alien processes and
products. It includes extensive opportunities for training and recruitment from
within the community, thus enabling the community to improve its livelihood.
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Part IV: FUTURE OUTLOOK

Chapter 12

:ARA: Which way forward?

by Topnaar Community Foundation & Desert Research Foundation of
Namibia

1997 Objectives

What has been achieved so far') The following were the questions developed by
the NARA project in 1997:

1. Has !nara fruit production changed, and, if yes. whv?

How can harvesting be sustainably managed'?

3. Ilow can the 'nara plant be cultivated without depleting other natural
resources?

4. How can the! Khuiseb Topnaar obtain an appropriate and predictable
income through 'nara?

As this book shows, there has been significant progress. particularly in
terms of understanding some of the prox imate (but not the ulti mate) factors a llecii ng
'nara productivity, recruitment and initial factors involved in cultiv arion (Chapters
4-9). Howe ve I'. even the prox imate factors are not understood completely. and
there has been little more than speculation on some olthe ultimate factors allccung
productivity. The important question of sustainabi Iity has not: cr been addressed
directly and will need urgent attention in view of progress with Objective 4
concerning !nara bus iness deve loprnent.

The basel ine study and several workshops represent outputs under Objective
4. While initial planning by the 1 Khuiscb Topnaar and some training to community
members are the most important activities that have occurred under this objective.
actual implementation has not commenced. The economic situation of the !Khuiscb
Topnaar has not improved during the project so far. Developments have. however,
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led to the situation where it is poised to do so in the near future ifseveral conditions
are met, as described below,

Two questions to the Topnaar guided their discussions: I. "How do you want to
proceed?"; 2. "What do you expect from us (TCF, DRFN. CRIAA. others)?", A
total or 56 statements were received and sorted into clusters (Appendix C), which
arc summarised below (Table 12.1 a & b).

In this chapter, we summarise the future plans, as stated by the Topnaar
community at a workshop and in the baseline study, and as perceived by the Top-
naars principal \lARA partners: DRFN and CRIAA.

Current perspective of the Topnaar community

Feedback on the \lARA project was given to, and, in turn, obtained from
the Topnaar at a community workshop that took place at Lauberville on 22 August
200 I (Moser et 0/ 200 I). or the 55 people who attended. 45 were Topnaar, seven
from DRFN, two from CRIAA, and one from the University of Frankfurt. Several
leaders attended, including the Chief of the Topnaar, Seth Kooitjie, and TCF
Councillor Rudolf Dausab. The first feature was feedback by DRFN on lnara
research that had been conducted since the first workshop in 1997. Oral presentations
made use of A Irikaans posters prepared from summaries of Chapters 4-9 & II of
this book. This was followed by a stimulating discussion of future possibilities
concerning marketing and processing of alternative 'nara products by CRIAA.

Feedback from the community was obtained in the Conn of written
statements on cards that groups ofcornmunity members discussed and formulated.

We request you to... In other words, we request you to ...

id d d aid and assist us to improve Inara management.
ProVI e nee e support . ~ .

t 'nara business, and explore market alternatives.

. If' ffici Temporarily help us to become more self-Improve our se -su lelency ._. J

J suffic lent I

i
. I k h advise us on how Topnaar can optimally work I'snmu ate us to wor touet er J~ together

. I become uood partners with us and fostercooperate Wit 1 us ':'.
I cooperation and trust With us

h I d i I f ~I assist us in establishing a factory of the Topnaare p us eve op a .nara actorv -
J 'nara co-op

TC·.F b '11 'I .' I TeF to develop a good relationship of trust into UI ( mutua trust WIt 1 . -' .. Imanazmu our financial affairs III our best
us intere:ts,~and to keep us well-informed

DRFN to conduct research to improve 'nara
continue relevant research management, and CR1AA to conduct research

on product development and marketing

.i kId j cxchanue information with us on 'nara. andpr(wl( c now e ge ane . - . . .
. . - provide Illore training to us III modern methodsrrammg -.

of plant, product, and market management

We want to ... In other words, we want to ...

keep 'uara business going continue with 'uara in such a way that it benefits our
and the ~nara 's future

further develop 'nara develop the most suitable management. processing
business and marketing procedures
run the' nara business in establish 'nara marketing as Topnaar business and
Namibia ourselves develop an appropriate local market

work together cooperate with each other in the community and
households

have cooperative leaders have good, cooperative management for the 'nara
business

establish a Topnaar 'nara establish a 'nara co-op of Topnaar harvesters.
co-op processors and marketers
obtain direct economic improve our livelihood through appropriate income
benefits and financial security

Table 12.1b. Summary of the Topnaar Community's responses to the question. "What do
you expect from us (TCF, DRFN CRIAA, others)?"

Table 12.1a. Summary of the Topnaar Community's responses to the question. "How do
you want to proceed?"

This shows that the Topnaar community is determined to develop the 'nara business,
while remaining sensitive both to their own cultural tradition concerning 'nara and
to the requirements on nara itself Their boldest proposal entails forming a co-op
ofprofessional'nara harvesters and processors, that would bring the entire chain or
'nara business, including plant management. harvesting, processing and \\ holesaling,
into their own control. Fundamentally, they hope to achieve this by pledging
cooperation towards each other, requesting both their own leaders as well as partner
institutions to assist them ill achieving this.
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An efficient CO_Op11ofharvesters, ~nara craftsmen/women, marketers, and
effective partners could fulfil nearly all of the aspirations staled in Table 12,1 a & b.
It would require and ensure Topnaars trusted each other and worked closely with
each other, including with the leaders, and serve as a focal point for partner
institutions, A co-op would ensure equitable distribution of income based on a
mutually agreed upon system, and would reduce the existing economic uncertainty
of individual harvesters, One written statement submitted by the Topnaar at the
workshop sums this up (Appendix C):

"We need to have an organisation lor the harvesters, which registers
its members. Thc organisation must be formalised before the next
season, It must incl ude: the Chief or a Councillor, the Foundation
and Harvesters, CRIAA, DRFl\i, eRN and other organisations to
help the community until such a time that they become positive
(i,e, self-sufficient. profit-making). All information and research
must guide the process until this Topnaar 'nara organisation can
susta in itse IC:'

was demonstrated as an example), gave agreeable resonance, The rural people,
used to extremely hard work (but currently for poor returns), concurred that by
working together for mutual interests, rather than individually for own interests,
much more could be achieved,

Thc workshop participants applauded the idea that cooperation among
harvesters as sellers of 'nara raw material could immediately bring the current
market to South Africa into Topnaar control. as a first step in further market
development. Furthermore, the workshop participants showed great appreciation
of the demonstrated samples offresh 'nara oil, at first impression being a fine oil of
high quality especially for cosmetic purposes. !Nara oil represents a quantum
jump in value addition, It was obvious at the workshop that the Topnaar want to do
this themselves, A basic requirement was echoed many times in the feedback: the
Topnaar community members need to trust and cooperate with each other.
S({(IIII1I'erk! '

To sum up several other submissions (Appendix C): the Topnaar want to
establish a 'nara co-op, consisting of registered Topnaar harvesters who sell 'naras
only to the co-op. as well as Topnaar who process and market lnara products. The
co-op should allocate !nara fields to harvesters and collect the produce from them,
"'~ara factories" would be the focal points of the co-op, By "factories" are
understood possibly several places for 'nara processing. such as "home industries"
as far as technical facilities allow (c.g. every household can cook !nara jam. but
may be there is only one oil press), Several submissions made it clear that workable
and acceptable methods of sharing income among co-op members will need to be
agreed upon,

The most striking event at the workshop was the eager appreciation of
suggested small-scale, quick (but significant) economic solutions that may get the
~Khuiseb Topnaar out of the current tight, economically-constrained "comer". The
demonstration that "Saamwerk" (cooperatively working together) could immediately
increase the earnings of harvesters in the ex isting ~nara harvest. and could bring
many-fold increases in benefIts through further processing of products (lnara oil

The call for more research and more sharing of knowledge at the workshop
reflects the deep appreciation and quick grasping of the significance of research
findings, In a sense. the presenters were "preaching to the converted", Based on
the existing appreciation of 'nara representing culture, nature and nurture, research
serves to confirm. elucidate. and test some of the challenges facing the Topnaar.
Research can also help to find a way out of conflicting constraints that face the
management oflnara plants in its changing natural environment, and is fundamental
to understanding factors that affect susrainability.

Lastly, and most importantly. the request by workshop participants for
Topnaar to receive training in modern techniques of plant. product and market
management, signals readiness to acquire additional skills required to facilitate the
development and improved self-sufficiency of the' Khuiseb Topnaar.

Small-scale !nara product manufacturers

31
"co-op" (short for cooperative): a business that is owned collectively and managed for
joint economic benefit, through cooperative use of the means of production and
distribution.

The Topnaar are already the world's best experts in managing !nara and
processing its fruit. Several constraints currently impede the growth of the existing
!nara business, most important being the harvester's dependence on the demand at
the far end of a market chain with middlemen that the Topnaar cannot control.
Several other constraints, even the rather limited supply of lnara raw material,
could fade into insignificance by turning the tables: make the market supply-driven.
This presents an opportunity for the Topnaar to become small-scale !nara product
manufacturers. Given conditions of the !Khuiseb Topnaar, self-sufficient !nara
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manufacturing and marketing can probably be more efficiently implemented b:
forming a co-op, instead of having many separate, competing family enterprises. A
co-op can minirnise the social risk of a small business while keeping the activity
dispersed in homes.

The idea ofa 'nara co-op had already emerged during the interviews of the
Topnaar in the baseline study. It is thus not a new idea to the Topnaar and had
formed the focal point of previous efforts (e.g. Grasveld & Gabriel 1993; Dausab
pcrs. obs.). By 'nara co-op is understood a company that is obliged to cede
management, control and organisation to its Topnaar "home industries" after a
period of introduction and training. The co-op can set the sales price of lnara
products and does not depend on market intermediaries. It enables the Topnaar to
fully exploit their monopoly as 'nara suppliers. provided that all 'nara harvesters
participate and do not attempt to undercut prices by selling privately. To ensure
that the executive management acts according to environmental and social goals
and not according to sel f-serving interests, an independent control body. representing
the Topnaar, '\iGOs. and government, whose members are elected by the main
stakeholders. should be implemented.

A co-op can minimise the danger of unequal distribution of revenues. It
could support the Topnaar dealing with income in a reasonable way by offering
saving and credit systems. health and social insurance. Training in calculation.
harvesting techniques and general business skills is essential to smoothen the way
for esiabl ishing small and sel f-owned !nara enterprises. A II household members
can participate in such home industries in the rural settlements of the !Khuiseb
Topnaar. This will reinforce the productive unit of the extended family system.
thus maintaining the traditional way oflife. Thus. implementation ofa co-op could
result in an increase in living standards. democracy. education. social cohesion.
and cultural identity in the 'Khuiseb Topnaar.

The need for the 'Khuiseb Topnaar to cooperatively work together is the
single most important fundamental prerequisite for! nara business development to
proceed. Mechanisms to ensure continued Saaniwerk need to be developed by the
Topnaar Community itself.

• dried or roasted seeds. with or without adhering flesh

various bakery products

oil, body lotion

dried fruit flesh. jam. juice. liqueur

medicinal products: root or stem extracts

souvenirs: fruit peels made into jewellcry or packaging, seed shells in jewellery,
attractive packaging with patchwork, woodcarving, pottery and home-made
Jabels of any of the above products

•
•
•
•
•

• images: value can be added to all of the above products by images such as:

• romantic cultural tradition

• clean. healthv plant (//1(1environment

• genuine indigenous Xcunibian product

• supporting rural people ill harsh desert conditions.

This range of products remains to be fully introduced into the market.
Several Namibian retailers have already expressed interest in cooperating: with the
Topnaar in this respect. Initial indications are that the tourism industry and health
shops could be potential market outlets. A proper market survey and test introduction
ofproducts is required to gauge this potential.

The Topnaar currently monopolise 'nara products, a position they should
secure legally to prevent foreign companies from taking business initiative away
from them as soon as new market opportunities are opened. Immediate registration
ofvlnara" (and its word derivatives. such as "nara" and "narra") as a !nara product
trademark belonging to the Topnaar Community would secure such legal rights.

Future research on !nara

Simultaneously to focusing on the market and socio-economic rarnifi-
cations, the lnara plant itself requires continued attention. In order to use this natu-
ral resource optimally. it is necessary to understand more fully the factors that
affect its sustainable production. While this book indicates that much is already
known. it also reveals crucial gaps in our knowledge. These gaps currently still
prevent us from being able to make predictions on the future production of 'nara
fruit, how to best manage plants in the field, and how to cultivate 'nara.

i\ Iarket development

'Nara lends itselfto product and market diversification. While continuing
to form a staple food for the' Khuiseb Topnaar themselves. actual or potential
marketable 'nara products that \\ere identified during the baseline study include:
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We suggest that the following research topics arc important:

• 'narc population dvncunics. understanding the natural functioning of lnara
fields; recruitment rate; u ltimatc factors affecting recruitment; factors affecting
longevity; natural variation in population size, sex ratios, and age structure

• 'nara plant dynamics: growth and decline of branches within individual plants.
factors affecting small-scale resource allocation in subsections of plants

• long-term monitoring ofindividuai 'nara plants: annual fruit yield; growth
and development over years

In its further development. the N ARA project should involve:

• agreement on full cooperation by all professional harvesters and their household
rncm bcrs

• .'11{fI'U water relations: mechanisms of connection to groundwater; ideal
conditions of groundwater in terms of depth, replenishment and quality; ability
to use surface or near-surface water; tolerance of sal ine water

• formulation and implementation of mechanisms to ensure 'Khuiseb Topnaar
cooperatively working together

• continued feedback between harvesters/processors and researchers/stakeholders

• Topnaar taking full control of all !nara wholesale operations

• Topnaar securing exclusive legal rights on 'nara product supply by obtaining a
trademark

• lierbivorv: extent and effect of herbivores on !nara branches and flowers: insects,
donkeys (e.g. experiments with exclusion of herbivores, simulation of damage )

• harvesting methods: effect of alternative methods of harvesting and plant
management on plant productivity (c.g. experiments with harvesting once vs.
harvesting all fruit vs. no harvesting, harvesting ripe vs. unripe fruit: several
kinds of mechanical damage on plant; burning vs. not burning)

• 'nara cultivation: further investigations towards requirements for the
management of seedlings to adult plants; methods ofstimulating development
and productivity (e.g. various kinds of water, fcrtiliser, pruning methods,
grafting); sand binding characteristics

• formation ofTopnaar co-op based on a business plan

• formation of a !nara advisory board

• identification of funding needs

• obtaining funding to assist specific initial business development and research

• !nara product development research

• !nara product market research

• determining training needs tor lnara business

• further training to Topnaar in 'nara plant, product and market management, as
required

Recommendations

• Topnaar participating in monitoring fruit production and plant growth

• research on biophysical and socio-economic factors affecting lnara productivity

• design and implementation of appropriate harvesting and management strategies

• project monitoring, evaluation and redesign

• gradual discontinuation offinancial support as business becomes sel f-sustaining.

In summarising the different models of 'uara resource management, we
recommend the adoption of a strategy that enables the! Khuiseb Topnaar to bui Id
up their own small-scale !nara enterprise, In our opinion, this seems to be the best
way that would lead to full integration in the market economy and Namibian society,
while the development occurs through a self-guided process with minimal external
intervention. NARA, as a Community-Based Natural Resource Management
Project, entails cooperation within the Topnaar Community as well as between the
community and partner organisations, such as the DRFN, CRIAA, MET MAWRD,
and the business community.
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Future objectives PART V: LITERATURE & APPENDICES
Although extensive progress has been made in addressing the NARA project
objectives of 1997, none of them have yet been fulfi lied. In reviewing them. \\ e
have rephrased the original objectives and find that they still encompass what NAR·\
endeavours to achieve in the coming years:

Chapter 13

} to manage 'nara sustainably

Literature Citations and Bibliography on !Nara and Topnaar

collated by Joh Henschel, Inge Henschel & Petra Moser

I. to understand and control factors that affect 'nara fruit production

3. to cultivate 'naras without depleting other natural resources

4. tor! Khuiseb Topnaar to obtain appropriate and predictable income through
!nara.

* denotes references that are cited in the text.
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abiotic
albedo
anthesis
anthophorine bee
apormxis
assimilation
biotic
C1

C.j

CAM plants

chlorenchyme
chloroplast
CO,
cotyledons
cuticle

diaspore
dioecious
endemic
endosperm

epicuticular wax

epidermis
gas exchange
hypocotyl
inundation
merisrem

mesophyll cell
mesophyte
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II,

Glossary

symbols representing clicks, typical in the Nama language
non-living component of an ecosystem
proportion of insolation that is reflected back
time of flowering in a plant
solitary bee
asexual reproduction in plants
plants consume energy (light) and turn it into substance
Iiving component of an ecosystem
a form of the chemical process of photosynthesis which uses
a three-carbon pathway,
a form of the chemical process of photosynthesis which uses
a four-carbon pathway.
CAM stands for Crassulcean Acid Metabolism, and indicates
a method of photosynthesis that is used by Crassulaceae, a
family of succulent plants.
plant tissue containing chlorophyll
green pigment in plants, needed tor photosynthesis
carbon dioxide gas from which plants obtain carbon
germination leaves
thin, waxy, protective layer covering the surface of leaves
and stC111of plants
seed that functions in dispersal
sexes separate (male and female plants)
species OCCUlTingonly in a particular geographic region
structure in a seed, stores food materials used during
germination
a thin wax layer on the outside of the cuticle, serves as
insulation
outermost layer or layers of cells in a plant
measurement of COe uptake and oxygen release
plant part between roots and germination leaves
completely covered, buried underneath
cells that can split indefineiely, being responsible for plant
growth
specific cell layer in a leaf
plant adapted to an environment that is neither very dry nor
very wet

microphylly
palaeo-channel

PAR

phreatophyte
polylcctic
radicle
Scholander bomb
sclerenchyma

solitary bees
stigmata
stomata

transpiration
trichome
water potential

WUE

xerophyte

xylem

very small leaves
ancient river course that is no longer functional but still
contains groundwater
photosynthetic active radiation: light that is used for
photosynthesis
plant using groundwater
foraging on different plant species
first roots of a germinating seed
equipment to measure water potential
fibrous or woody tissue in a plant that provides mechanical
support
bees that do not live in colonies
reproductive organ of a female flower
small openings in stem or leaves that allow C(\ and water
vapour to enter the plant and oxygen and water vapour to
escape
evaporation of water through a plant's leaves and stem
fine hairs on leaves or sterns of plants
way of measuring the energy needed to take up water; the
more negative this is, the more difficult it is to take up water
water use efficiency: ability of plant to use available carbon
assimilated per unit water transpired
plant that grows in vel)' dry conditions and is able to withstand
periods of drought
plant cells that transport water and dissolved substances
upwards
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Questions during interviews of Topnaars during the
baseline study

I. Description of the study field
• r-rame 0 I'homestead
• Infrastructure (nothing, water, road, radio. transportation facilities,

electricity, phone, shop)
• Distance to next village
• How many households are situated here in this settlement?
• What are the names ofthe heads of these households, how many adults, how

Illany children including schoolchildren live there permanently')
• How many regular harvesters live in this settlement?

2. Date of respondent
• First name/last name
• Sex
• Age/age group (0-25, 26-60. > 60)
• Origin (I')pn:lar·;\onin. which Aonin group. 'hu othcrinin. 'Khuiscnin, '(jom.:n. 'Namixan, mu-

lin.; other)

• Place of main residence
• Level of education (highest level)

3. Family/Household
• How many people permanently live in this household? (I' m 611. r'm 211·(,11.

children 11·25)

• How many children of the household are yours?
• How many of them do you still send to school?
• Who is head or your household?

4. Household structure and wealth ranking for the whole settlement
• llow many households are situated here in this settlement')
• What is the name (of the head) or these households'?
• How many persons are permanently living in this household? (I m(,O. !'-ill 26·

6IJ. children O·:?))

• How many persons belong to his household but only come periodically at
holidays, weekends? (I'-m(,(j. hll 2(,·(,(). children O·2:i)

• Are there rich and poor households in your settlement'? Why are they rich,
why are they poor?
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5. Occupation
• What is your main current occupation (during 'nara season, outside !nara

season )'?
• Which occupation would you like the 1110st?(PlechC num; IiIe occupation- and rank

.hern. On top oj' the stick please put the occupation :ou like the most. at the hlHtOI11\\ hicl. ) ou like
least olv our choscr: occupations, -ltc111s prepared: pensioner. cmp.oy cc as car mechanic. office
\I orker, nurse. waitrcs-, etc. housekeeper. self-employee' as a businessman. livestock farmer, 'nara
har. ester. casual worker, ... )

• Which occupation would you like for your children') Please name lile occupations
and rank them, On top of the stick please put the occupation )OU like the moxtut rhc bottom which
) ou like least 01" your chosen occupation;" - hems prepared: pensioner, empk» cc as car mechanic.
office worker. nurse. waitrcs-; cic.. housekeeper. ,c1I~clllplo'ed a, a huxincs-rnan. livcstoc], tanner.
'nara harvester, casual worke:. .

• Wh ich other year do you remember very well'? Perhaps the vcar \I hen 0-15. 15-25,
)OU got married. your first son \I as horn, one otyour children ~ot married. 1936 bi~ tlood. 1962
DFRl! \las founded. 197-llong flood. 1981 ChiefSeth Kooitjie, 1990 Namibia Independence, 199-1
Walvis Ha) turned Namibian, 1l)l)-1 visit ofPrime vlinister Geingob'

• How would you describe the development of the yearly productivity over the
years'? (stable. stable - hut decreasing, stable - but increasing, unstable. unstable - but decreasing.
unstable - but increasing I

6. Harvesting
• To which fields do you usually go for harvesting, please show them on the

map! I

• In former times, every 'nara field belongs to a particular Topnaar family.
Who is or was the owner of these fields'?

• Did you personally change your harvest areas in the past'? If yes, what was
the reason for this change'?

• Are there other harvesters in these fields? - h(m man. are regular harv esters, ho« manv

occasional hnrvestcrs"
• How do you deal with harvest newcomers in the field where you normally

harvest'? I let them sta) I chase them <1\1ay I ask the lopnuar council chiclIor help other.

• Do you know some fields where normally nobody is harvesting? \\ h) is

nobody harv esting then:'?

8. Utilisation of different parts of the !nara fruit
• Which part of the lnara do you use today'?
• How do you process them'?
• For what are they used'?
• For whom are they prepared?
• At least how many kg or bags of pips do you need to care for your family

(self-consumption)'?
• How long can you store 'nara pips and how long does the stored amount

normally last'?
• In a very poor season you could only harvest some bags. Did you

immediately sell them all or did you keep them all at home'?
• If the price for 'nara pips will increase a lot. would you sell more'?
• Let's refer to the last year: 110\1 man-, kg hags did) ou harv est last I C:II",' - 110\1 many hags

you kept horne? .. II(m many bags )OU sold last year? - HO\l much did )OU use for exchange wirl:
other goods last) ear'?

7. Harvest volume/expense in manpower
• In which months do you normally harvest?
• Which months normally have a very high, which normally a low fruit

production'?
• How many kg or how many bags of seeds (50 kg) do you normally harvest

in those months'?
• How many days/weeks do you normally harvest in those months?
• In a month with normal productivity: how many days do you have to work to

fill one 50 kg bag with pips?
• Please describe your time schedule while you are working in the field? (hour

you get lip. time \OU have lunch. hour v ou finish w ork )

• How was th~ productivity o{ !nara fruits in the past'? Which were the vcars \I ilh the
highcsi productiv it, and \I hich \I ith the lowest' \\'hat \I as the hiuhcst harv eSI I olumc and the
sma llcs;' -

9. Trade structure
• To whom do you sell your pips or to whom do you give them in exchange

with other goods'?
• Do you know to whom Flamingo Furnisher, Mr. Yon, Mr. Schwcikardt sell

the pips afterwards'?
• What do you think they charge tor one bag of !nara pips to the purchasers in

South Africa'?
• What do you think is the price you should get to match your work input and

your need to sufficiently care for your fami ly?
• Do you have any idea by what means you might get a higher price for 'nara

pips?
• Did you try to find a more lucrative possibility to sell lnara pips in the past"

If no - why not?
• Do you have any idea why the people in Cape Town know your !nara pips

and how the trade was introduced to SA"
• How did your ancestors deal with !nara pips'?

1
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• Did they also deal with other lnara products? Appendix B: Present and future marketing situation of the Topnaar

communal farmer
small-scale manutacrurcr of !nara
products

10. Household structure/finances
• Who normally makes the decisions about expenses, income, etc. in your

household?
• Does the budget of your household include all household members, that

means all persons who are permanently living here and those who only come
for holiday?

• On what do you normally spend your monthly money'? Name all main
expenses per months and rank them.

• Please name all of your different sources of monthly cash income.
• If you consider all these different income sources, how much money do you

then have at your disposal every month?
• If you receive your salary on pay day, the money for the' nara sale or other

cash income, how do you deal with this money at that moment? Posi;inn the
amount you normally spend at once in town on the scale.

• Do you have savings')
• Do you have a banking-account?
• Do you have credits?
• Do you sometimes buy things in town on account?
• What would be an appropriate monthly income for you to sufficiently care

for your family?
• What do you think is the amount of income of: -a qualified car mechanic in

WB, an office assistant in WB, a nurse a servant?

(current situation ofth e Topn aurxs (possib!e future situati.rn ofth e
Topnaurs)

selective <pccialis.uion

marketinj; srratcgv] sale of surplus
small-scale production (cconoruy or
score I

diverse product programme

branch lood tood. cc-metics. souvcnir-.

marker local ion
(macro)

national

regional urban and tourist sitesmarket location
(micro)

local rural. part lv local urban

residents o fthc regional urban centres like
S\\,akllpll1und 'lilt! \\'ah i, Bav,

own household members (s~ll'-
consumption}.

target consumer
other residents in the Kuiscb \ icinity
and in the suburbs of Walvis Ba)

national

tourists ill tilt::urban ccnrr. ..'s or ill rouri-«

sites. c.g. in tile ',"nib-'\aukluli Park

fur sale: toed

dried or roasted seeds (pips)

dried fruit flesh ('nara cake)

product types
for se.t-consumpuon:

11. Socio-economic features
• Tell me something about your favourite meals and drinks.
• What would you like to do alter work in your free time"
• What do you like the most about your life as a harvester in this settlement?

And what do you like the least?
• What do you like the most/makes you proud about living as a member of the

Topnaar. What do you like the least, what makes life di fficult?
• Are you an active member in groups, councils, etc. in the Topnaar

community?
• Ifsomebody will give you a large amount ofmoney, e.g. 4-5000 N$. What

are you going to do with this money?
• You are a 'nara harvester and you arc dealing with 'nara pips, so what

qual ities should a good harvester have to be successful'?
• Whom would you ask tor support"

fresh 'narajuicc (~nara milk)

crushed seeds as far or oil

tea of roots (medicine)

dried or r~)asted seeds. oil. jam. liquor.
juice. dried fruit flesh. confection. various
bakery products

cosmetics

body lotion. oil

:-,Oll\ cnir, ~raft:-

jcwcllcry out 01' ~l1ara shells

(packaged ill patchw or!" or \\ oodcarx illg~l

prnduct
featurcs

home-made, not manufactured home-made, indigenous. cvcnruallv
partly manufactured. emphasis on
puckuging as a present. as a SOU\ cnir

product style
110 intended style

product use
for satisfaction of daily needs

harvester and manufacturer (Topnnars} ._.
r wholcsalcrl- consumer

distrihution
channel

harvestcrt Topnaars) - primary and
secondary wholcsnlcr - consumer

image or originality. uniqueness.
heahhy. typical for the Topnaar
culture

for sansfaction ofnon-duily \\'allts

OnC or two intermediariesnumber uf
intenncdiarics
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HOW DO VOL WANT TO PROCEED'!

• a 'nara company should be founded under which we can work
• we want to establish a co-op and sell !naras to the co-op
• people should store 'nara at their homes, and when they are finished with the

processing, they notif the Foundation to come and fetch it
• we want to establish an organisation concerning 'naras
• every harvester should be registered and allocated' nara fields
• there must be an organisation that helps with the work
• We need to have an organisation for the harvesters, which registers its members.

The organisation must be formalised before the next season. It must include:
the Chief or a Councillor, the Foundation and Harvesters, CRIAA, DRFN,
GRN and other organisations to help the community until such a time that they
become positive (i.e., self-sufficient, profit-making). All information and
research must guide the process until this Topnaar 'nara organisation can sustain
itself

• obtain direct economic benefits
• we expect cash

Appendix C: Answers to workshop questions

Ife want to .. ,
• keep !nara business going
• we want to continue with the 'nara business
• we must gather the! nara pi ps
• 'nara is the basis of our development, for future generations
• we want the 'nara to be managed in the traditional manner so that we can

ensure the! nara 's future
• further develop !nara business
• today we have seen that! naras have different kinds of meanings, and that we

can use them for di fferent purposes or products, for example oil
• we want to process lnara products
• run the !nara business in Namibia ourselves
• we have now seen that foreign companies make more money than we and

don't want this to continue like that
• we, as the community, are opposed to the 'naras being exported to Cape Town,

and we want to process and sell !nara products here in Namibia
• work together
• we must always work together
• we must all work together
• help each other to carry our burdens
• stand together and work together
• each household must work together
• it will be very good if we stand together as community
• have cooperative leaders
• \>''C want us, as community, to communicate with the traditional Council
• we expect there to be cooperation between the leaders and the community so

that we can continue with the project
• we would like Councillors for the 'nara business.just as we have a traditional

council. where we can discuss problems
• establish a Topnaar !nara co-op
• let us establish a 'nara organisation
• the Inara workers must work together and sell! naras to the Topnaar Community

Foundation
• large com pan ies should be cstabl ished where! naras can be processed and sold

WHAT DO YOL EXPECT FROM LS (TCF, DRFN, CRIAA, others)?

We request yo It to .. ,
• provide needed support
• we require aid to continue with the project
• help us to help ourselves, thank you!
• we would like you to temporarily provide us with an outlet where we can sell

'naras
• YOUl11usthelp our community to do something with the 'nara root, because we

use it as traditional medicine
• improve our self-sufficiency
• the organisaiions that assist us must continue until we can carry out the project

independently
• conduct research and help us until we become sel I-sufficient
• they must strongly assist and support us as much as possible until we can stand

on our own feet and can dig in .. i.e. become well established
• stimulate us to work together
• DRFN: must continue with research and to stimulate the community to work

together so that the work becomes easier
• co-operate with us
• we want you and us to work together and that there should be trust amongst us
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I

• I twrcl» II ",',i III say thanks to the people involved at this meeting, especially
PiL'!T, .rom CRLL\J\, as wel] as the students and the DRFN staff and everybody
1\ ho attended, lrom the Topnaar community: Thank you'

• help us den-lop a !nara factorv
• CRIAI\: we expect you to develop a 'nara factory together with us in the Kuiscb,

and that this factory recruits Topnaars

• we expect more help Irom CRIAA to assist us with founding a factory that will
create more jobs for the Topnaars

• DRFN: we ask DRFN to help develop a 'nara factory
• TCF to build mutual trust with us
• TCF: must keep us better in I()I'J11 ed
• TeF: must pay cash to the people who deliver 'naras
• TCF: cash helps us to help ourselves, only then other afrairs should be attended

to (thank you RIGAS'.»
• continue relevant research
• w c ask DRFN to do all the necessary research
• DRF?\: must continue with research and to stimulate the community to work

together so that the work becomes easier
• conduct research and help us until we become self-sufficient
• CRIAA: should do further investigations for us
• vvc would like you to help us to ensure that the lnara becomes more productive

and to earn more income
• provide knowledge and training
• DRFN: we would like the DRFN to give LIS more kn()\vkdge
• we ask that you continue to give us more information on the 'naras
• we personally request DRFN. TCF & CRIAA to provide us with more of the

knowledge that you have on the 'nara plant itself in other words. what YOLI

find out in research on the plant
• DRFN: must in future provide much knowledge to LIS so that we may learn

more

• we would like somebody to show us how to obtain and make quotations to
improve the 'nara business

• we request that you build a training centre for us, where we can learn
• you should assist us, the Topnaar Youth, with workshops so that we can grow

stronger


